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THE ORPHANS OF BOWIE BAR
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
THE ORPHANS OF BOWIE BAR.

Bowie Bar was about as rough and lawless as the name
would imply.
It was a typical mining camp of the period, which was a few
years ago, when the region known as the Wild West was in
,
somewhat unsettled condition.
,Just who had given the camp its name can not be said, but
no doubt a bowie knife must have figured largely in it.
A prospector had struck it rich there, and it being necessary for him to have supplies and the implements he needed
to get out the pay-dirt, he had traveled to the nearest town
and let it be known.
Then in less than two months there was a population there
that numbered about eighty.
Some of the venturesome miners, who were in search of
their fortunes, brought their wives and children with them,
and while the women and children were treated with respect
by the lawless element, men were often shot down while
wrangling about their claims, and for other causes, as well.
Jim Hardy was one of the most peaceful men in Bowie Bar;
yet when aroused he was known to be a dangerous man.
Jim had brought his two children with him when he located
at the Bar, for, being a widower, and with no relatives within
a thousand miles of him, there was no other way.
One of the children was a boy of fourteen, who was rather
small for his age and a very willing worker. The other was a
little girl of ten. She was rather delicate when she came to
the Bar, but the good Colorado mountain air caused her to
"pick up" right away, as Big Gus, the keeper of the general
store, put it.
The boy's name was Benjamin and the girl's Sarah. Neither
had a fancy name, but, as might be supposed, they were satisfied with them, and were called Ben and Sallie for short.
Things were booming at Bowie Bar, and Jim Hardy was
getting his share of the gold dust.
Some of the successful ones had crude machinery brought
to the bar to help them get out the ore more quickly.
Speculators came there, and they were always waiting for
the chance to buy the good claims that were offered for sale.
Hardy kept putting away money every month for his children, and he managed to get rid of the rest, for there was all
the opportunity in the world for him to do so.
Gambling and drinking is about all the average miner could
• find to do to kill time when he was not working, and honest
Jim Hardy was no better than the rest in this respect.
But one day there came a reverse.
Hardy suddenly discovered that his placer had "pP.tered ''
out, and it happened so quickly that he was dazed by it.
,

r

,The end of the rich surface spot had been reached, and try
as he might he could not scrape up as much as an ounce in a
whole day.
Then Jim Hardy grew discouraged, and h~ soon could be
found hanging about the Gold Star Saloon nearly all the time.
The two children worked hard and managed to keep house
in the little shanty, the majority of the miners helping them
now and , then.
One night Hardy got in trouble with Hank Rose, the worst
man in the camp, and foolishly undertook to shoot him.
The · bad man was quicker than he, and a much better shot,
and the result was that the funeral of Hardy occurred the
following day.
The two orphans were now alone in the world. It was true
that there was quite a sum of money in the Denver Bank, but
it had been placed there so it could not be drawn by them
until they were of age.
The little girl cried considerably after the sudden death of
her father, but the brother stoutly declared that he would
protect her and make a living for her.
To make matters still worse for the orphans, the shanty
took fire four days after the death of,Hardy, and it was burned
to the ground, the children barely escaping with their lives,
for it happened in the dead of the night.
An oil lamp had fallen from a table while the boy and girl
were asleep. It had been left burning while Sallie was awake,
Ben intending to extinguish it before he went to sleep him,
self.
But he had dropped off before she did, and the result was
that both came near being burned to death.
A collection was made up among the miners, and the
orphans were soon living in a tent on the claim, which now
belonged to them, though they could not sell it until they
became of age.
Ben got a job at the general store, and Blg Gus, the proprietor, urged him to bring his sister there and live with them:
But the boy declared that he was going to stick to the claim,
as he felt sure that there was plenty of gold there.
"I have dreamed it three times that there is a rich lod.i
there," he explained to his boss. "I want to find it. Sallie Is
only a little girl, but she is trying to locate it whenever she
has nothing to do. We will find the gold, Mr. Gus, and then
we'll be rich."
"I like ther way you talk, kid," the store-keeper an::1wered,
laughingly. "But I'm afraid you'll never make anything <.,f
that there claim. Your daddy got all there was there. He
knowed his business putty well afore he took to drinkin' !>O
heavily, an' you kin bet if be couldn't locate thi,; here lodu
you've beEn dreamin' :;bout, no one else could."
There being nothing to do in the store just then, the two
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w ere sitting in front of the building while this conversation 1 · "Somewhat," an<l the boy turned to his companions and
smiled. "But," he added, nodding to the store-keeper, "I
·
was taking place.
The orphan boy was about to make some sort of reply to reckon it's about like the majority of the mining camps we
'\i'hat his boss said when the clatter of hoofs sounded a short , come across."
"Putty much the same, I s'pose. Yet there's more business
distance away.
1
"Cowboys coming, I guess," Ben said, looking down the done here than there is in some of 'em. Did you come here
'I to stake out a claim or anything like that, Young Wild West?"
sandy road.
"Maybe they are," the store-keeper answered, as he shaded · "No, we just came here by accident. We struck a trail this
his eyes with his hand and lookfid sharply. "But I'll bet a morning and decided to follow it and see where it would take
smoked ham that there is women-folks with 'em. I kin s~e I us."
"What are you goin' to do, stop an' have dinner at the Gold
'em all ri ght. Thunder! I'll bet I know jest who they are!
B~, you kin· s,ee that boy ridin' that sorrel horse, can't yer?" Star, or are yo-u goin' over to Red Jim's place?"
The boy looked up and down the crooked street, and then
"Yes, sir, I see him. His hair is long, just like the girl's.
answered :
I mean the on:e riding cfose to him on the white horse."
"I reckon that neither of the places you mention can ac"That's right. Do you have any idea as to who them two
commodate us very well. We will camp somewhere, We have
are?"
our outfit with us, as you can see."
"No, sir," and Ben shook his head.
"Oh, yes. Them two Chinamen is in charge of that. Well,
"Well, I'll tell yer, then. That boy an' gal is Young Wild
West an' .Arietta-I don't know her last name; but I do hap- s'pose you ride right back behind my store. There's a fine
patch of grass, an' it's close to a runnin' brook; an' there's
i,,en to know that she's his sweetheart."
"Young Wild West!" exclaimed the orphan boy, openiµg I rocks around it to sorter -cut off the sun where t)le trees ain't
wide his b.ig blue eyes. ''He is the Champion Deadshot of the ! thick. But there's plenty of trees, too, an' the dead wood kin
be picked up within a few feet of where you want to start a
·
West, isn't he?"
"Yes, that's what's ther matter, Ben. Say! I'll bet you an' fire. You're welcome to stop there, Young Wild West, an' I
Sallie will have some extra friends now. You jest wait! hope you'll stay here a good whfle."
"Thank you. We'll have a look at the place right away.
Young Wild West is jest ther kind of a boy to take a notion to
a couple of orphans, an' his gal an' his pards, an' all ther rest It is pretty close to noon now, and by the time our cook gets
of 'em, is about ther same way. I knows what I'm talkin' dinner ready we'll be hungry enough to eat it."
'l'hen the young deadshot, who was really but a boy himabout, Ben. I've seen all of 'em afore, though I ain't never
ta1ked with any of 'em. Here they come! Now then, git r eady ' self, since he has not yet attained l}ls majority, turned his
to meet ther kid what's done more to keep law an' order goin' : gaze upon the orphan, who was standing near Big Gus.
in this here old State than any ten men that ever lived! Hoo- l "Your boy, I suppose?" he said, shifting his gaze to the
store-keeper.
.
ray! "
"No, this is an orphan kid. He's got a little sister, too, an·
The store-keeper was getting ex~1ted now, and as he gave a
he's workin' for me while she k eeps house for him in a tent
cheer he swung both hands over his head.
.A few idlers were standing before the Gold Star Saloon, about two hundred' yards from here on the claim their dad
which joined the store with a sort of alleyway running be· 1 owned afore he died."
"Orphans, eh?" and the boy became interested right away.
tween.
They, too, had seen the party of riders coming up the dusty "What is your name?" he asked.
~pology for a street, and when the store-keep~r began cheer- i "Ben Hardy," was the quick reply. "I'm awfully glad to
mg, they moved further out and seemed surprised as well as . meet you, Young Wild West."
j "You are, eh? Well, I'm really glad to meet you. How are
·
·
interested.
The party numbered exactly eight, and as Big Gus, the you making out?"
stor.e-keeper, and little Ben Hardy had noticed, a boy and girl I "Managing to keep things going. You see, we have got to
j stay here, 'cause we ain't got no relations or any friends outwere riding side by side in the lead.
Big Gus was right in saying that they were Young Wild I side of Bowie Bar. Maybe after a while I'll be able to find the
West and his sweetheart, who, we might as .well state right gold which I'm sure is on our claim."
''Re's been dreamin' that there was a lode there, but his dad
here, was named .Arietta Murdock, and was a true Western
girl who had been forced to ·brave the dangers of a border , was tryin' to locate one for a long time afore he died," exlife ever since she was big enough to know what danger plained Big Gus, and then he smiled in a sympathetic way.
"I see," and the young deadshot showed more than ordinary
·
meant.
F'ollowing the handsome and dashing looking couple were interest. "Well," h e added, "we'll go into camp if the place is
Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and his wife .Anna; and not far anything like you say it is, and I'm much obliged to you for
behind him came Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy, and his sweet- 1 havin·g so kindly offered us. the permission, Mr.--"
"Gus is my name, an' that's enough. They call me Big
heart, Eloise Gardner.
.
' Lagging somewhat in the rear were the two Chinamen who Gus."
traveled With Young Wild West and his friends in the ca- I ".All right, Big Gus, we'll see you later."
Then the boy nodded to his sweetheart at his side, and
pa.city of servants.
They were Hop Wah and Wing Wah, and though they ' promptly started through the alleyway that led between the
,
.
looked much alike, th.at was as far as it went, for Hop Wah · store and saloon.
T,he rest followed him, all waving or nodding to the storewas one of the most clever men of any race that could- be
found, especially in his particular line, which was sleight-of- i keeper and the orphan boy.
"There yer are, Ben. You have seen some of the finest
hand and practical joking.
Hop and Wing were leading a couple of well-loaded pack- people that ever lived on the top of the earth," Big Gus dehorses, and Hop, in addition to this, had a lariat tied to the clared, as the party disappeared from view around the corner
born of his saddle, which was hitched to a rather small mule, ' of the store building.
"I believe it, Mr. Gus," was the r eply. "I hope they'll let
.
long-eared and innocent.
Of course, the newcomers heard the store-keeper cheering, me get better a?quai~;ed with them. I'll tell Sallie about it
·
and it was but natural that they should ride on past the when I go to dmner.
"You won't · have to wait till that time, Ben. There she
Gold Star Saloon and halt before the store.
Ben H~,rdy, the orphan boy, stood near Big Gus, his face comes now. I reckon she wants somethin' from the store."
The boy turned eagerly and looked in the direction he knew
flushed with excitement and his eyes glowing with expecthis sister must come from.
a ncy.
1
"Hello, Young Wild West!" the big proprietor of the gen· : Sure enough, the little girl was hurrying along with a
era! store called out loudly. "I was jest tellin' this kid here basket on h er arm.
who you was. I've seen you an' your friends afore, an' most I Like the boy, she was rather small for her age, but there
likely you have seen me, though maybe you didn't take much , was a sprightly way about her whlch told even at a distance
that she was a hustler, and quite equal to the task she had
noti ce of me."
1
"I believe your faces and form do seem rather familiar," the set herself to in helph1g her brother to figp.t life's b;,ttle.
"Oh, Sallie," Ben cried, as he ran to meet her. "You should
young deadshot answered, as he looked at the man and nodded
· have been here a little sooner. Such fine people have come
smilingly. "Where were you when you saw us last ?"
: to Bowie Bar, and they must be going to stay here a while,
" Dow n in Silver City."
''Oh, yes. VTe have been there a few times, and no doubt it too, ffll' Mr. Gus has given 'them the privilege of pitching their
j camp down by tl+e brook, and they · have gone there. It's
was there. But say, what's the mi.me of this camp?"
Young Wild West who's here, Sallie."
"Bowie Ba.r. Somewhat of a place, ain't it?"
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"Young Vvild West?" the girl asked, opening wide her eyes.
"You have talked'i!luch about him, Ben. They say he's a boy.
Is he any bigger than you?"
·
"A whole lot," and Ben laughed lightly. "He's as big as an
ordinary man, though his face looks just like a boy's. He's
the Champion Deadshot, Sallie, and he isn't .afraid of anything living."
'· I know. I've heard you say that before. Are you going
to let him teach you to become a dead shot, too?"
"I don't know about that," and the boy became sober instantly. "Maybe he wculdn t care to bother with me. Maybe
I'll ask him, though."
· Then the two went on into the store, followed by Big Gus,
who smiled patronizingly at them.
Sallie made a few trif!i.ng purchases, one of them being
some potatoes, and she paid for them, too, taking the money
from a purse she carried in her hand.
But this had been arranged when Ben went to work for the
store-keeper.
He was to receive ten dollars a week for his services and
pay cash for everything he took ffom the store.
As prices were pretty high In the mining camp, It took
nearly the whole amount to pay for the food the children ate,
and if it had not beon that Ben occasionally shot something
in the way of game, they would have had a still harder struggle than \vhat was before them now.
·
But Big Gus sold clothing as well as food, and to look at
the two it would seem that they wE)re prospering.
"Say, Sallie," Ben said, as his little sister was leaving the
store, "suvpose you make the sho rt cut. Go around behind the
store and you'll see Young Wild West and his friends. Maybe
they mi_ght stop you and talk with you."
"I'm :,,irnid they might not like it," she answered, timidly.
"You go on an' do jest as Ben says," Big Gus spoke up. "I'll
bet they'll take a great notion to yer. Go on clown by the
brook an' across it on the stones after you have dtme talkin'
·with 'em, an' you'll git to your clal.m jest as quick as if you
went around this way."
"Say, Ben," and he turned to the boy suddenly, "s'pose you
go with her an' introduce her?"
"All right, Mr. Gus. I won't be gone more than ten minutes. There won't be much of a rush here before that time.
The clock says it's only half-past eleven."
'·You stay right up till twelve o'clock if you want to. Then
is the time when there's some business done here. Most of
the miners don't know what they want to 'eat till it's time
to cook it, an' then they all come in together. Some wants
bacon, some wants ham, an' some wants flour; an' there ain't
no tellin' what they do WaJlt sometimes. Go on, now. The
quick er you git there the longer you'll have to stay."
So the orphans of Bowie Bar hastened from the store and
went on around the building toward the spot Young Wild
West was going to camp upon.

CHAPTER II.
YOU::;;G WILD WEST PROMISES TO ASSIST THE ORPHANS .

So much has been written of Young Wild West and his two
partners, Cheyrnne Charlie and Jim Dart, as well as the girls
who traveled with them and the two Chinamen, that it is not
necessary to give any further description of them than has
already been done.
Suffice it to say that they had struck Bowie Bar by accident,
as the young deadshot stated to the store-keeper.
· Tl1ey were taking one of their long horseback rides through
the wildest parts of the mountains in Colorado in search of
excitement and adventure, and on the lookout for fortune or a
little fun if it came their way.
The rickety looking shanties and dirty tents that formed
tho mining camp looked nothing new to them, as might be
supposed .
But yet they bad felt pleased when they found there was a
camp so close at hand.
'fhey had noticed on riding in that there were quite a few
claims Gtaked out, and., that they were being worked by the
men who owned them.
Only a few men were to be seen In idleness as they rode in,
and these were congregated in front of the Gold Star Saloon
and Red Jim's hotel, as a tumble-down structure a short distance beyond was called.
'fhey passed both thrse places, lmt nothing was said to them,
t hough th'e loiterers showed considerable surprise, no doubt

because they were not in the habit of witnessing such a pie·
turesque spectacle as the party made.
They all wore fancy hunting and riding suits, with the
exception of the two Chinamen, who were attired in the garments that were typical of their race.
Wild, as he was called by his friends and those acquainted
with him, found that Big Gus had not exaggerated a bit when
he made the statement that they would find an excellent place
to camp at behind the store.
Just about a hundred yards in the rear of the store was a
rather high, stony bluff that was fringed at the top with a
luxuriant growth of bushes as well as trees.
It was in the form of a horseshoe, too, and in the center
a tiny wate rfall dropped upon the rocks below, thus starting
a brook, which went on down the mountainside for miles,
probably to help feed a bigger stream that was co,lled a river.
"~Nild," said Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, as he gave a nod
of satisfaction before dismounting, "I reckon that big storekeeper knowed about what we was lookin' for. This here is
wh.at I call a mighty fine ca~pin' ground."
"Right you are, Charlie," the young deadshot answered,
smilingly. "There seems to be about everything here that we
are in need of. I am glad that the grazing is so good. Maybe
there are not many horses in Bowie Bar, for it seems to me
if there were this grass would be nibbled off pretty close."
"I don't suppose there are many horses here," Jim Dart
spoke up. "I haven't seen one yet, and I've. been watching
all around ever since we came in sight of the place.·•
"Oh, there is plenty of grass at the other side," and the
young deadshot pointed over the shaI\ties to a sloping hill
which was green and well wooded. "Maybe lots of the residents have horses."
He dismounted, and then the rest followed suit, the girls
showing that they were quite capable of doing it without assistance.
But since they had been riding about all over the vast territory that was known as the Wild West for over three years,
there is nothing strange that they should be well used to
horses.
Hop Wah, who was sometimes called Young Wild West's
Clever Chinee, promptly ran up to where the young deadshot
was standing, and, touching him on the arm, said:
"Misler Wild, where you wantee puttee um tents? Maybe
you no muchee in um hully."
"Not in much of a hurry, Hop, that's right. I suppose
you are anxious to get over to one of the saloons."
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Me gottee velly muchee pain, so
be. Me wantee lillee dloo of tanglefoot."
"Don't let him go till he's got the tents up, Wild," Cheyenne
Charlie spoke up, a broad grin on his face.
"I don't know as it would make 'any difference whether he
goes now or later on, Charlie," was the reply. "It's so near
twelve o'clock that Wing will have to start right in to get
the dinner ready. We can leave the tents until later on. There
certainly are no signs of any rain for a while."
The scout nodded and said no more, and Hop shook his
fingers at him in a tantalizing way, showing how pleased
he felt at having got the best of him.
· Then the heathen hastily unsaddled the horse he had been
· riding, and tied the animal where it might get the benefit
of the rich grass.
This done, he attended to the little ·mule in a like fashion,
and then he lent his brother the assistance of unloading the
pack-horses.
They had to be looked after, too, but it did not take lo ng
for that, and then H()p made a bee-line for the Red Star
Saloon.
As he started on a run he suddenly came to a stop, an d turn·
ing quickly, called out:
"Mis\er Wild, here um boy and um llllee girl, so be."
Sure enough, Ben Hardy and his sister Sallie were standing In a hesitating way about a hundred feet from t he spot
that had been chosen to camp upon.
They had been there probably five minutes, but seeing that
every one was busy they had not offered to disturb them.
"Hello, Ben!" the your.g deadshot called out, pleasantly.
"Is that your sister?"
"Yes, sir," came the reply.
"Woll, C()me over here. I reckon you two will have dinner
with us to-day."
The orphans looked at each other in delight, and then hurried over.
Arietta ran forward and promptly kissed Sallie, and th'Eln
Anna and Eloise did the same .
"Poor little thing,., the' scout's wife declared. "So you are
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living here with your brother all alone, and you have no rela·
tives to go to?"
·' Oh, we're making out all right," Ben declared, stoutly.
"I'ru getting to be a big boy now, and it won't be long before
me and Sallie will be rich. There's gold on our claim, and
I know it. Then again, there's money in the Denver bank
for us when we become of age. We're not so bad off."
Our friends were so interested in the two orphans that they
all sat down and listened to them as they told their story.
Much of it was rather sad, of course, but the fact that impress~d them most was that they were alone in such a place
as Bowie Bar, struggling for a livelihood and hoping tb find
gold upon the claim their father had left them.
"If I could only locate just where the gold is, it would be
all right,·• Ben said, bravely, as he looked at the young deadshot after answering his last question. ·•r dreamed about it
·three times, and I'm sure it is-there."
"Maybe we can help you find the gold, if tliere is any there,"
Wild suggested, smilingly.
"Oh, if you only would help."
"We'll help you all right, though we are not going to rem:.in here very long. There are not many bad men around
here, I suppose.··
"Some awful bad men," Ilen declared, his face changing
, instantly. "There's Hank Rose. He's the man who killed
my father. Ile's one of the worst men living, most everybody
P- .. ys."

f .. He's the man who shot your father, eh?"
"Yes, but they all say it was a squa.re deal. Dad pulled his
first, but he wasn't quick enough."
"This fellow you c:;.11 Hank Rose has a few friends of his
own kind, I suppose.?"
''Oh, yes. There are lots of them here who thinl\ Hank is
all right. Sometimes they get drunlc, and then everybody
has to look out for them. But they can't scare me, though,"
and lhe boy tapped his hip pocket. "I've got a gun here, and
I'm practicing every chance I get to learn how to shoot
straight."
"l:low straight can you shoot, Ben?" the young deadshot
asked, in a kindly way. "Do you think you could hit that
white spot on the big rock over there?"
•· From here?" the boy asked, as he looked over to the spot
indicated, which was probably fifty feet away.
"Yes, right from where you're sitting now."
'' I don't hardly think I could, Young Wild West. But I
ru igh t come pretty close to it."
"Go ahead and show me what you can do."
The boy pulled a small revolver which was only .22 caliber
from his pocket, and then looking around, no doubt to see if
he was being watched by the rest of the party, he took a careful aim and fired.
'l'he boy shot a piece of the rock away about a foot above
the white spot, and he seemed to be proud of his achievement.
'· Is that p,·etty good?" he asked.
"Pretty fair, I suppose. But I am sure I can teach you to
do better than that in less than an hour. What time do you
get through your work at the store?"
"1'm off at half-past six to-night, and it won't get dark over
an hour after that. Will you teach me if I come over to the
camp?"
"I certainly will, Ben. But say, that gun you have there
isn't adapted for this part of the country. How did you come
to own it, anyhow?"
"My father bought it for me in Denver when I was somewhat smaller. He told me to practice shooting at squirrels
with it. I h:n·e killed a few since that time, though I've
al ways had to be pretty close to them to do it."
"'iVell, I'll tell you what I'll do with you, Ben. You come
over here when you get through work at the store to-night,
and I'll loan you a gun like the two I'm carrying. If you are
able to bit that white spot from here after you have tried
twenty times, I'll make you a present of the gun. How does
that strike you?"
"Oh, oh!" the boy exclaimed, delightedly, and he leaped to
his feet and fairly danced up and down.
"Does he mean it, Ben, do you think?" Sallie asked, in a
whisper, as she hurried to his side.
"Of course he means it. What do you want to say anythin;;s like that for?" the boy retorted. "You don't think
Young Wild West would fool any one, do you?"
''But a gun like the ones he has ·would cost as much as
twenty dollars. I know papa's cost that much."
"Yes that's so. We never got papa's gun after he was shot,
either.' Hank Rose took it."
"Was it a good gun?" Wild asked, somewhat curiously.
!',till

"Papa said it was one of the best that could be bought.
"What was it, a Smith & Wesson or a Colt?"
"A Colt."
"Well, that's all right, then. So Hank Rose took the gun,
did he?"
"That's what some of the men said, though we can't prove
it. Anyhow, it was never found."
"All right, when I see Hank Rose I'll ask him about it. If
he has the gun I'll make him give it to you."
The children looked at the young deadshot in amazement as
he said this.
"Do you think you could make him give it to me?" Ben
asked, slowly.
"I don't think anything about it. I am sure I could."
. "You kin bet your life he could, kid," Cheyenne Charlie
spoke up, "an' he'll do it, too. It don't make no difference
·whether the gun is any good or not. If that sneakin' coyote
you call Hauk Rose has got it, Wild will sartinly make him
give it up in a jiffy. You jest wait. It will happen afore we
go to bed to-night, an' you kin bet on it."
"You wouldn't shoot him if he refused to give it up, would
you?" the boy asked, after a pause.
"No, I wouldn't shoot to kill him, that's certain. I might
take a lock of his hair from his head, or chip a little piece
from one of his ears just to make him understand that I could
shoot him dead if I wanted to."
"Yes, I know," and Ben turned to his sister. "You heard
dad tell how Young Wild West could clip the ends of a man's
mustache off with a bullet and shoot the buttons from his
shirt, didn't you?"
"Yes, I heard him say that," the girl answered, looking at
Wild in a timid way. "But, Ben," she added, ''he doesn 't look
as if he could do all that, does he?"
This caused a laugh from all hands, and the children became somewhat confused.
But ft started them to working again, and Anna hastened
to help Wing · along with the preparations for the noonday meal, while Wild and his partners undertook the task of
sorting over the supplies and the camping outfit, so everything
would be in readiness for the two Chinamen to erect the two
tents after dinner.
The chilt.lren sat down in a hesitating sort of way, and, noticing this, Arietta quickly came to them and said:
"Leave your basket right here. I see you have got potatoes
and a few other things in it. I believe you are going to take
dinner with us to-day."
"Oh, no," the )ittle girl declared. "I must go back to our
tent."
'"l'ent! So you are living in a tent, eh?"
"Yes, there it is over there. You can just see It the other
side of the cliff."
She pointed across a hollow that must have extended a full
quarter of a mile, and, sure enough, Arietta could see a tent
standing close under a rather high bank.
'·That's our claim," Ben spoke up.
"It is, eh? Well, I'm sure no one would touch anytbing
there while you're away, would they?"
"No, they are not likely to. What we have there was given
to us by the good men here at Bowie Bar."
"You will stay to dinner, then, so just make up your mind
to that."
"I must be back at the store at twelve o'clock to help my
boss," Ben explained. "I never eat dinner until_ after one."
·'That will be all right. We'll save it for you. Your sister
is going to remain right with us now, and after dinner we'll
go over to your claim and have a look at it. Perhaps Wild
might strike the gold you feel so sure is there."
That settled it.
'The promise of such a thing as that was quite enough to
make the little girl feel that she must stay, anyhow, and she
quickly consented•
"Let me help you do something," she said, eagerly, and then
she bustled about in a way that told how willing and active
she was.
But there was really nothing that she could do, so the girls
soon made her sit down and then got her in a merry mood as
the cooking of the dinner progressed.
Ben left the camp about ten minutQS before twelve, declar·
ing that he would be baek just as soon as the boss would let
him off.
"vVell, Wild," Arietta said, as she walked over to where the
young deadshot was busy oiling his rifle, "this is one of the
most peculiar situations we have run into in a lo?g while.
Think of it! Two orphan children, with no relations any-
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To show t hat he had, Hop suddenly produced a roll of bills
that was so large that it fair ly made the eyes of those present
bulge.
Not satisfied with this, he drew from another pocket a buck·
skin bag, and unhesitatingl y he dumped the contents upon
the bar.
· Gold and silver coins were there, many of the former being
of the twenty-dollar denomination .
One of them rolled upon the bar, and the lanky man hurriedly picked it up.
He placed it between his teeth and gave a bite, as if he
CHAPTER III.
it being genuine, and then made out that he dropp-ed
doubted
SALOON.
STAR
GOLD
THE
AT
HIMSELF
HOP INTRODUCES
it again, though r eally he slipped it in his pocket.
Hop Wah was not long in reaching the Gold Star Saloon.
Hop did not seem to mind this in the least.
There was no one outside as he approached, since after
He acted just as if he had no knowledge that the man had
Young Wild West and his friends had disappeared from their picked up the coin, or that he had even dropped it upon the
view the loiter ers had gone into the bar-room, which was a floor.
very commonplace apartment with a rough board bar running
"Evelybody havee lillee tanglefoot," he said, smiling cheeracross at one end, a few tables, chairs and benches scattered fully. "Me velly smartee Chinee. "
about and at the opposite end a faro lay-out.
It was evident that the man behind the bar did not exactly
Sometimes the clever Chinee had a way of entering such like the idea of the lanky Ill!'.n keeping the twenty-dollar gold·
places by a rear door, but this time he chose the front way, piece, for he frowned slightly and shot a meaning glance at
and as he came in his face wore a smile that was child-like him.
and bland.
"Frank, the heathen is »;ood enough to ask all hands to
"Velly nicee day, so be," he observed, politely, at the same have a· drink. I reckon there ain't gain' to be no sich game
tim e bowing to the occupants of the room.
workE-d here, not while I'm in charge of this here place. Jest
There wer e just six of them there, including the man who hand over what beiongs to him."
was in charge of the place.
"You know who you're talkin' to, Jerry," was the half angry
Two were being waited upon at the bar, and the others sat retort. "You know, too, that I'm the side partner of Hank
at a table not far from it.
Rose. If I wanted to do a little stunt, I've got a right to do
Hop had seen so many rough men since he had been travel- it. ·what's the use of you sayin' anything abo ut it, when it
ing about with Young Wild West and his friends that he could wasn't noticed? 'fhe best thing you kin do is to keep your
t ell at a glance that these were of the sort who would rather mouth shut."
loaf than work.
"It is, eh?" and the boss of the saloon showed anger right
More than that, he judged by their appearance that they
"I'm givin' it to you straight that you can·t do that
wer e anything but honest should they have a chance to take away.
kind of business in here. It might have worked all right over
advantage of an unsuspecting stranger.
Red Jim's place, but in the Gold Star Saloon it won't go.
Really, the heathen was very innocent in his appearance. in
It don't make no difference to me whether you're Hank Rosc>'s
Yet that was as far as it went, for he was just the con- side
partner or not. You plank down that twenty-dollar
trary.
gold-piece or I'll bore a hole through yer."
He knew the ropes from A to Z, and when a clever scounBefore the words had hardly left the mouth of the speaker
dr el got the best of him an extraordinary thing occurred .
a revolver showed in his hand, and it was pointed straight at
Not only was the Chinaman fond of practical joking, but he the lanky man whom he called Frank.
was never better pleased than when lie was sitting in a game
Hop appeared somewhat surprised and frightened as well.
of draw poker, or taking part in some other game of chance.
mattee?" he cried. jumping back excitedly. "You
Being a proficient sleight-of-han d performer, which might all"Whattee
ee samee shcotee nicee Melican man."
be called quite an accomp-lishme nt, all these things made him
''Heathen," retorted Jerry, without taking hi s eyes from
above the average of his race, for shrewdness and skill must the man he was covering, "don't you know that he's got some
be possessed und er the circumstances .
of your money? You dropped a twenty-dollar gold-piece on the
The salutation he gave the inmates of the Gold Star Saloon bar
an· he picked it up an' slipped it In his pocket. I seen him
was received by chuckles an-cl smiles.
my own eyes, an· I ain't gain' to let no sich thing happen
with
rehe
if
The fellow behind the bar laughed heartily as
in my place."
' garded the Chinaman as nothing short of a genuine joke.
"Lat allee light," ' Hop answered, cheerfully. "Me knowee
"What will you have, lleathen?" he called out, pleasantly, lat. lVIe no 'flaid he keepee um money. He play lillee jokee
here
when he had ceased laughing. "We seen yer ride past
on poor Chinee."
with that party, an' leaclin' a pack-horse an' a mule. I've seen
you believe that, heathen. Frank ain't in the habit
a lot of Chinamen in my day, an' I'm able to tell you irom the of "Don't
playin' jokes of that kind . He's got the money in his
other one what was with yer."
an' if I hadn't interfered you would never have seen
"You velly smartee Meli can man, so be,•· ·Hop declared, look- pocket,
it ag'iu. But you'll sec it now. He's goin' to hand it to yer
ing at him as if he regarded him as very bright indeed. "Me right
away, ain't yer, Frank?"
wan tee lillee tanglefoot. Me gottee velly muchee pain, so be."
was a smile on Jerry's face now, and as he nodded Then his face took on a look of agony, and he doubled h im- hisThere
head to the rascally fellow the hand of the latter slipped
self up and began jumping about the room.
into his pocket and out came the coin .
A roar of laughter went up at this, for it seemed that the
"You have made a fool of yourself, Jerry!" he exclaimed.
lounger s had no pity for him, no matter how much of a pain "Tho
heathen knowed it was only in fun. If he hadn't he sarthe Chinaman had just then.
tinly would have said somethin' about it."
Of course, Hop ha,cl no pain whatever.
"That's all right," and the bar-keeper put his gun away.
He simply did that to enable him to play a little joke, and
know you a blamed sight better than the heathen does.
while he was jumping around he was sprinkling uns een upon "I
can't work none of your game in here, not when I'm on
the floor a quantity of brownish powder, which he had taken You
myself. Maybe when my man is in charge it mio-ht be
from one of the many pockets which the inside of his coat con- duty
different, 'cause he ain't- got as much sand in him as {' have.
tained.
there ain't nothin' in Bowie Bar as is goin' to scare me.
The bartender seemed to have a little sympathy for him, But know that an' so does Hank Rose. He a in't here now an'
for he hurriedly poured some liquor in a glass and ran from You
I'm talkin' behind his back. But if he was to come in I'd' say
behind the bar.
it jest as quick."
Hop straightened up hurriedly, and taking it from him
"Who's that talkin' about me?" a rough voice called out
swallowed the contents of the glass at a single gulp.
'l'hen a happy smile suddenly came over his face, and with from the doorway at the rear of the saloon. and he promptly
"I am, Hank," Jerry answered, quickly,
a sigh of relief he exclaimed:
under the
"Fine ! Lat allee light. Me velly muchee 'bligee. Um pain reached for his gun, which he had laid on a shelf
bar.
allee samee go away."
Then in strode a man of the desperado type.
"Cured mighty quick, heathen," one of the men who was
A long mustache twisted at the ends was the only thing
more lanky and ugly in appearance than the rest remarked.
that adorned his face in the way of a beard.
" Most likely you ain't got no money."
But there were two or three scars showing upon his nose
"You velly mu chee mistakee," was the r eply. "Me gottee
and cheeks, and one of his eyes had a decided squint in it.
plenty money."

wher e, living h ere alone at tl::\e cla im left to them by t hei r
fath er. I am sure we ought to do something for them."
"We will, Et," was the cool and easy r eply. "Tliat boy is
so _earnest in saying that there is gold on the claim that I am
gomg to do my best to locate it fo r him. If we fail in that,
we'll fix up things so that they need not want for anything.
You just leave it to me, now, and you bet your life that everything will tµrn out all right."
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Altogether, he was a decidedly ugly-appearing man.
Broad-shouldered and powerful, he surely looked to be one
t hat would prove no mean foe to contend with, too, and as he
came forward with a swagger and a wicked gleam in his eyes,
all but the fellow called Jerry stepped back to give him plenty
of room.
''Talkin' about me behind my back, ch?" he continued, as he
looked insolently at the proprietor of the saloon.
"Yes, an' I said I wasn't afraid to say it to your face. I'll
say it now."
"You'll say what?"
"That ! 'ain't afraid of nobody in Bowie Bar, not even Hank
Rose. Now then, I've said it. What are you gain' to do?"
"I don't know as I'm gain' to do anything," and the big
desperado forced a laugh. "I never said you was afraid of
me, did I?"
"No, you didn't," admitted Jerry, still holding the r evolver
under the bar.
No one could see that he had it, but evidently they all knew
it was there and ready to spit out a chunk of lead.
"I happened to be comin' along when I heard you speak my
name. Then I stopped an' listened," resumed Hank Rose. "As
near as I kin make out, my side partner here was mad at you
for somethin'."
"That's jest it, Hank," Frank spoke up, quickly. "I was
playin' a little joke on this here heathen, an' Jerry Myers
didn't like it. He got mad at me an' was goin' to shoot me.
What do you think of that?"
"Must have been somethin' putty bad, if he was gain' to
shoot you," and Hank looked inquiringly at the boss.
"I don't s pose you would call it bad, but Frank was tryln'
to keep a twenty-dollar geld-piece that belonged to this
heathen."
"He makee lillee joke, so be," Hop spoke up. "Misler Frank
velly nicee Melican man. Me likee him velly muchee."
"I-Ia, ha, ha!" and Hank Rose laughed heartily. "That bein'
the case, Jerry, you was hollerin' afore you was hurt."
"I was, eh? Well, I reckon not. Maybe the Chinaman ain't
mcanin' all he says, either."
"Me Young Wild West's Clever Chinee," ventured Hop.
"Me comee flam China. Me gottee velly smartee unele in
China, and me al lee samee likee my uncle."
"Oh!" and the face of Jerry Myers lighted up as if by
magic. "Now I know somethin'. I had an idea that it was
Young Wild West what rode past here a little while' ago an'
went back toward the brook. It was him, all right, boys, an'
this is Hop Wah, the slickest Chinee what ever wol'e a pigtail."
"Who's this Young Wild West?" demanded 'Hank Rose, surlily.

"See here, Hank," Jerry retorted, .shaking h!s head, "there
a in't no need of you askin' sich a question as that. You have
h eard tell of Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot. Don't
say you ain't, either, 'cause you have spoke about him right
afore me more than once. I've often heard you say that you
would like t o meet him an' show him how quick you kin
shoot."
"What If I did?" came the reply. "But I'm askin' the question, who ls this Young Wild West? I'm meanin' by ~hat
t hat the heathen is to answer, anyhow."
"Young Wild West velly smartee Melican boy," Hop .spoke
up, blandly. "He shootee allee buttons flam um shirtee velly
muchee quickee, He makee you dancee um tenderfoot dance,
t oo. He no 'fiaid of seventeen men and fifty-thlee glizzly
bears."
All but Hank and his side partner smiled at this.
Probably they did not catch everything t.he Chinaman rattled off in his pidgin-English, but they certainly understood
enough of It to let them know that the Chinaman was jibing
·
the desperado.
"Heathen," Rose said, taking a step forward and pointing a
fi nger menacingly at him, "you're talkin' altogether too fast.
Maybe you're Young Wild West's heat,h en, ari' all that, but
tha t don't say that you kin make fun of me right to my face.
F or a two-cent piece I'd pick yer up an' chuck yer out of this
h ere saloon."
"Me no gottee two-cent piece," and Hop felt in his pockets
as if he was searching for one. "Me gottee flvee-cent piece,
so be. Maybe lat allee light."
"Hank, if you have go~ any sense about you you'll let the
heathen :tlone," called out the boss of the saloon. "You know
as well as I do that you don't stand no more show with Young
Wild West than you would if a dozen-cattle had stampeded,
an' you was right in the way of 'em. Jest you let the heathen
alone, now, an' maybe he'll do somethin' to amuse us. I hap-
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pen to know from what I've heard that he's mighty slick ln
the way of showin' magic tricks. Maybe he'll do somethin'
like that now."
"I don't want to see none of his magic tricks," grumbled the
bad man. "I've a· notion to chuck him out, anyhow."
"You ain't got sand enough to do it, an' you know it," declared Jerry, who seemed to understand the character of the
man quite well. "All you're good for is to scare the timid
ones an' boss them around as don't feel like pickin' up a fight.
You're big enough an' strong enough, of course, but when it
comes to the genuine sand, it ain't there. You're like an
abandoned mine; you're all petered out."
"I don't know as I've done no thin' to you to mal{e yon talk
like that," the bad man answered, frowning darkly. "Some
of these times I'll turn on yer. If it wasn't that I like yer
putty well I would have filled yer full of lead long afore this.
Yo1fre always pickin' on me, it seems, an' now you're away
ayer the limit. Jest you look out for yourself, Jerry Myers.
Some of these times I'll start a shootln' match in this here
place, an' you'll be r eady for the undertaker about the time
the first shot is fired. I've a strong notion to start right in
an' do it now."
"Start her up, Hank," and then' up came the revolver from
behind the bar, while the look in the proprietor's eye told
plainly that he was ready to shoot.
"Psh:,,w! Let's have a drink," spoke up Frank. "This here
business is gittin' tiresome. Every now an' then the same
thing happens. Hank, you know very well that Jerry has got
It in for yer. I s'pose it's 'cause you owe him a few dollars."
"You have got that wrong, Frank," the boss retorted, quickly. "You owe me a few dollars, too, an' I don't expect you'll
ever pay me . You know putty well that you can't owe me no
more, though, an' so does Hank. You ain't got no credit here
any more than you have got over at Red Jim's place. You
ain't--"
"Evclybody havee dlink," interrupted Hop. "Me no lilrne
!is talkee. Pletty soonee me glttee velly muchee 'fl.aid and go
outtee."
"You'll go out In a hurry if you don't look out," snapped
Hank Rose, who was still very" angry, yet afraid to make a
demonstration.
'· Here yer are, heathen," the proprietor said, as he pushed a
boitle toward him. '·Help yourself. I'm goin' to stand treat
this time. It's agin the grain for me to treat Hank an' Frank,
but I'll let it to this time. Help yourself. I'm migbty glad
to have you here. I hope Young Wild West an' his pards
will drop in an' see me putty soon."
The two ruffi ans refe rred to in such a sarcastic way dld not
seem to mind it in the least, but accepted their drinks quickly
enough.
Then Hop coolly took a big black cigar from his pocket,
and, striking a match, lighted it.
He let the lighted match drop to the floor the same as any
one would be apt to do, and then-Puff!
Up went a flash and then the room was filled with smoke.
The Chinaman had his eye on the door at the time, and· be
leaped lightly toward it, and, getting outside, walked rapidly
toward the other saloon.
CHAPTER IV.
Wil,D AND CHARLIE GET ACQUAIN'rED WITH '.L'HE MINERS.

Since they had guests to dine with them, Cheyenne Charlie's
wife took a little extra pains in the assistance she gave Wing
Wah, the cook, and the result was that about half-past twelve
a meal, such as little Sallie Hardy had never seen in her life,
was ready for them.
''Oh, oh!" she said, clapping her hands. "To think of it !
Everything smells so good, too. They're hot biscuits, ain't
they?"
"Yes," Anna answered, smilingly. "I made them especially
for you and your brother. But while I was at it I thought I
would make enongh for all hands. It takes quite a little
time, since they can't be baked over the coals all at one time."
I was so hungry," the little girl said, shak1 "I didn't know
ing her head. "I wish Ben would hurry up and come."
Her wish was answered, for just then a shout was heard
and Ben Hardy was ~een running swiftly toward them.
"The boss let me off a little earlier," he called out. "I told
him I was going to eat dinner with Young Wild West, and
when we got through waiting on the customers he told me I
had better hurry up or I would be late for dinner. Am I in
time?"
"You- certainly are, Ben," Wild said, smilingly. "Maybe you
are not used to sitting on the ground while you eat, but it is
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the best we can do. We can't very well carry chairs or stools . "All right, Ben," was the reply. "Wo'11 go over there and
see if we can't locate the gold for you. If there's a lode there,
about with us."
A cloth had been spread upon a flat rock that was nearly or a pocket, I reckon we'll be able to find it. Anyhow, I'll tell
you my opinion of it after I have looked the ground thoroughlarge enough for all hands to sit about.
Wild and Arietta saw to it that the orphans were given a ly over. We'll go over there in about an hour. Just now I
good place, and then the tin plates before them were heaped want to visit the saloons before the miners go back to t heir
with the good things that had been cooked by Wing and the work. I haven't a great deal of time, but I reckon I'll go
1 right away.
Come on, Charlie."
scout's wife.
the two at once set out, leaving Jim
At first the boy and girl were timid, but when they started I The scout was ready,
to cat once this soon left them, and our friends thoroughly at the camp, as usual, for he generally was satisfied to remain
· there and keep the company of the girls.
enjoyed it to see them eat.
The first place the two entered was the Gold Star Saloon.
"The other Chinee isn't here yet, is he?" Ben asked, looking
around and noticing that Wing was sitting on the ground by : There was quite a big crowd there, and a jolly one, too.
j The _young dei:dshot qui?kly looked at the faces of the men,
,,
.
.
hi~self, e,ating away in hearty fashion.
1and his conclus10n was right away that they were a pretty
No, hes probably over at one of the whisky-mills. ,
. "He was in one of them and he had quite a big time there, ' decent lot.
so"a _man said who came Into_ th~ store just before I left." j .Jerry Myers, the boss. was b~hind the bar, and he was
doing a rushing business.
.
"Did the man. :iay what. he did?
But when Young vVild West and Cheyenne Charlie entered
He made a big smoke lil the bar-room. It was lil the Gold
Star ~aloon. Hank Rose and .some other men were there at it suddenly ceased, for all eyes were turned upon them .
"Hello, Young Wild West!" J'erry called out. "You're jest
the time, .and they got badly scared. That happened. more
th~n half_ an hour ~~o, though, and I don't know where the as welcome as if you was the president of the United States,
I an' so is your pard."
Ch!Ilee km be now.
"Thank you!" was the reply.
"Over at the whisky-mill, you kin bet your life," the scout
"Boys, let me introduce you to the Champion Deadshot of
spoke_ up. "Jest as soon as I'm done eatin' I'm goi,n' to lo?~
for h:m. I wa~t. t? see some of tl~? bad gang whats stoppm I the West, an' his name is Young vVild West," wer:.t on Jerry,
waving his hand in a sort of triumphant way.
at this here mmm camp,_ al].yhow._
It seemed that nearly all of the men had heard of the boy,
But before th~y had firnshed eatmg Hop Wah s~o~ed up.
He walked briskly up to the spot, and whe~ qmte near ~he even if they had not met him. and there was not one of them
camp he suddenly al?peared to draw from his mouth a tmy I who was not eager to shake his hand.
i Wlld was very good-natured about this, and permitted them
Japa1:1ese parasol, which he opened and held over his head.
This caused the two children to open their eyes In aston- all to have the pleasure of doing it.
is1k~f~~ they could ask any question about it the clever Chi- .I .The~ he introduced them to Cheyenne Charlie, saying as he
• . •
•
di~ so_. .
nee closed the parasol and then seemed to swallow it'.
"Don't be alarmed at what you see Hop do," Arietta said, . . This is_ the mo-an who_ has St~ck .o 1?e thro,;~h clue~ li~d
smiling at the two. "Have you ever heard of a magician?" I thm. While he ,,ets a ~i~tle .,,n,,ry at times, tbere never v;as
,
.
"I have," Ben declared. "I heard my dad say that this a better . fellow on ear~ ;
Chinee was one of 'em, too. That's all 1 know about it, though. I Then it came Cha,rlle s turn to have Ins hand sh~iken, and
_that
pr!v1.ege
th~
taken
he declare_d when the la_st o:ne had
What does a magician do?"
"All sorts of things to mystify and deceive those who are hE\ w_as _mighty glad of it, smce he ":as not m the habit of
watching them. Hop is gifted with the ability to do sleight- meet.mg so ;11any good fellows !t one time .• _" .
There mus~ have been mor v . tha:1 a ~"~'" m the shanty,
of-hand tricks, you know. You know what sleight-of-hand is?"
no~ llbera~, and tho~gh
"Yes, r thinlr r do. It's makin' folks think you're doing but Young Wild West ;"as nothmg
~e never ?-rank anythmg strong himsel,, he did _noi obJect
something that you ain't.,,
"A very good explanation," and Arietta laughed heartily, if others did, so long as they conducted themselves rn a proper
manner.
the rest joining in.
"Give the gentlemen sorµething to drink, boss," he said, as
"Hop, what have you been up to?" Wild asked, rather stern!y, as he looked at the smiling Chinaman, who was about to he nodded to Je:-ry.
"Right yer are," came the reply. "Come, boys, what are you
go and wash his hands in a pail of water that was used for
goin' to have? You're drinkin' with Young Wild West, the
that purpose.
Champion Deadshot."
"Me see um velly bad Meli can man, Misler Wild," was the
It was not necessary to give a second invitation.
r eply.
Then the miners who had been ready to go to their work
"You did, eh? Well, how about the smo.ke you made in the
hurried to the bar and their wants were quickly supplied.
Gold Star Saloon?"
"Gentlemen," the young deadshot said, after he had paid
"Who say lat?'' and the Chinaman looked around question.Jerry the amount due him, "we have learned that you have
ingly.
"I heard about it, Mr. Hop," Ben spoke up, as if he was two orphans here at Bowie Bar. Just now they are at our
camp, and we have taken a great interest in them. The boy
sorry he had said anything about it.
"Oh! Lat allee light. Me makee lil!ee smokee and havee tells us that a man named Hank Rose shot his father, but
plenty fun with two, thlee bad Melican men. Len me go to that he was justified in doing it. Do any of you know anyLed Jim's place. Lat no goodee saloon. Ley wantee shootee thing about this?"
''I know all about it, Young Wild West," Jerry Myers anpoor Chinee."
"Did they want to shoot you?" the little girl asked, rather swered, quickly. "Hank Rose is one of the biggest bluffers,
an' at the same time the biggest rascals that ever drank
excitedly. "Why should they want to shoot you?"
"Ley wantee gittee my money. But me no gittee shootee. whisky at a minin' camp bar. But it was Jim Hardy's fault
Me velly smartee Chinee. Me git.tee two, thlee dlinks of tan- that he got shot. He started the row an' pulled his gun, but
glefoot, len me makee more smokee, and comee outtee velly he. wasn't quick enough. While most of us here ain't got no
muchee quickee. Evelythling allee light. Me allee samee velly use for Hank Rose or any of his gang, it can't be said that 1t
·
was his fault."
smartee Chinee. Hip hi, hoolay ! "
"That is the way the boy tells lt. •
"Some of these times they'll git yer, though, see if they
"Well, I'm glad to hear that."
don't," Charlie said, nodding his head sharply to the China"But it's unfortunate that such a sad thing should happen.
man. "Jest 'cause you have always been lucky in gittin' away
don't say that some time you'll fail in makin' your escape, an· The two children have no relatives or no place to go to, so
then bullets will come your way. There's a lot of men what they are living on the claim their father left them."
"An' the claim petered out long ago," spollle up pne of the
won't stand foolin', you know, an' they would jest as leave
miners. "I s'pose if it was worth anything it would have been
shoot a heathen as they would a coyote."
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me takee care of myself jumped long afore this, 'cause Hank Rose an' his gang has a
great way of doin' sich things."
velly muchee goodee."
"They have, eh? You don't mean to tell me that you would
When the children saw the rest laughing they became rehave allowed them to do such a thing."
assured, and they finished their dinner.
"How could we stop it?"
"Mr ...Wild," BAD said, as he stood waiting for the young
"How could you stop it? Why, you know very well t hat it
deadshot after having left the big rock, "my boss says I
needn't come back until tbree o·clock. If you would like to go wouidn't. be right fer them to do such a thing."
"Yes, but there's some doubts ab_out any of the claims beiu'
&nd see our claim before that time it will be all right."
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J.,gal ones here, an' If the owner of one dies an' leav<-!s a couple in the Gold Star that he got here. Maybe he'll be wlllin' to
take another dose, I don't know."
of little kids, how are they goin' to hold the claim?"
"Hank,., the young deadshot said, stepping over to the man
Wild saw right away the conception the minen:i of the camp
took in the matter, so he nodded his head and laughingly the boss had indicated by jerking his thumb that way, "go
ahead and tell me why the Chinaman set off the powder in
Hild:
"Well, that's all right. There isn't much in the way of law here and filled the place full of smoke."
'· So you're Young Wild West, are you?'' Hank retorted.
and order here, I know. But if it should happen that this
claim turns out to be all right after all, I wouldn't advise ignoring what was said to him entirely, and putting on a very
Hank Rose, as you call him, or any one else, to jump it. If bold front.
"vVhy, yes. I thought you knew that before."
such a thing happens you can bet your life that there will be
"You're s'posed to be a mighty quick shot, -ain't yer?"
somebody here to take the p·a rt of the orphans."
"Yes, I believe I am. I hear that you are. too."
"You'll be the one to do that, Young Wild West, an' I know
"I'm about as quick as they make 'em. But see here, you're
it," cried the proprietor. "Jest you start in that way an'
you·n have about three-quarters of the men here at your actin' in what I call a putty sassy '1{ay. You come in here
grinnin' like a foolish tom-cat an' talkin' jest as if you didn't
back."
"All right," and the boy turned to the door. "I reckon we'll care a blame for anything in creation. Maybe you don't lnow
go over to the other whisky-mill now. We are anxibus to that I'm one of the worst men what ever breathed."
"Well, you do look as if you might be something like that,"
meet this wonderful man, wlio is such a bluffer, as you say."
"He's a bluffer, all right, but you have got to look out for Wild answered, tantalizingly. "Harmless, though, aren't you?"
"What do you mean by that?"
him just the same," Jerry declared, earnestly. "He's awful
"I mean that you wouldn't hurt anybody."
quick on the shoot, an' if he's about two-thirds drunk he might
Hank began to lose his nerve right a.way.
take a notion to put a lead pill in yer."
He turned and looked at his side partner, who had stepped
"He might take such a notion, but he won't do it."
So saying, the young deadshot went on outside, the scout a little further away, and then seeing that he could not expect any assistance from him, he shook his head and sadly
following hiin.
Nearly all the miners came out, too, and after remaining said:
"I s'pose Jerry Myers has been tellin' you a whole Jot of
there until they saw the two enter Red Jim's Hotel, as it was
stuff, Young vVild West."
called, they started back to return to their work.
"Wild," spoke up the scout, his eyes flashing, "that sneakin'
Hop had said quite enough to convince both our hero and
the scout that Red Jim's place would be the one to find the coyote ain't worth botherin' with. Jest let him alone, an'
maybe he'll say somethin' to me. While it ain't worth your
J4ad element of the camp.
Charlie kept close behind the young deadshot as he pushed botherin' with him, it may be for me. I'd jest like to smack
,
him a good one right in the snoot."
the swinging door open and entered.
"Hold on, Charlie," Wild said, somewhat surprised at the
Both heard loud talking and laughing as they neared the
rashness displayed by his partner. "I don't know as the man
spot, so they were prepared to see quite a number inside.
It happened that they struck it just right, for Hank Rose has done anything to warrant his receiving a slap in the face.
and Frank, his side partner, were at the bar drinking, while Let him alone."
"Jest as you say, Wild."
standing near them were a dozen or more very rough and
Hank was very mad now, though it was evident that he
.
dirty-looking fellows.
The conversation ceased instantly as Wild and Charlie en- feared to make a demonstration.
"Jest what I've always heard," he said, turning to Red Jim.
tered. '
Red Jim, the owner of the place, was behind the bar sit- "Young Wild West an' his pards are always pickin' on innocent
people, jest so they kin show some fancy shootin'. I can't be
ting on a high stool and waiting for business.
It was easy to tell why he. bore such a nickname, for his blamed for takin' all this from 'em, either, 'cause what would
head was covered by a shock of bushy, red hair, while his be the use of me pullin' a gun? I'd git chunks of lead through
faae was about as red as a man's could be1 and swollen con- me afore I could touch the trigger. I know that, so f ain't
goin' to do a thing. But jest don't let one of 'em lay hands
siderably, no doubt from alcohol.
"How are you, gentl<>men?" our hero called out, In his cool on me. If that's done I'll jest show that I'm about as strong
and easy way. "I believe this is what is called Red Jim's as a three-year-old bull."
Charlie made a move as if he intended to seize the man and
Hotel."
engage in a wrestling match with him, but Wild pulled him
"You're believin' je;;t right, kid,"' the proprietor answered, back.
with a shrug of the shoulders. "I believe you're called Young
"Let him alone," the boy advised. "He isn't worth it, CharWild we·s t."
lie. It was his bullet that killed Jim Hardy, and the result is
"You have got that right, Mr. Red Jim. Who told you?" that there are two little orphans at Bowie Bar. But since
"Who told you that this place was called Red Jim's Hotel?" we have learned that it wasn't altogether his fault, we'll let it
"I didn't have to be told. . There's a sign over the door go at that. Come on. We'll get out of here."
· stating that much."
Then the two walked out withou,t either of them spending
"Oh, you kin read, eh?"
a cent, leaving the inmates of the bar-room staring after them
"Yes; can you?"
in amazement.
"Not a whole lot. But I had that sign painted, an' I s'pose
•
it's all right."
None of the inmates of the room appeared inclined to insult
CHAPTER V.
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difference.
On their way back Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie
Wild decided that he would not do anything that might
start trouble, so after thinking for a moment, he nodded to stopped at the store.
They found Big Gus in a very good humor.
the proprietor and said:
He had just finished waiting upon tho last ·of his customers
"Well, Mr. Red Jim, I heard that one of our Chinamen was
that came around during the noon hour, though it was now
over here a short time ago. Is that right?"
"There was a heathen here as sure as you live," was the past that time.
"Hr .lo, gents!" he called out, as he came out and stood in
reply. "The greatest heathen I ever seen, too. He',; slicker
than a pound of axle grease. The boys sorter thought they th e shade before his store. "Been takin' a look around the
camp?"
was goin' to git the best of him, but they didn't."
"We just dropped in at both tho saloons, that's alV' Wild
"Did he do anything in the way of damage here? If so, I
want to pay the bill," Wild went on, ,a pparently not noticing answered.
"A couple of the men was tellin' me you was in the Gold
the last of what the man said.
"I don't know as you kin call it damage, but he come mighty Star as they went on over to their work. You went over to
near blowln' the shebang up. See that black spot on the floor Red Jim's, too, eh?"
"Yes; we just came from there."
,
r ight in front of yer?"
"See anything of Hank Rose an' the rest of the bad gang?"
j
Wild looked down and saw it.
"Hank Rose was there, and I suppose a few of the rest
"He set off some powder, I suppose."
"Must have been powder, but no one seen him put it on might be members of what you ssy is the bad ;i;ang. But say,
[1 Gus, do you really think those fellows are had?"
t he floor."
"In a way they are. Most of 'em would steal lightnin' if
"What made him do this, will you tell me?"
"Maybe Hank Rose will tell yer. He got the sam_, dose over they could git their hands on it without gittin' struck dead.''
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t~ cook, remained there to watch it,

"I believe that. But do you really think there would be their camp, Wing,
though nine times out of ten he went to sleep.
much fight in them if it came to the 'Pinch.?"
But our hero and the scout had seen enough of the inhab·
"No; Hank Rose kin scare a stranger about as quick as any
one could, but jest let somebody turn on him an' he shows itants of Bowie Bar to convince them that it would be perfectly safe to leave even a sleeping Chinaman in charge or
that' he's got a yaller streak runnin' clean down his back."
the camp, so a few minutes later they set out along the path
"He showed that a little while ago."
that would i.ako them to the claim that had been left to t he
"You didn't have no trouble with him, did you?"
"Not at all. My friend here tried to make some troui.Jle, children by their father.
It was not much of a walk, and with Ben and Sallie leading
though, but I wouldn't let him do it."
"Pshaw!" exclaimed the scout, shaking his head disgustedly. the way, they follow~d the path, passing some of the claims
"If there ain't no worse men here than this here galoot you that were being worked upon by the miners, and soon wer e at
call Hank Rose, there hadn't oughter ever be any trouble the tent the children occupied as a horne.
"A lonesome spot for two childr.en to live, I should th ink,"
here. "
"You fellers wasn't long in findin' this out. But now an' Arietta remarked, looking at our hero.
"That's right, Et," was the reply. "But they insist on
then when a couple of strangers come here they git warmed
up a whole lot an' sometimes they're robbed, too. Everybody staying here. The store-keeper would gladly take them both
knows that Hank Rose an' Frank, his side partner, generally in, so I understand."
"We thought it was best to stay on our claim," Ben spolce
gits the money what's missin'. But there ain't nothin' done
up, earnestly. "If we left it Hank Rose or somebody else
about it."
"A rather funny way of running things h ere at Bowie Bar, I might jump it, and then if there was any gold found here we
wouldn't get it."
.
should say."
"From the reports I have heard your claim is considered t o
""Yes, I suppose it is. But about seventy per cent. of the
men here is willin' to mind their o\vn business an' keep on be about worthless, Ben," the young deadshot declared. "But,"
accumulatin' as much dust as they kin, so they don't mind it he added, hopefully, "maybe we'll strike something here.
much when the bad gang creates a disturbance with any We'll look around right away."
'l'he children insisted on showing them inside the tent,
strangers. The fact is that most of the strangers what comes
here are bad ones themselves. Sometimes they're ,Professional which was divided into two parts, and they seemed proud of
gamblers, an' sometimes they're out-an'-out thieves, waitin' their little home, as they called it.
Wild and his partners soon turned their attention away
for a chance to clean out all they kin of their dust an' money."
"Things are a little peculiar here," the young deadshot re- from the tent, however.
They noticed that the claims pn either side of the one bemarked, shaking his head and smiling. "I don't know as I
am going to interfere with anybody, but I don't mind telling longing to the orphans had been abandoned, and this did not
you, Gus, that we propose to help along the orphans all we make it leak at all encouraging.
"Boys," the young deadshot said, pointing to the high bank
can."
"I knowcd you would do that the minute I seen you com- that ll-as directly behind the tent, "the gold dust was washed
in'," the store-keeper declared. "Thinkin' of takin' 'em away down that little hill and along across the entire claim. That
with yer an' puttin' 'em somewhere so they kin have a good is where Jim Hardy had been working, as you can see. The
brook runs right along close to the placer, and it was easy for
chance to git ahead in the world?"
"Yes," I was think in' of doin' that. But I want to make him to· keep on washing out dirt as long as it lasted. It looks
as though the ground has been well gone over. But there may
sure if their claim is any good before I take them away."
"You won't find nothin' on that claim that's worth while," be such a thing as another lode under that bank."
"Me findee ,ou{tee velly muchee quickee, Misler Wild," H op
Gus declared. "Jim Hardy was a mighty good pr!.lspector, :,n'
he went over every inch of that ground as many as a hundred Wah spoke up, as he stepped forward, holding a par.kage tha t
times. It was only a placer what he struck there at the start, must have weighed ,easily two pounds in his lland-.
"What have you got there, Hop, dynamite?"Jim Dart asked,
an' waen that was worked out there was nothin' more to be
with a smile.
found."
1
"No dynamite, Misler Jim. It allee samee velly goodee gun·•But there's shafts sunk here and there and not very far
from this claim, too. There must be pretty good ore some powder. Somethling else, too. Makee velly muchee bang!
'l'ear evelythling allee pieces."
·
distance below the surface."
"Some chemical of your own invention mixed with the
"Oh, yes. There's two or three rich veins been struck, an'
one feller hit a lode not more than four feet under the ground powder, eh?"
,
"Lat light, Misler .Jim."
lai,t month. There ain't no tellin' jest how far this reaches,
"And you feel like making an explosion, do you?"
either, an' it's downright sure that he's ·a mighty rich man
"If Mr. Wild showee me where he wan tee um glound blowee
right at this minute. Maybe you might have seen him when
uppee, me velly soonee do it."
you was in the Gold Star. His name is Rafferty."
"If I permit you to do such a thing it will merely be for an
·· Maybe we did see him, but we didn't hear that name menexperiment," the young deadshot retorted. "Come on up
tioncd. He's a pretty good fellow, I take it."
"Oh, Rafferty is all right. He's an Irishman, but he's jest here. We'll look into that crevice back there from which the
as honest as he kin be an' as etraight as a string. He's about placer started."
They walked about a hundl"ed feet from the tent, and when
the only one what has got a legal claim to the land he's staked
out, an' he's makin' arrangements to sell out, so he kin go they got to the end of the dry water-course that had been
worked completely out by the children's father, they could
back somewhere East."
While our hero did not think it• very likely that there was a see that an extra lot of digging had taken place.
The ground had been loosened to a depth of two or thr ee
lo'tle· on the orphans' claim, he felt that he should keep his
promise and make a thorough examination of the spot, so feet, and pieces of stone and chunks of quartz had been turned
nodding to the store-keeper and assuring him that the orphans out of the crevice.
Wild took the pick Cheyenne Charlie was car rying and
were going to be well taken care of, he turned an.cl. made his
thrust it in as far as he could reach.
way back to the camp, Cha,·lie going with him, of course,
Then ho pulled out a piece of flint-like rock which sparkled
The two children saw them coming and ran to meet them.
"Are you going over to our· claim now, Mr. Wild?" the little as ~fit was filled with ti!ly diamonds.
.But there was no gold there, he could tell that at a glance.
girl asked, excitedly.
A tenderfoot or one who had never seen the precious metal
"Yes, Sallie," was the reply. "I r eckon we'll go right over."
"And you're going to show Ben where the gold is, aren't in its crude state might have thought so, but he would have
been mi1:taken.
you?"
The boy made two or three attempts, but could find abso"I'll try to, if there is any there."
"Mr. Hop says he'll go, too, and that maybe he'll blow up lutely nothing that seemed to be of value.
"I don't know , Hop," he said, looking over toward the tent.
the rocks and find the gold."
"That isn't a bad idea," Uie yom1g deadshot said, sruilingly. "I suppose you might dislodge some of this rock with that
"Lat allee light, Misler Wild," Hop spoke up, for he was 1 improvised bomb of· yours. If you want to waste so much
near eno ..1gh to hear the conversation. "You findee where um 1 powder and chcmirn!s, go ahead and ~Gt it off."
"You thlinkee um lode here, Misler Wild?"
gold is and me makee vclly bigee bang. Locks and dirt fly
"Well, if there is any gold at all to be foun d in t h is bank
allee ever."
"All right, we'll all go over to the Orphans' Claim. I sup- it certainly ought to be right back of this spot. Her e is wh er e
it v;as washed out at some time long ago, and wh en the wate rpose that is the proper name for it."
Wild did not mean all of them, at that, for 1 when they left course became dry it was easy for the prospector to fi nd it.
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Of course, there has got to be a starting point fo,· every\hing, it hasn't been filed properly, anyhow. But we can do it for
and since the gold dust and tiny particles that have been them. Charlie, you can easily have yourself appointed as
taken from here must have been washed from somewhere, it guardian for the orphans, and then sell the claim for them.
How does that strike you'?"
stands to reason that they cam~ from under the bank."
"You velly smartee Melican boy, Misler Wild. You knowee I "Great gimlets!" the scout exclaimed, he being far more
, agitated than Jim was, though he had been rendered speechallee 'boutee finclee gold."
"You think so, eh? Well, I'v~ found considerable of it, . less at what the young deadshot said.
"We won't need any gimletij, great ones or small ones, to
young as I sm ."
1
"Found enough to make us all rich, anyhow," Cheyenne bore into this yellow stuff," Wild answered, laughingly.
Charlie spoke up, somewhat proudly. "Hop, the first gold "Wake up. It isn't the first time you have seen a gold lode
,vnd ever struck was afore we knowed you, or Wing, either. bared suddenly, is it?"
I "No, it ain't, but .I'll tell you one thing, Wild, it always
·
That was up in the Black Hills."
"Me know allee 'boutee; Misler Charlie. Me hear lat tellee · sorter takes me by surprise when anything like this here hap'!)lenty timee. Misler Wild allee samee stlike it lich when he ' pens. Say, let me have a look."
was sixteen. Leu he stlike it lich plenty more timee. Now he I Then he got down upon his hands and knees, and, peering
.
into the hole, looked at the rich spot.
stlike it lich for um poor lillee boy and girl."
"It's gold, all right, Jim," he said, shaking his head with
TJ1e Chinaman then gave a nod just as if he felt confident
that what he said was the truth, and, taking Wild gently by delight. "Every word Wild jest said is as true as the sun
overhead. Them orphans of Bowie Bar is goin' to be rich, an'
the arm, pulled him away from the crevice.
From the package, which was really a home-made bomb, 1 you kin bet your life that there ain't no one goin' to cheat
'em out of this claim, either."
a fuse was protruding.
Jim dropped down in the hole, Wild making way for him,
Hop broke the end f:i;om this so the powder could be seen,
_and then coolly attached a smaller fuse that, was prob'll.bly ten and then aftet satisfying himself that it really was the beginning of a lode, he nodded his head and exclaimed:
feet in leugth to it. ·
"I never felt more glad in my life. Hurrah!"
This done he dropped the bomb into the crevice as far back
Charlie joined in cheering with him, and this had the effect
as he could' rea.ch.
'' Somethling 1happen velly muchee quickee," he declared, as of causing I the girls and the orphans to come closer to the
he trailed the fuse out along the ground. "Now Jen, evely- spot, for they had paused about twenty feet aw_ay an:d were
unable to hear all the young deadshot was sayrng, smce he
body loo~rne outtee. Veily bigee bang pletty soonee."
They all started for the tent, for they knew pretty well that was down in the hole.
"Have you· found it?" Ben asked, eagerly.
the explosion would cause quite a disturbance.
"Yes," was the reply. "Here's your lode. Now then, I
"Girls" 11\Tild called out as he came over to them "I reckon
it would~'t be a bad. idea 'to get a little further aw~y. H-0p is reckon you're all right."
Then Wild reached up and, taking him by the hand, asg,ing to set off a blast."
.. There won't be no danger of it knocking the tent down, sisted him into the hole that had been blown open by Hop's
home-made bomb.
will there?" the little o-irl asked.
The little fellow cried with d~light, and his sister, unable
"~ot ver·y much da,;ger. But a piece of rock might come
flying this way, and it would be apt to hit somebody if they to control hers~lf, rushed over and might have fallen in and
were close enough. It's just as well to get to a good safe dis- injured herself if the scout had not caught her.
He quickly placed her where she could ha.ve a look at the
tance. Come on, now."
The boy took the hand of Sallie and led her on toward some gold, and_ then the two children hugged each other and cried
pine trees that were crowing right where the claim joined tears of JOY, for they both had not the least doubt that the
gold Ben had been dreaming of was now really theirs.
"'
another.
"Et,''. the young deadshot said, a few minutes later as he
Hop w:i.ited until they got there, and then he calmly struck
took his sweetheart by the arm and started toward the tent,
a match and lighted the fuse.
"I consider this is one of the best day's work of my life."
.
.
. ,
"So do I, Wild,,, the girl answered, looking at him fondly.
Tha,t done, he_ l~g~ted a_ cigar with the same match, ~nd
then came s~rolh~,,, along Just a_s if there wa~ no such thmg "But we mustn't forget that Hop deserves a lot of credit."
"Oh, certainly not. Really, it all belongs to him, though
as an explos10~ hkely to ~ccur m about a mmute.
He looked b'.1-ck and could see the spark jumping along to- I was well satisfied that if there was any gold to be found on
t t I k f it "
th
th t
thi l i
ward the crevice.
s c a m, a was e spo O 00 or ·
Then with a nod of satisfaction he quickened his pace a
little, and just as he joined the rest of the party there was a .
CHAPTER VI.
deafening explosion and the ground fairly trembled under
their feet.
TO JUMP THE ORPHANS' CLAIM.
'l'HREATENS
HANK
the
of
out.
blown
been
has
piece
"A
"Oh, oh!" cried Ben.
The explosion being such a loud one, it was bound to attract
hill. Look, look! "
Sure enough, a big chunk of what seemed to .be solid rock the attention of every person in Bowie Bar and vicinity.
Hank Rose was about as much surprised when he heard it
that must have weighed several tons had been dislodged, and
lay as much as twenty feet away from the spot where the as any one else.
He was in Red Jim's bar-room at the time, and was doing a
bomb had been placed.
''Bleakee uppee um bank velly muchee quickee, so be/' Hop Jot ot bragging about the wonderful shooting he had done in
. his time.
declared, as he started for the spot.
While the Orphans' Claim was eas!ly a quarter of a mile
The powder had caused considerable smoke, of course, but
this soon blew away, for there was a 1'entle breeze coming from the place, the building shook from the explosion and
every one in it ran out to find out what it meant.
from the southwest.
"Somebody has been usin' dynamite, that's all," Red Jim
Wild and his partners ran after the Chinaman, and they all
explained, in an off-handed way, for he must have thought
got there at about the same time.
Leaping down into a hole from which the smoke was still he was going to Jose trade.
"That wasn't dynamite, an' you kin bet your life on it,"
coming, Wild looked around sharply.
At first he could see nothing but ordinary rock and earth.. Hank declared. "I've got somewhat of a keen ear, an' I kin
Then suddenly a richer spot with some glistening streaks tell the difference in the sound of dynamite an' nitre-glycerine
an' powder. That there explosion didn't sound exactly like
of yellow running through it attracted his attention.
The boy knew what it was instantly, but he drew his hunt- either of 'em, an' that's what makes me feel sorter puzzled
ing knife and thrust the point upon the spot before he said J about it. You kin see smoke over there, can't yer?"
He pointed in the proper direction, and sure enough a cloud
anything.
It was gold, all right, and it was soft enough to permit the of smoke could be seen rising and gradually di,Jappearing.
"I see it," Frank, his side partner, spoke up.
point of the knife to punch into it as far as a sixteenth of an
"Do you see anything else over there?"
inch.
"Gals," came from the rutlian.
Instead of getting excited as the average person would have
"Exactly. You know who they must be, don't yer?" 1
done, the young deadshot simply gave a nod, of satisfaction
I "Young Wild West's gals, I s'pose."
and said:
"Well, boys, here's the )ode. I reckon I located it all right I "Sartin sure, an' Young 11\Tild 'West an' his pards is over
when I followed the worked-out places to the crevice. 1"he two · there, too. Can't you see 'em there?"
kids are all right now, for I reckon it won't take very long 1 "Yes, I see 'etn, an' there's the Hardy kids." What in thunto sell this claim to somebody. H what we have heard is true, deration is goin' on, anyhow? They've set off a blast over
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there for some purpose. Do you s'pose they could have struck same time stepping toward the tent and putting his hand
inside the open flap.
a vein, or anything like that?"
"Where's Young Wild West?" Rose asked, putting on an air
"Maybe you had better not go over there to investigate,"
Red Jim advised. "If sich a thing has happened that they of consequence.
"He o-ver Jere," and Wing pointed in the direction the party
have struck gold, Young Wild West sartinly wouldn't want to
see you sneakin' around. He might take a notion to trim the had taken when they left the camp.
"You're here alone, then, are yer?"
buttons off your shirt or clip the end from your Adam's apple
"Lat light. But me no 'flaicl. Whattee you wantee ?"
with a bullet." .
"We want to see Young Wild West."
Hank felt of his throat as the saloon-keeper .said this, and
"Allee light, you go over lere, Jen," and again the Chinaman
made a surly remark, after which he caught Frank by the
pointed toward the Orphans' Claim.
arm and whispered:
"If we can't go over there we kin go over to Young Wild : "_Say, heathen," ~rank said, in a patronizln? ,way, " it sor1;er
West's camp, all right. Most likely there ain't no one there. , stnkes _me that you re a putty ~?od feller. Amt got the pr,ice
.
You kin see one of the Chinamen over there can't yer?" of a drmk about yer, have yer?
,,
I '.'.Yo~t w_a!ltee cl link?" Wing asked, s~arp~y.
"Yes, but maybe the other one is r.t the camp.,,'
"Well, that's all l'ight. Let's go over there an' have a look ! "Ye..,. Give us a_ ~QUPl_e of dollars an we 11 go buy one.
wan tee ahnk go over lere. Plenty water comee down
If
around. I don't mea.n that we want to / steal anything-un- I
less we should happen to find somethin' worth takin'. Ha, ha, · um hill.
I · "Heathen, don't git so blamed sarcastic!" exclaimed Hank,
ha! Ain't I a slick villain Frank?"
''The slickest what was' ever made," came the reply, and angrily._ "You oughter know t~a.t w~ don_'t, drink water.
then his side partner actually looked at him with genuine ad- , Water is good enough for washm an cookm purposes, but
when _it comes to put~!n' it in a man's stomach, it won't work,
·
miratjon.
h O h d not with us, anyhow.
t Of th
th
t lk'
Wh'l th t
Wing pulleq. his hand out of the tent and a rifle came
a
e men w
e res
e wo wer e a mg
ie
'
been 1:1 the bar-room s_tarted to g_o over and find out what ~he with it.
nd
st
exploswn _mean_t, leavmg Red J im, th e proprietor, a mg . He quickly raised the weapon, pointing it squarely at the
breast of Hank
th ere lookmg disgustedly after them.
"Maybe you iun velly muchee fastee?" he said, question"Everybod)'. is_runnin' that way, it. seems/ he _said, turning
.
to the two v1llams. "Men are leavm' their claims, an' that lngly
.
. ·
It's
seems to be the place where they all want to git jest now.
the Orphans' Claim all right an' I jest hope that a big lot of 1 ·• Put down the gun, heathen," cried Hank, putting up a big
gold dust has been' found th~re. I'll benefit by it that's sar- bluff. "You mustn't think that we come here to steal any: thing, so there ain't no need in shootin' at us."
'
·
tin."
,
Hank and Frank said nothing to this, but started up the I '.'.You lun velly muchee fast?" came the .ci~,ery again.
I ·Hank, I reckon he means for us to leg 1t, the bad mans
street toward the Gold Star Saloon.
.
' side partner said.
,
'?
,
"
1
Hey, ther(;l . w;he;e are you fellers goin · Ain ~ my pla:e : ''Most· likely he does. Well, come on, and let's run, then.
do anything
to
tryin'
in
use
no
ain't
there
that
go_od enough for ) er . You must have forgot that I Je_st tre,~ted I I'm satisfied
ye;, afor~ ,th!t b~amed explosion b~,oke up my busme?.s. ' . ' around here any more. Everybody is dead agin us."
Frank did not wait to hear all he said but started away
. We amt ,,oln in the Gold Star, Hank answered . · Were
'
gom' to take. a ;;valk over an' see what Young Wild · West's : a t a trot.
Hank looked at the Chinaman, and found that he had no
,
ca~p looks llke. ?
Oh: yer ar_e, eh· V:7'ell, you had be!,ter be migh~y, careful intentions of lowering the rifle, so he turned and jogged along
h?w :you ~-~ 1t. Jest cause tl~e, youn,, deadshot amt there after him, both going in the direction of the store.
himse~f don t say that the~e am t somebody else there wbat I As they were about to turn the corner of the building, they
looked back and saw the Chinaman standing there the rifle
kin ta 1rn care of the camp.
'
'"There ca!1't be mor_e than one ?f the Chinamen there," still pointed their way.
"
.
.
.
,, '
.,
.
seen
"We've
around.
turmng
and
stoppmg
explamed,
Frank
Franlr, old boy, Hank said, shakmg his head sadly, there
all the rest what belongs to the ,party over there with them ,
. was a time not very long ago when I had what you might call'
two little kids."
· a fierce r eputation. But now I ain't nothin' more than an
th
fi d
If
h d th
"All ., ht
yo u_ ~ any rea1 money ere ordinary sucker."
i ,g , ?o a, ea , en.
' . ·· An' I'm an ordinary sucker's pard, then," Frank answered,
.
.
·
come o_ver an _lets see the color of it.
T~en Red Jim forced a laugh ~~d ,:ent back rn~o his place forcing a laugh.
''What are you lauo-hin' at? Does it strike you as bein' very
to sit do_wn upon a chair and VI alt p... tiently_ until some one
"
funny?"
came to mform him of the cause of the explosion.
•· Somewhat that way."
Meanwhile, Ros~ and his side partner walked briskly past
"Well, it ai n't funny to me, an' I'm jest goin' to show s omethe Gold Star Saloon,. not. paying any attention to Jerry
Myers, who was standmg m the doorway, as much excited body around here that I'm jest as bad as I've been makin' out
as any one else, though it happened that he had no one to to be. l've shot about six men in my time an' it was always
in the right, too. But blamed if I a.i n't goin' to
leave there just then and did not care abo\it closing up his when I
shoot a few around here even if I ain't in the right. I'll tell
.
,.
place.
you what we'll do. There's enough of the boys what would
.
It was about the _same with thE: store-keeper.
Big Gus was standmg near the middle of the road, Icokmg be willin' to do jest as we want 'em to if they thought there
3.vas a chance to make anything out of it. We'll git 'em to.
in the ?irection t.he explosion had con:e from.
But it happened that t~'3re ~as qmte an elevation between g~tber jest as quick as we kin, an' we'll form ourselves into
the store ~nd the Orphans Clau;n, so he could merely guess as wh9.t they cail a vigilance committee, or somethin' like that."
'' A vigilance committee is for to hu~t down them what's
to where it had tq.ken place.
When he saw the two villains turn down alongside the store been doin' some.thin' wrong," Frank retorted, with a . shake
of the head.
he was somewhat surprised, and quickly called out:
I "Well, we'll call it some other kind of a committee, then.
"What are you goin' that way for?"
"To make a short cut. Don't you know enough for that?" Ours will be a committee to do somethin' wrong, an' we've
1 got to gain by it or there won't be no use in doin' it."
Hank answered.
"All rio-ht. There won't be no trouble in o-Jttin' about ten
"Oh, that's so. 1 forgot about the path the kids take sometime~. I thought maybe you was goin' over to _Y?,ung Wild ' putty go;d felle:·s to join in with us. I k;ow that many'
what's putty good thieves. But they've all been workin' putty
W~st s _c~mp. You had bet~er k<:ep a_way ~r?m it. ,,
1
, much by themselves, goin' it alone, you know. It hadn't
"rt amt none of ~ol)r busrn_ess if we re go~;1 there.
! oughter take mu.ch trouble to make 'em u11derstand how they
.
.
No, of course noc. Go on if you _want to·.
Then the two JIJf)n, no doubt ,fearing that our friends might would be better off If they was all banded together with a
come back quicl{ly, started on a run and soon reached tile good leader like you."
;,That's talkin' straight from the shoulder, Frank. You're
camp.
Wing Wah, who had been s'luud asleep when the explosion a wise man, you are .. ,
This conversation occurred near the rear of the store, and
occurred, sat there just new ready to drop off into a doze
no one heard a word of it, for Big Gus was still out in front
again.
But when he saw the two villailis he got upon his feet in- of his place, waiting to get news of the explosion.
Frank suggested that they stop in the Gold Star Saloon
stantly, and a frowp showed upon his brow.
":Whattee bad Melican men wautee?" he demanded, at the and wait until the men they were anxious to see- came back.
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'I'hey walked on out of the sort of alleyway between the two
buildings and found Jerry Myers on the watch at his door.
"Hear anything of what happened over there an' what it
was for?"· Jer-ry que:,tioned.
"Not a word," Hank answered, shrugging his shoulders.
"We allowed that we might find somethin' out by goin' over
to Young Wild West's camp. But there was only a heathen
there, an' he didn't know a thing."
"Did you ask him about it?"

Things had been done ii;t a very loose way at Bowle Bar, as
far as he could learn, and if anybody chose to jump the claim
and file papers right away with the proper person, the orphans
would be cut out of it.
·
But Wild did not mean to let anything like this happen.
He knew that if any one did try such a thing it would be
Hank Rose, who, though he was a bluffing, bad ma.n, understood as much about the mining claim laws as the average
man.
"Yes.,,
The children hap. insisted on st;ying at the claim while
"Didn't steal anything while you was there, did you, Hank?" our friends got ready to move their camp to it.
"
"Hold on a minute, J erry. What's the use of tryin' to pile
While it was a much better spot to stop at where they had
it on a feller? I'ye al ways used you putty right, but every at first, they felt it necessary to go over to the claim, since
time you git a chance you're tryin' to make me look small, the children might need protection.
when you kno w from the bottom of yo ur heart that if I was
In going back to the camp Hop managed to drop behind
a mind to I could clean out the whole blamed camp."
the rest.
"But you ain't likely to. be a mind to do anything like that,
Hank. You're a big bluffer. You're like the bellows what
He reached the store after they had gone on around it, and,
belongs to a blacksmith shop; you're full of wind."
seeing Big Gus sitting at the door, talking to some of the
Frank grinned, and the bad man shook h is head as if there miners about the good luck that had so suddenly come to the
was no help for it, and then the two went inside.
two orphans, he stopped to hear what was being said.
Jerry was will in g to wait upon them, for he knew that
"Well, heathen," the store-keeper said, with a grin, "they
neither would buy anything unless they had the µioney to pay tell me that you set off the blast that unearthed the gold?"
for it.
"Lat light, Misler Store-keeper," Hop answered, blandly.
They were ser ved a couple of times, and then they sat dow n "Me velly smartee Chinee."
and waited.
"I reckon you are. It must have been some of your magic."
"Young 'iVild West allee samee :findee um lode, so be."
It was not long befor e they saw some of the very ones they
"What did you use to make the blast?" asked one of the
were anxious to have join their band approaching.
Out went the two villains to meet them.
miners. "It didn't sound like dynamite."
"Say," called out Hank, "what was it all about, boys? Did
"Me fixee allee light," was the evasive reply.
you find out? "
"Some kind of a composition like gunpowder, I s'pose?"
"I reckon ,ve did," one of them replied. "Young V\Tild West
"Yes."
located a rich lode for them two orphans. He blowed a big
"Do you think you._ could blow a hole ln the ground over on
hole in the side of the hill, an' they do say that ther e's tons my claim a nd find a rich lode fo r me?"
of the stuff right there that will assay about seventy-five per"Maybe me no do lat; maybe no gol d !ere."
"There ain't a whole lot, as far as I know. But I was just
cent. What do you t h in k of that ?"
th· kl , th t
b ·t
ld b f
d t
,,
"I'll tell you what I think of it," Hank answered. putting on
m n
a may e 1 cou
e oun here.
an air of determination. "That t her e claim is goin' to be
"You makee a!lee samee big explosion, Jen."
mine, if what you say is true. Now then, all you fellers as
''Blamed if I don't think it is worth trying."
wants to have a share in it jest come over to Red Jim's, an' , The man acted as if he thought it w:ould be a good idea to
we'll mighty soon form a combination that Young Wild West set off a blast, but the others about him only laughed.
or no one else won't beat. We'll jump that there claim jest as 1 '"fhis here feller is named Hop Wah, so I hear," the storesoon as I find out it's worth doin' it."
]1 keeper said, with a laugh. "He's a first-class magician. Even
if he couldn't set off a blast an' find a lot of gold on your
claim, Pete, he could do somethin' right now that would make
you open your eyes, an' I'll bet on it!"
CHAPTER VIL
."S'pose you git him to do It, ,tJien, you seem to know all
about him?" came the suggestion.
HOP FIXES UP THE STORE-KEEPER .
"I don't know whether he's got time. Young Wild West is
goin' to move his camp over to ther Orphans' Claim."
It was a happy party that gather ed at the t ent of the two
"Me gottee Iillee timee, so be," Hop s11oke up, cheerfully.
orphans after the lode was found .
Really, h e was just in the humor to clo something funny,
Ben and Sallie were overjoyed, for both realized that they and he cared little who his victim might be.
were now rich, unless something came in the way.
Big Gus looked to him to be the one who could stand a
The little girl seemed to have a fear that something would pretty good joke, so he decided to show them a little that was
come in the way, and she told Arietta about it.
both mysterious and funny.
"Don't you think anything like that, dear," Young Wild
West's sweetheart said, smilingly. "You must remember who
He looked around in a thoughtful way for a moment, and
is backing you and your brother. Wild will not let anybody th en nodding to Big Gus, said:
take the claim from you.,,
•
"Me likee you velly muchee, Misler Store-keeper."
"Oh! r hope he don't. But Ben says we've got to have a
"You do, eh? Well, I'd jest as lief you wouldn't. I s'pose
guardlan. Who will it be?"
you mean to make a fool of me, an' you're tellin' me that so
"Cheyenne CharUe will be your guardian."'
I won't think so."
"Can't Youp.g Wild West be it?"
"You velly muchee mistakee," and Hop shook his head as
"No; he is not twenty-one years of age yet. A man must he saw that the man was suspicious of him.
be of age before he can act as a guardian for those under
"A11 right. But what are you drivin' at? If you feel like
age."
showin' us somethin' that's worth seein', go ahead."
The little girl nodded, but could not quite understand it.
"Allee light. You gottee some eggs? "
However, she sqon became happy again and began chatter·
"Eggs? Yes, I k eep 'em in ther store."
ing about what she intended to .do when she grew up to be a
"You gottee can of tomatoes?"
rich young lady.
"Lots of 'em."
A great many miners came over to find out what the explo"Allee light. Me wantee six eggs and oneocan of tomatoes."
sion meant, and knowing that it would do no good to try and
"The.y 'll cost you jest seventy cents, Hop."
conceal the facts, Wlld let them know that a rich lode had
"Me no care. Me gottee plenty money, so be."
been located on the Orphans' Claim.
"Very well. I'll get what you want right away."
One of the men was Rafferty, and he was more than pleased
He turned and went into the store, Hop following him.
about it.
The half a dozen eggs and the can of tomatoes were quickly
He gave the young deadshot all the information he could as purchased, and when Hop had paid for them he walked
to how to make the claim a legal one, and Wild started right leisurely out of the store.
in to do it.
Near the door a soft felt h~t lay on the counter, and, unobThey all went over to the store, and then it was not long served by Big Gus, the clever Chinee slipped it unde!· his loose
before tne claim papers were fixed up, with Cheyenne Charlie coat.
,
as guardian for the two children.
The eggs had been slipped in his pockets, much to the surThis would hold for th irty days, under ordinary circum- prise of the store-keeper, though the can of tomatoes was held
stances, though when the store-keeper said this our hero had in his left h:rnd as he went out.
his doub~ a.bout it.
•
'l'wo or thi;ee more miners had stopped there, no doubt be-
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cause they had been told that the Chinaman was about' to
perform a feat of magic.
They all looked at him expectantly.
There happened to be some empty barrels standing in front
of the store, and, taking one of them, Hop turned it over so
the bottom was up, and then proceeded to make it answer the
purpose of a table.
"Evelybody watchee," he said, as he put the can on the
barrel. "Me showee you nicee lillee tlick."
The men gathered around, some of them grinning broadly in
anticipation of w,hat was to come.
Out came tl).e Celestial's knife, and he quickly made a hole
•
in the top of the can.
Then he enlarged the hole until it suited him, after which
be produced a piece of candle and fitted it in.
But it really was not a piece of candle, though it surely
looked to be.
Inside was a small but powerful firecracker-one of Hop's
own manufacture.
The wick of the candle was connected with the fuse of the
cracker, of course.
With a smile that was "child-like and bland," the heathen
proceeded.
Out came the eggs he had purchased, and when he had carefully laid them upon the barrel around the can of tomatoes,
be bowed right and left, and then exclaimed:
"Evelybody watchee!"
But it was not at all necessary to tell them to watch, for
they were already doing it for all they were worth.
Suddenly Hop looked sharply at the candle, and then with a
nod of his head he leaned over and pulled it from the can.
"Velly stlange," he remarked, showing that he was mystified about something. "Me no undelstandee."
Then he stuck a finger in the hole and began pulling, ap·
parently as hard as he could.
A quick jerk and the Chinaman was holding the storekeeper's hat in his hand.
It surely looked as if he had pulled it out of the can.
"What's that?" cried Big Gus, running up to the barrel.
"That's my hat."
"Me knowee lat," was the reply. "You velly muchee shamee
yourself. You puttee bat in can of tomatoes. Me no wantee
eatee um tomatoes now."
A roar of laughter went up from the crowd, for all seemed
to regard it as a very good joke on the st.ore-keeper.
"Thunder!" exclaimed Big Gus, and then he ran back in
the store.
But his hat was gone, so he came out again quickly.
"Boys," he said, earnestly, "that hat wasn't in ther can.
It's a trick of ther heathen's. He took my hat from ther store
when I wasn't lookin'."
"You needn't tell us anything like that," one of them answered. "You're sellin' canned hats, Gus."
Hop held up his hand for silence.
Instantly all eyes were turned upon him again.
"You wantee l!s hat, Misler Store-keeper?" he asked.
"Not now, I don't," was the reply. "It was an old one, anyhow. Keep it if you want it."
"Allee light. You comee here."
"What do you want of me?"
"Me showee you."
Rather reluctantly Big Gus stepped up to the barrel.
'· You holdee um hat," and the Chinee placed it in his hand.
"Boys," said Gus, smiling at the interested miners, "I'm
goin' to do jest what he says. Let him go ahead, 'cause I
know he's goin' to db somethin' funny.''
Hop surely was going to do something funny.
He put the piece of candle that '·c ontained the hidden firecracker back into the hole in the can, and then striking a
match, l!ghted it.
"Now !en," he said, nodding to his victim, "me cookee some
eggs, so be."
Bidding the man to hold the hat open, Hop quickly broke
the half a dozen eggs in the hat.
He caused Big Gus to hold the hat right over the candle
flame, and then stepping back, he motioned for the spectators
to come up close and see the eggs cook.
They all did so, crowding close around the store-keeper and
the barrel.
" The hat was just catching fire from the flame when there
was a sharp report, followed by a yell.
The cracker had exploded and a mixture of eggs .and tomatoes ,7as scattered about.
Gus got the worst of it., since he was holding the hat, but the
rest came in for a i;ene:-ous share.
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Hop alone got out of the way in time, and when the victims
of his practical joke recovered sufficiently to realize tha't they
bad got the worst of it, he was around the other side of the
store, running for the camp.
He did not stop until he reached it, and Cheyenne Charlie
quickly met him and, taking him roughly by the collar, exclaimed:
"What's ther matter now, heathen? · Been· up to soiftethin'
ag'in, I s'pose?"
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. You'Iettce me be. Me allee
samee good Chinee."
"Let him be, Charlie," Young Wild West spoke up. "I
reckon he is entitled to a little consideration just now . He
set off the blast that located the lode on the Orphans' Claim."
"Jest ai;; you say, Wild," and the scout immediately released
his grip upon the Celestial's collar. "But," he added, "I sorter
reckon be ought to have been here to give us a lift with ther
work. We're about done now, an' he's jest showed up."
But the young deadshot simply shook his head, so Charlie
said no more.
It was about right that the work was nearly done, for the
tents had been taken down, and Wing, the cook, was loading
.,
the second pack-horse.
·wild and his partners had lent him a hand, so one was
loaded and waiting to be on the move.
Hop got very busy now, and as he worked away he told
how he had played the trick on the store-keeper and the
miners.
Of course, they all laughed, for he had a way of telling anything that was humorous that made it appear more so.
"Evelythling allee light, Mislcr Wild?" Hop asked, when
they were ready to set out.
"It looks that way, don't it?" came the reply.
"Me mean 'boutee um childlen's claim, Misler Wild."
"Oh! Yes, I reckon everything is all right, though it will
take the best part of a week to make the claim sure f.or them."
"Misler Charlie allee samee childlen's glandfather?"
"Not grandfather, but guardi1!,n. ''
"See here, heathen, don't git too funny," spoke up the scout,
when he saw the rest laughing.
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me makee lillee mistakee,
lat allee."
Two minutes later all hands were on the move, headiug by
the short cut for the Orphans' Claim.

CHAPTER VIII.
SALLIE GOES ]OR HELP AND GETS IT.

When Hank Rose made the declaration that the Orphans'
Claim was going to be his property, and that those who wanted
to own a share could go In with him, he created quite a sensa•
tion among the lawless men he called his friends.
Not that any of them were averse to .owning a share in the
claim, but it seemed to strike them as being a startling proposition.
Yet they knew Hank was capable of putting through a piece
of villainy, once he started it, even though he was cowardly.
"If what you say is right-that a rich lode has been found
on that there claim-I'm goin' right up there an' jump it,"
he declared, after he had looked at them in a sort of triumph
for about a minute.
"I'll go with yer, for one, ~ank," Frank spoke up.
"Of course you will, old side-partner," was the reply. " I
knowed that afore I said anything. But we've got to have a
few more, 'cause most likely we'll meet some opposition."
"Young Wild West, you mean." .
''Nobody else, Frank. He's took a lot of Interest in them
kids of Jim Hardy's, an' it's putty sartin that he'll try hard
to keep ther claim for 'em. But he can't do it, an' I know it.
Jim Hardy never had no title to ther claim, so how kin his
kids come in for it? Now then, how many is goin' in with me
,
on this game?"
Four more p_romptly declared their willingness, and though
Hank was pleased, he was not yet satisfied.
There were men there he knew to be dishonest who h ad
not yet spoken, and he wanted them to go in with him.
"Corne/' he said, coaxingly. "It ain't likely that Young
Wild West will shoot at us jest 'cause we jump ther claim.
If he's got any sense about him- he knows that the kids can't
hold it. Speak up! I want as many as ten good men."
Then three more came over to him.
There were but four of them left in the gang that he wanted-
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to pick from, though there were a few honest miners standing 'i "Oh!I see. You've got what they call a tender heart, eh?"
about taking it all in.
I "If I have it ain't no disgrace."
Hank cared nothing for them, since they had never raised 1 "Maybe it ain't. But what's ther use of havin' a tender
any objection as to the way he did things, so he simply waited I heart in a place like this? What does Jim Hardy's kids
for the ones he wanted to hear from to speak up.
: amount to, anyhow? Why shou\d we bother our heads about
After some little hesitation one gave in and declared that i 'em, when there's plenty as will take 'em in an' give 'em a
he would go with Hank and jump the claim, provided he got uvin'? Another thing, what do they want of a gold mine?
I. Who ever heard tell of a couple of little children like them
his share of the gold.
He was assured that he would, so then the others gave in, I ownin' a gold mine? Pshaw! You're talkin' nonsense, Broand Hank then had twelve rascals to help him rob the orphans phy."
of what rightfully ' belonged to them, even though the law ! "Oh, I agree with yer in part of what you say. But there
might not uphold them until the regular papers were filed. ' ain't no use in scarin' ther life out of ther kids. It's a putty
"Thel'e ain't no use in waitin', boys," he said, nodding - to ' sure thing that ther boy will put up a fight when we go to
them in a pleased way. "We'll have a drink, a.n' then we'll go 'em, an' he finds out what we're up to. What I want yer to
over there an' take possession. The kids kin cowe over to do is to go a little easy."
Big Gus, as he's been wantin' 'em to do, or they kin go any- ! "I'll go ·easy enough. If that's all you mean, I reckon it'll
where they please. That ain't none of our business."
1 be all right."
They had the drink, and then · all filed out cf the saloon. I "Good enough, then. We'll wait a while, an' then me an'
But there was not a man of the twelve who was not mor- I you an' one or two, more will go an' have a talk with 'em.
tally afraid of Young Wild West and his partners, and as if by , We'll ask 'em to let us see the lode, ther same as they've been
common consent they went away in a direction that was just ; lettin' others see it. It ain't likely they'll object to it."
opposite to where they wanted to go.
; "If they do it won't make no difference," Frank spoke up,
By doing this they avoided going past the store and this : laughing harshly.
meant a whole lot.
'
They waited a full ten minutes, and then feeling satisfied
There were at least two men ln Bowie Bar whom they th~t tr:ey could go ahea.d and talk with the orphans w,ithout
feared and they were Big Gus and Jerry Myers the owner of , bemg mterrupted by any one, Hank, Frank and Bropuy asthe G~ld Star Saloon.
'
r cended the hill, leaving the rest in the bollow.
Hank hitched up his trousers as he walked along with. the 'i It happened that the two cl:ild~en were not looking that
crowd, and, nodding to Frank, he said:
, way when the three men came· m_ sight, and, taking advantage
"Now then, there hadn't ought ter be no trouble about this , of this, they moved_ around until they were able to see the
here business. If Young Wild West wasn't here there wouldn't I hole that had been ripped open by the explosion.
be, either. But since the meddlesome young feller is here, . "We'll sneak right over there and see what's to be seen
we've got to be a bit careful. We'll jest go on around till we afore the kids knows we're here," the leader said, nodding
git to the hill that's right behind ther claim, an' then we'll 1to his companions and speaking in a low tone of voice.
take a look an' see how things Is. If everything's all right I They nodded back to him, and then they walked softly along
, you an' one or two of tiler others will go right there an' give l and were soon at the foot of the bank, looking into the excavather two kids to understand that the claim is ours. Most I tion.
likely tbey'!l put up a howl; but that ain't noth!n' to us. That
There was the gold right down before them.
there claim is goln' to be ours. I ain't got ther least doubt
There was no question as to what It was, for they had all
but that Young Wild West struck a rich lode there. But that seen pay-dirt before, and could not be deceived.
don't say that it belongs to him. It's ours jest as much as it's
But never had they looked upon such a rich vein as this
anybody's."
.
1 was.
"That·s jest as true as anything kin be, Hank," his side
It seemed to be solid as far as the drift extended and visions
partner declared.
of millions in wealth came befol'e them as they stood looking
The others who heard the conversation seemed to be of the , into the ho}e in silent surprise and admiration.
same opinion, though they did not have a great deal to say i "Who would have thought it, boys!" Hank exclaimed, he
just then.
, being the first to speak.
Making a detour the twelve villains walked along at an 1 "No one would have thought it," Frank declared, solemnly.
easy pace, and in about fifteen minutes they reached a hollow "I guess there's enough of ~her _Y~ller s;-uff down there to
that was not more than two hundred feet from the claim(
make us as rich as Jews! An it amt goin to be much trouble
Hank Rose motioned for them to stay there, and then he t? git it out, ei!her. I. ne~;r did see sich a sight afore, an'
hurried to the top of the hill and took a look.
Ive seen a lot m my llfe!
It happened that our friends had just gone away. The two
"An' if things was to go ther right way, I s'pose it would
children were bustling about in an ecstasy of joy.
all belong to them two orphans," added Brophy, with a shrug
Little Sallie had a sample of the gold Cheyenne Charlie , of his shoulders. "Boys, there ain't no reason why they
had taken from the excavation, and she was showing it to · shouldn't have a good share of this here gold."
her brother.
' "There ain't, eh?" retorted Hank, half angrily. "Well, I
Ben was nodding his head and talking In a way that might reckon I'll attend to that part of it. But maybe, jest to please
have made him appear a grown man, much less a boy of , you, Brophy, I'll make 'em a present of a few hundred dol1ars,
fourteen .
.
·
I after we've worked ther claim long enough to know what's in
Hank looked around and caught sight of the crowd that ' it. You don't think for a minute that--"
was going toward the shanties.
.
i "What are you doing here, Hank Rose?"
He decided that he had better wait a while, so after taking , The interrupted villain turned as quick as a shot, his two
another look at the boy and girl, and what could be seen near : companions doing the same.
thell}-, he turned and went down the hill to his waiting com- I Standing before them was Ben Hardy, his eyes flashing with
panions.
I anger.
"How's things over there?" Frank asked.
: "Hello, kid," said Hank, forcing a laugh. "What's ther
· "Couldn't be better," was the reply. "Ther two kids ls matter with you? Ain't we got a right to look around 'ln'
there all alone."
see what's here, same as anybody else?"
"We'tl better go up then."
"You haven't any right here. Go on away!"
"Wait a l!ttle whil~. Ther crowd what was here ain't out
"Go away, eh? What for? We ain't hurtin' you, are we?"
of hearin' yet. It seems that some of 'em stayed here a long
"You are not hurting me, but I don't want you here, that's
time. They was jest gittin' out of sigbt around the ridge over all."
there when I got up to ther top of ther hill."
l The little girl now came to the spot.
Most of the men were somewhat nervous now.
She was frightened not a little, and, turning to her brother,
No doubt they felt th'!,t it was going to be a very easy thing she said, excitedly:
to jump the claim.
"Oh, Ben! I bad better run and tell Young Wild West."
But the question was: How long would they keep it?
'·Easy, kid," said Hank, affecting kindness. "We ain't goin'
"See h9re, Hank," said one of 'them. "I sorter reckon to hurt you two. We heard that Young Wild West b!owed up
that we ought to use, them two kids putty decent, if we're ther side of ther hill an' struck a rich lode. .It wasn't no
goin' to take ther claim away from 'em. S'pose we don't let more'n natural that we should want to have a look at it, was
'em know what we come here for right away?"
it? Now, jest don't be afraid. We ain't goin' to hurt yer."
"V\'hat do yer mean by that, Brophy?" Hank asked, not a
Sallie, somewhat reassured, said no more.
little surprised.
! Ben, too, felt a hit moro ea~y.
"I mean that we ought to make it as easy as we kin."
'
"I am not afraid of you hurting us, Hank Rose," b.e said.
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bluntly. "You wouldn't dare to h urt us. Young Wild West : At iength she was far enough away to set out on a run.
would mighty soon attend to you if yO'U did, and you know it." ! Elven then she was not seen, a nd it was not until Ben looked
The villain winced at this, and the boy was not slow to 1 around and found she was not there that he realized what she
·
1 had done.
note it.
"If you came here to jump th e claim," Ben went on, coolly, I But he was pleased, anyway, and he said nothing about
"you.had better change your mind, for Young Wild West says his sister having disappeared.
Sallie ran swiftly, and just as she was nearing the place
that if such a thiing is done he will take the law in his own
where our friends had camped she saw them coming, pack·
hands. You knov, what that will mean, maybe."
·
"Young Wild ·w est ain't got nothin' more to say about this · horses and all.
\ "Mister Wild!" sh~ shouted. "Hurry up! Hank Rose is up
here claim than we have, kiu.."
.
"Oh, yes, •he has. He will show what he has got to say - at our claim."
1
Young Wild West was surprised when he saw the little girl
about it, if it comes to the point."
1
"He will, eh? Maybe he don't know what kind of a man I , and heard what she said.
He. turned and said something to his companions, and then
am, when I git started."
"Yes, he does. He knows just what kind of a man you are, urged his sorrel stallion swiftly to meet her.
"What's the matter, Sallie?" he asked, as he came to a halt
Hank Rose. You know he does, so what is the use of talking
beside her.
that. way."
She quickly explained, and then reaching down, the young
"You're fresh-jest like you-r daddy was. If you was a
deadshot seized her and lifted her bodily to ·the back of his
little bigger I might take a notion tc--"
'
horse.
"To shoot me, eh? Well, you had better not try it."
Then he rode away at a gallop, beckoning to his friends to
"Oh! I ain't got no notion of shootin' you. You're nothin'
] come on as he did so.
.
but a little kid."
When he neared the Orphans' Claim, Wild brought his horse
"I know I am. But- I'll be big some day, and then if ~-ou
.
are still alive, I'll show you something. I haven't forgotten to a halt.
that it was you who shot my father. Maybe it was in self- I Letting the little girl to the ground, he quickly dismounted.
"Now, Sallie," he said, smiling to her reassuringly, "you
defense, all right. But that don't make me feel any better
go on ahead, and don't you say a word about me being here.
toward you."
"Huh!" exclaimed Frank. "r reckon ther kid needs to be ' I'll creep on close and listen., and you can bet it won't be very
! long before I will appear befor~ the _villains. I~urry ~lon~;
spanked, Hank. S'pose r do it?"
"Don't you do noth-i n' of ther kind," spoke up Brophy. "He now, and_ be. sure that everythrng will turn out all right.
The child nodded and_hastened away.
ain't ta!kin' to you, anyhow."
Hank shrugged his shoulders. It was evident that he was
quite angry, but he was trying to keep down a little.
"Pshaw!" he said, contemptuously. "What's the use in
CHAPTER IX.
arguin' with a kid? It's only wasti.n' breath."
'I'hen he started direct for the tent.
H.A.NK ROSE M.A.KES .A. MISERABLE FAILURE.
Frank and Brophy followed him, and, surprised at the acHank seemed in no hurry to return to the villains he had
tion of the men, the boy and girl ran along and got ahead of
th ~m.
: left in waiting in the holJow close by.
,,
,
s incli d to talk to B1·ophy whom he re-'
Just now h
Putty comfortable look.in around here, remarked Hank.
'
ne
e W8;
.
as he took a seat on a rock close to the tent. "Must be sorter
.
garded with mockmg contempt. .
nice for you two kids to live here all alone."
Ben st'?-od before th~ tent, hop mg that his sister would soon
"It suits us all right," answered Ben, trying to figure out
. .
return with Young Wild West. .
what the villain was getting at.
He was somew_hat nervous, but 1f it came to the pornt it was
"1 s'pose it does. But don't you think you two would be a
lot better off if you went an' lived with ther store-keeper? a pretty sure thmg that he wo_uld_ put up a fight.
Of course, h~ felt that ~he villams had come there for ~he
He'd be only too glad to take you in, as I happen to know.,,
"Oh! He would take us in all right. But we have no idea purpose of takmg possess10n of th~ claim, and he :onde1ed
why they h8;d not proceeded to do 1t at the very st"". t.
th
of leaving here not until Young Wild We 8 t
He felt krndly toward Brophy for the ·way he acted and
e c1a 1m
se 11s
•
his thought was to get Young Wild West to let up or{ hira
for us."
'.?ou'd better own lt first. Then you might think of sellln' when the claim-jumpers were vanquished.
Ben had not the least idea that they would stand a ghost
it.
"We do own it, and we have a guardian, who will fix up of a show when the young deadshot once got there.
What he had seen and heard of the troy was quite enoi.u;b
everythtng for us."
to make him believe the young deadshot to be invincibl"e.
"Who's Y,OUr guardian, Young Wild West?"
After Hank Rose had expressed himself several times as
"No, he couldn't be our guardian, because he · 1s not of age
himself. One of his partners 1s, though, and he ls our to his opinion of Brophy, he turned to Frank and said:
"Well, old side partner, you're goin' to stick to me, ·anyhow,
guardian."
"You mean the tall galoot with ther long bla.ck ha.tr an' ain't yer?"
"You kin bet your life I am!" was the reply.
'
mustache?"
"That's tber way to talk. If I'd knowed Brop.b.y was so
"That's just who I mean-Cheyenne Charlte."
Rose tu_rned _to his compan.ions and acted very much as 1f he chicken-hearted I wouldn't have let him · in on the game."
"I don't want to be in," Brophy said, speaking for the first
felt that Jumpmg the claim was not going to be such an easy
time in fully five minutes. "Didn't I say I wanted to quit?"
thing, after all.
"Yes· but you can't quit now. You don't dare to · quit!
"I reckon you lcin count me out of this game," said Brophy,
suddenly. "I ain't got no likln' for makin' war on ltttle chi!- You're 'too much afraid of me for that."
"I am ' eh?"
dren, especially when they ain't got no father an' mother. I'm
Hank 'put away his gun, and no one near him knew it any
goin' on b,ack."
· ·
"No, you ain't goin' back," cried Hank, pulling a gun. "You better than the man he had been. .taunting.
With wonderful quickness Brophy leaped to his feet, and
said you was goi1;-' to sti?k to me; an'. you kl~ be,! you've got
then his clenched fist shot out and caught the villainous leader
to do it, or me an you will settle it mighty quick.
.
"You'd shoot me, would you?" Brophy asked, his face turn- of the gang squarely on the jaw.
Something like a gasp and a groan combined came from
ing pale.
"You bet I would, an' mighty quick, foo. I ain't goin' to ; his lips, and then Hank dropped like a log.
allow no man who says he's a friend of ml,ne to go back on I "There!" exclaimed his assailant, triumphantly. "I reckon
me in a time like this. You jest start to walk away from here ' that settles you for a minute or two. Now then, Frank, I'm
· goin'. Don't you try to stop-me, either, or I'll mighty soon
an' my gun will bark!"
Brophy was certainly afraid of the man; but this was no show you I kin git away with yer. You ain't no quicker than
I am with a gun."
doubt due to the fact that he knew him to be a dead shot.
"I ain't stoppin' yer, am I?"
He said no more, but sat down on a rock and 1o·o ked at the
"Better not."
ground.
So saying, Brophy turned and walked rapidly from the spot
Meanwhlle, unnoticed by her brother or the men, little Sa.IHe did not go toward the hollow where the rest of the gang
lie had slipped away from the spot.
She moved away softly, taking care to keep out of sight by were in waiting, but chose a way that would take him straight
back to the camp.
keeping the rocks and bushes between her and the camp.
'1
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When he had covered about a hundred yards he caught away, and then ail three came up close on foot and stood
sight of a horse galloping swiftly toward the Orphans' Claim. watching what took place.
He dropped behind a clump of bushes, and from there quickThey had seen our hero fell the villainous leader, and Arily made out that the little girl was on the horse with no less etta had some difficulty in keeping Charlie from rushing forward to join in the scrimmage.
a personage than Young Wild West.
"Hello, Et!" Wild said, turning his head. "So you are here,
Brophy breathed a sigh of relief and then crept away until
it was safe to gather himself together and run.
eh?"
No doubt he guessed what was likely to happen to the gang
"Oh, yes. We have been watching and listening."
he had just quit.
·
The scout now ran forward, just as Hank made an attempt
. Meanwhile, Hank Rose had only been temporarily stunned to get upon his feet.
"Lay down there, you measly coyote!" he cried, as be made
by the unexpected blow he had received.
It was b~t I:a~ural that the man who was pr~ud to call him- a kick at the big ruffian. "Jest now you're s'posed to be dead,
sel~ the v1llam s side partner should immediately lend his , so don't you dare to move!"
assistance.
As Frank was lifting him, Hank opened his eyes.
~ank dropped ba~k and?!,ay perfectl:V: stil). _
"Where is he?" he cried, wildly. "Let me draw a bead on
Excuse 1:1s, wont yer. Frank said, ~1m1dly. "I sorter
him."
reckon we am't wanted here, so we'll be gom'."
"He's gone, Hank," was the reply. "Let him go. You kin
"Light ?Ut, then, and be quick a~out it," replied W)ld, ~is
'tend to him later on. Let's settle tllis business with the two eyes flashmg, for he really folt as 1f he ought to pumsh she
kids."
rascals.
The two di_d not need to be told t~ice.
.
..
'l'his partly mollified him, and Hank got upon his feet, rubbing the part of his face that the blow had landed upon.
. They hurried on past ~he ex_cavati_on and ~1mckly Joined the
At that moment one of those who a.ad been left in the hollow eight men, who were still wa1tmg m the little hollow.
appeared on the scene.
Our hero now touched the prostrate 'bad man with his foot.
"Hello!" he called out, as he hurried toward them. "What
::Har:k ~ose," said~;' "I reckon you had better get up."
keeps you so long?"
I vnll if you say so, was the reply.
"Come on Jake,; Frank said "Brophy has left us"
"I do say so. Get up!"
"What'" '
'
·
·
Slowly the defeated villain got upon his feet.
The m~n was astonished.
He looked about him and t:embled,_ for all our friends were
"Never mind about him, Jake," Hank spoke up. "They'll no,;v on th_e ~cene, the _two Chmamen lll~luded.
,
plant him between now an' to-morrow night."
. _?et away_ fr~~ he1e, ~nd _tha'.1k your stars that you.,re get.Take hastened to the spot, no doubt wondering what it all tm"' away alive, , said Wild, Ill his cool and easy way, If you
meant.
were not s.uch a rank coward I would certainly make an exWhile the two were explaining to him, little Sallie Hardy amp!~ of you. But such fellows as you ~re hardly wasting
reached the tent.
cart~,1dges on. Move, now! I reckon I will try one shot at
Ben, who had been looking for her for what seemed to be a . yo~.
,
, ,, •
very long time, gave a start, and one look at his sister's face
"Don t-don t.11 ,, cr led the man, very much frightened.
told him that she had been successful
Go on, I say·
She held up a finger and shook her ·head warningly to him,
H~nk looked around clespairin~ly, and then aiming as
and then Beu became very aggressive all at once.
straight for the hollow as he possibly could, he started on a
"See here," he ,said, as severely as he could speak; "I think run.
it about time you men went away from here."
Crack!
"Oh! you do, eh?" said Hank, his face turning red with
Wild fired a shot and the bullet clipped a tiny piece of flesh
anger. "I might as well tell yer that we ain't goin' till we git from the villain's right ear.
"Wow!" he yelled, clal)ping a hand to the wounded part.
good an' ready; and even then, all of us won't go at onct,''
"You mean to jump the claim, then?" asked the boy, coolly. "I'm shot!"
"You've guessed it jest right, Ben Hardy. We want ther
Unable to resist the temptation, the scout brought his rifle
to his shoulder and sent a bullet through the crown of Hank's
claim, an' we're goin' to have it."
Sallie hastened to the side of her brother.
hat.
''.Go away and let us alone!" she cried, loudly, for she
Another yell came from him, and then he disappeared over
wanted Wild to hear.
the hill.
1
He did hear, too, for at that very moment he was less than
Hank was just in time to see his men moving from the holfifty feet away.
low.
The three men began talking in a threatening way to the
'l'hey were heading in a direction that was entirely opposite
orphans, and the young deadshot hurried closer, keeping con- to the Orphans' Claim, 1 too.
cealed behind a rock.
They saw him coming, and surely knew that the shots must
He could hear the hoof-beats of the horses close at hand have been fired at him.
now, and he knew that in less than a minute his partners I "Walt, boys," he called out pleadingly, as he drew his hand
would be there.
•
! from the wounded ear and found it covered with blood. ·' I'm
But •h e wanted to face the cowardly scoundrels alone, and he ' shot."
stepped from behind the rock, ready to do so.
"Come on!" railed out Frank. "I reckon you ain't hurt
It seemEld that Hank Rose was helping in bringing the situ- much. This ain't no place for us, an' you ought to know it."
ation to a climax, for just then he came directly to the point
They slowed down to a walk and Hank s Jon overtook them.
he had been ail:i,ing for.
"A nice mess you got us in, ain't it?" one of them asked,
"You two kids has got to vamoose!" the big ruffian ex- looking very sour at the leader.
claimed, as he stepped toward the boy and girl in a threaten"It ain't my fault, is it?"
ing manner.
"Whose fault is it, then?"
Wild leaped forward as quick as a flash, and-"Well, it ain't mine. Jest 'cause Young Wild West hap- •
Spat!
pened to come along an' interfere don't say that I'm to blame
Down went the man like a log.
for It. Maybe you're gittin' like Brophy."
"Hooray! Hooray!" shouted Ben, clapping his hands and
"I am-just exactly like him. I ain't goin' to have nothin'
dancing about in an ecstasy o'f joy. "I knew he would come." more to do with jumpin' this or any other claim."
Frank and the fellow called Jake made a move as if to in"All. right. I'm goin' to shoot Brophy on sight. Maybe
tcrfere, but they quickly changed their minds:
you'd like to git ther same dose."
Having diiiposed of the leader, the young deadshot pulled a
"Why_ don't yer shoot Young Wild West, if you want to
gun and turned it upon the '-0thers.
shoot any one?".
"So you came here to jump the claim, did you?" he asked
"You go an' take a shot at him."
In hls cool and easy way. "I reckon you had better give up
"Not much, I won't."
the idea. These children are going to have what belongs to
"Well, shet up, then ."
them. I say this claim belongs to them, and if you fellows
"I won't have to do that, either. I ain't afraid of you, Hank
<lon't agree with me you had better go about it In a legal way Rose, if Brophy was."
to settle the dispute."
·
The man had hold of a gun, and Hank saw it.
,
"Tha.t's the way to talk, Wild."
He was not going to do anything, that being the case, but
It was Arletta who said this. ·
1 the look he had on his face told plainly that he would attend
With Charlie ,nd Jim she had dismounted a short distance to the man later OIL
,
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It was not long before Hop was ready to go for the bag of
oats.
Ben set out with him, and the two walked rapid ly toward
t he store, the mule following them the same as a dog mi ght
have clone.
Jennie was not very large, but she was capable of carryi ng
a pretty good load, so a bag of oats would not inconvenience
her a great deal on the way back.
As they neared the shanties that made up the camp of Bowie
Bar, a man suddenly stepped from behind a pile of bushes a nd
confronted them.
It was Brophy.
At first Hop and the boy thought he meant t o show hostility toward them, but when they saw a n expr ess ion of pleasure on his face they knew differ ent.
"Hello, Ben," the man said, in a kindly tone of voice. " I
reckon you know that I ain't agin yer."
"Yes, I know, Mr. Brophy. You quit Hank Rose an d his
gang."
"You bet I did, an' I'm glad of it, though I s' pose it won't
be long now afore I git ther same dose your fathe r got. Hank
will hound me until he makes me show fight. then he'll drop
me quicke r than lightnin'. It's too bad, but it can't be helped.
I ain't goin' to do nothin' agin a couple of little orphans, li ke
you an' your sister. I'll die afore I will!"
The flash that came in the man's eye as he spoke showed
plainly that he meant every word of it.
"Where Is Hank Rose now?" Ben asked, as he moved on
after Hop, who had started again for the store.
CHAPTER X.
"I don't know. A few minutes ago one of ther men told me
he was gittin' ready to hunt me up. Maybe he has followe d
THE ORPHANS CO~!E OUT ALL RIOHT.
me here. I thought I'd go over to your camp au' see if you' d
a while."
Young Wild West and his frier.ds had no idea that there let me stay there
"You surely can stay thP:-e, Mr. Brophy. I know Young
were any more than the three at the claim, and it was not
Hello! 'I'here comes Hank
until the villainous gang were nearly half way to the mining Wild West will be willing. He-Rose now!"
camp that they saw them.
The little fellow pointed down the sandy way that was called
Chl'yenne Charlie was tirst to recognize Hank Rose in the
a street, and, sure enough, Hank could be seen coming from
crowd, and, pointing his finger toward them, he exclaimed:
Jim.
"Great gimlets! 'l'hat whole crowd must have been right the place that was kept by Red
The bad man had got his courage up, and he was now lookclose by, Wild. Why didn't we know it?"
him in his villainy.
"It can't be helped now, Charlie," was the reply. ,"But never ing for the man who had gone bnck on
Brophy turned pale.
mind . I hardly think they arc done yet. They know for a
'·Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, looking at him sharply.
fact that there is plenty of gold here, and as soon as they
shootee you; why you no shootee
lubricate a little at the saloons they w!ll be fee ling like com- "You lmowee he wantee um
tlee, and Jen you shootee velly
Ing back. While Hank Rose is one of the worst bluffers I him? You stay behind
ever saw, he may ba a dangerous man. Cowards are danger- muchee quickee, so be."
'·I reckon that's about ther best way out of it, heath en,"
ous, you know, when they get driven to the wall. I don't
want to harm any of them, but they have got to keep away Brophy answered. Then he clenched his teeth and added :
"It's his life or mine! I'll do my best."
from this claim."
He then stepped behind the bushes close at hand, and Hop
There was enough level ground near the children's tent to
put up the two tents, so the two Chinamen went right at work. and Ben went on toward the store.
They met Hank Rose before they got there. He was walkThe brook was not far distant, so they knew they could get
ing with a swagger and had a gun in his hand.
along all right for a few days.
Ben had his ready, too, though he did not let the villain
About the only thing that was lacking was grass for the
know it.
horses.
'' See anything of Brophy around here, kid?" Hank deThere was none close by, so this meant that a watch must
manded, frowning darkly as he paused before the two.
be kept all the time the horses were out on pasture.
"I saw him run away after he knocked you down up at our
When everything had been put in proper shape the young
deadshot took his horse by the halter and led the way to the camp," JVas the evasive reply.
""Well, he went this way, so I'm told . ' I'm goin' to git him!"
nearest grazing grounds.
Then he strode on, and the two hurried to the stor e.
"We will let them have all they want of the grass until toJust as they reached it they, heard the report of a r evolver.
night," he said. "Then we'll fetch them close up to the tents
They waited to see Hank Rose coming back, but he did not
and tie them. I reckon Hop can take Jennie and go and get a
show up, so they went on in the store.
bag of oats at the store."
"Well, Ben, goin' to leave me, I s'pose?" Big Gus asked,
"Me do lat velly muchee quickee, Misler Wild," t h e clever
it ain't no more than right that you
Chinee spoke up, for he was right there with Jennie an d two smilingly. "Ian'suppose
little Sallie Is rich now, an' you ain't s'posed
should. You
, of the horses.
anyhow. I'm mighty glad the gold
Jennie was a trick mule valued highly by Hop. She could to work-not In a store,
on your claim; an' I'm a whole lot pleased
do any amount of things that seemed Impossible for a quad- lode has been found
it for yer, an' is goin' to help
ruped to be capable of, and very often he had lots of fun with t hat Young Wild West found
you out till ther claim is sold an' ther money paid over.
her.
Ben Hardy, an' so is your sister."
"When are you going, Hop?" Ben Hardy asked, when he You're a lucky orphan,
Then, he looked suspiciously at the Chinaman, and added:
learned that the heathen was going to the store after a bag
"Loo.Kin' for another hat, heathen?"
of oats.
"No," was the retort. "Me wan tee bag of oats, so be."
"Me go pletty soonee," was the answer. "You wantee go,
"Oh! Don't want a can of tomatoes an' some eggs this
too, Ben?"
"Yes, I would like to go very much. l have to go over to time, eh?"
"No," a.nd Hop grinned broadly.
the store, anyhow. I want to tell Big Gus that I have quit
"That jackass goin' to carry ther bag of oats for you?"
working for him. Mr. Wfld thinks It advisable for me to stay
"Yes, lat light."
right here, now, and help get out some of the gold. _He is go"All right. I'll get it for you right away."
ing to sell the claim for us just as soon as he can. He will
He was not long in getting the bag of oats, a nd out of the
send a letter off with the stage when it leaves the Bar to•
stor e he went with it .
morrow morning."
H op fo llowed him and led the mule up so he might place
"Lat vel!y nicee. Mlsler Wild will stay her e till your claim
the bag on her back.
be sold, so be. He knowee his busi ness velly muchee."

The fellow kept hold of bis gun, and he did not let go of it
until they werf> pretty close to Red Jim's saloon .
By this time Hank had cooled down some.
Frank hacl tied a handkerchief about his head to stop the
flow of blood from the wounded ear, and he looked about like
a whipped cur skulking home to his kennel.
It must have spread through Bowie Bar that the gang had
gone away for the purpose of jumping the Orphans' Claim,
for _a number· of miners, who were lollering in front of the
Gold Slar saw Lhem, and they shouted jeeringly at them.
"That's all right!" Hank cried, shaking his fist at them.
"I ain't done yet. It's putty nigh time I broke loose for fair
an' cleaned up this blamed camp. I'm jest about In ther humor to do It right now." Then he fired a shot over the heads
of Lhe men standing there, and instantly there was a scr amble
to get out of the way, for none of them seemed to have forgotten that he was a deadshot, in spite of the fact that he was
a c0ward .
With a grin of satisfaction Hank entered the bar-room of
the place kept by Red Jim.
"Put out some liquor!" he yelled, bringing his fist upon the
bar with a bang that caused the bottles and glasses to jingle.
"I'm gettin' ready to clean up Bowie Bar, Young Wild West
an' all. Jest let me git started once an' uothin' will ever stop
rne!"
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"Done wrong?" cried Rafferty, running to him. "Put ber
Big Gus did this all right, but Hop whispered something in
Jennie's ear that caused her to kick up her heels, and then there, pard. "I reckon you've showed that you was white.
I heard that Hauk was goiu' to git you, 'cause you backed out
the bag went to th3 ground.
"What's ther matter, you contrary beast?" the store-keeper in interferin' with ther orphans of Bowle Bar. That showed
that you had a heart in yer. No! you ain't dor:e nothln'
cried, angrily.
wrong. You have rid ther world of a big nuisance, that's what
'I'hen he stopped to pick up the bag.
Hop seized the bridle of the mule and swung her around you have; an' you done it in self-defense, too."
Tears came into the eyes of Brophy as they all crowded
quickly, at the same time saying:
around to shake his hand.
"Helpee Misler Store-keeper, Jenniet"
"I'm obliged to you, boys," he · said, over and over again.
Jonnie did help him!
She let go with both hind feet, and Big Gus turned a com- "Now, I s'pose I've got to go an' face Frank an' the rest of 'em.
But •I ain't afraid of none of them, if I was afraid of Hank
plete somersault.
When he got up and looked around in a dazed way the Rose. 'l'hey had better look out! "
"We are all with you, Brophy!" went up the cry, and then
clever Chinaman had put the bag of oats on the mule's back.
Jennie was standing there a,s innocently as could be, too. · Hop and Ben went on.
When they got to the camp they quickly related what had
Ben laughed heartily, for he could not help it, but Hop
happened.
appeared strictly unconcerned_
Wild was somewhat surprised, but he was more than
· "What are you tryin' to do, heathen?" shouted Gus, angrily.
"Wha tt ee mattee?" Hop asked, showing surprise.
I' pleased.
Several miners, attracted by the loud voices and the laugh- , " That has saved us the trouble of doing it, boys," he said
ter of the boy, came out of the Gold Star and hurried to the : to his partners. "Hank Rose had to drop out, and I am glad
scene.
1that one of his own gang did it."
Ben quickly explained to them what had happened, and then I "But he don't belong to that gang any more," spoke up Ben.
"Brophy reformed, you know."
the store-keeper cooled down.
"Yes, I know. Well, I hope he keeps that way, that's all.
"It's all right, boys," he declared. "Ther heathen had some
Things were quiet enough at the 0rphans' Claim the balmore fun with me. Go ahead an' laugh."
··rheu he was about to go on in the store, forgetting that he , auce of the day.
Our hero and his partners made a thorough examination of
had not been paid for the cats.
But Hop quickly called him back and handed him the the lode, as much as they could see of it, and they were firmly
convinced that the claim was worth at least a hundred thoumoney.
" Me velly solly, Misler Store-keeper," he said, shaking his sand dollars.'
Probably it might be hard to sell it for that price, but they
head. "You too nicee Melican man to play tlicks on. Me likee
would be willing to let it go for less 1 rather than be compelled
you velly muchee."
"Shake hands , Hop,. " was th e earnest rep 1y. "I a i u ,t t h er to stay there and protect the orphans.
That night the young deadshot and Cheyenne Charlie went
sort of a feller that kin git mad, an' stay mad. I wasn't born
over to the camp.
that way.,,
They were not long in learning that the side partner of the
Hop shook hands with him, and then started back for the
late bad man had openly declared that he was done with evilOrphans' Claim.
Ben lingered long enough to tell the miners that Hank doing, and that he would be one of the first to protect the orRose had set out to shoot Brophy on sight, telling them where phans, should it be necessary.
Whether he really meant it or not, it is hard to say.
Brophy had been left when he came to the_ store with Hop.
But, anyhow, he was very meek after the sudden death of
Some of them had heard the shot, so it was not strange that
they should want to go over and_find out what had happened. !Hank Rose.
"Brophy wasn't a half-bad feller," said Rafferty, the sue- I The next morning Wild despatched two letters, one to a
I
cessful miner, who was among them. "If Hank Rose shot claim agent and the other to a man he knew would be Inter' ested in the clatim.
to
time
about
it's
think
I
him without givln' him a chance,
lynch him. We've had enough of him, anyhow. Come on, ! Two days later he received answers from both, and in per·
sou, too.
boys!"
The result was that in less than a week the claim had been
Then they all started on a run. ·
They arrived at the spot wh·ere Hop and Ben had left Bro- sold for sixty thousand dollars, and the money deposited in
phy in advance of the two, since the mule could not travel l the Denver bank for the orphans, with a stipulation that the
store-keeper could draw a hundred dollars a month for their
any faster than a walk with the bag of oats on her back.
When the Chinaman and the boy got there they found a support until they became of age.
' Cheyenne Charlie willingly turned the guardianship over to
small crowd standing over the body of a man.
Big Gus, for he was satisfied that he was a good man for the
Ben's face paled, for he surely thought it was Brophy.
position.
But not so!
It looked very rosy for Ben and Sallie Hardy ·when our
"Hank got his medicine at last!" exclaimed Rafferty, and
then he caught the boy by the arm and led him to the silent ' friends left Bowie Bar early one morning for the purpose of
hunting up something more in the way of adventures.
.
form.
No doubt everything turned out all right with them, and
"Oh!" and the boy broke into tears. "My father is avenged
1 it Is to be hoped that it did, anyhow.
at last."
Young Wild West had located the lode that made the or'·Right you are, Ben," and the miner led him away. "I
reckon Brophy done one good thing In his life If he never phans of Bowie Bar rich, and that was quite enough.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST'S
does another. He was too quici for Hank au' ~hat ends it ,,
· , GOVERNMENT CONTRACT; OR, ARIETTA AND THE
.
., '
"I was waitin' for somebody to come, a voice said from , PONY EXPRESS."
behind the bushes. "Here I am, boys. · If you think I done _ _· - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I

I

I

1·

I
1·

wr;::;h~~~e:pe~~ out, his arms folded across his bre~t.
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CURRENT NEWS
The Prussian Government has bought one gram of radium for 350,000 marks ( about $90,000) in order to satisfy the growing demand for it by hospitals and medical
and scientific institutions. Dr. Hys, the well known Berlin
professor, is appealip_g to the nation to subscribe to a fund
for the acquisition of radium for scientific and medical
purposes. 'l'his fund is to supplement the 800,000 mar"ks
granted for such purposes during the forthcoming financial year.
Postmaster General Burleson announced recently the
purchase by the Postoffice Department of forty-one automobiles to handie parcel post matter. Twenty are powerful trucks, constructed especially for large cities. Three
of the heavy trucks will be sent to Baltimore, three to
Brooklyn, two to Bu.ffalo, two to Louisville, four to 1'4inneapolis and six to Philadelphia. Postmasters have been instructed to keep a minute account of expense, so comparisons may be made with cost of rented machines.
On informat~on that he had spent twenty-three of his
thirty years of life in prison for no other crime than the
theft of a watch· worth $3 and a meal, Arthur Patten was
paroled from · the State penitentiary, Topeka, Kan., by
Governor Hodges. The governor announced it as his belief that "society bad committed a crime against Patten."
He sent the paroled man to a farm "to become a citizen."
According to information · furnished the governor, Patten,
excepting two weeks, has been in custodv since be was
seven years old. He was sent to the St~te reformatory
after stealing a cheap watch.
Laid out for burial and ready for the undertaker,
"Aunt" Harriet Law, of GeoTgetown, Del., an aged
woma.n, astonished her family by rising from her bed and
demanding to know what the trouble was. Mrs. James L.
Derrickson Rnd her son, who had gone to view the supposed
corpse, sprang back in fear. "What you all standing
round my bed for?" "Aunt Harriet" asked U rnlertaker
John Carey, who was ready to embalm her, and he was
compelled to postpone his work. Mrs. Derrickson had entered the rnom when a gust of wind blew the door shut
with a slam. "Aunt Harriet" suddenly opened her eyes
and then sat up.
Plans for a ma1nmoth municipal underground garage
beneath Grant Park, which fronts on the lake off the city's
downtown district, were made public by Mayor Harrison
oi Chicago. They pr-ovide for the concrete housing of
automobiles, each section to be constructed between east
and wc~t streets to cost $125,000 and accommodate 225
machines. "We are planning to spend some $6,000,000
to widen }Hichigan awnuc," sajd the mayor. "The present
system of parking automobiles on the boulernrd practically
ruins it, -from the artistic i-tandpoini.. It is ridiculous to
~penr1 an en0rmous sum in improvi:ig the thoroughfare
and then ui;e it as a public garage."

George Duncan, of Gadsden, Ala., took Osburn ¥cQucen
out to see a tract of land, expecting to rent it to him for
the coming year. In looking over the farm they saw two
large rattlers, which they sb:ot and killed, one of which
had nine rattles and the other six. When they finished
the killing of those two they discovered , that the ground
was foll of these deadly reptiles and they then began the
slaughter, and when they could find no more they piled
them up and began the count and saw that they had killed
thirty-two. Thirty of them were small fellows, only having one rattle each, showing they were only one year old,
and measuring from 12 to 18 inches long. It is needless
to say that Mr. Duncan. lost a renter. Mr. McQ1,1een said
one or two rattlers did not frighten him, but when it came
to thirty in one pile he would let the other fellow take
the place.
Albert Chittenden, of Livingston county, Ky., told a
rather unusual and remarkable story of finding some
money recently which he lost while hunting two and onehalf years ago. At that time he and J. E. Chittenden,
of Louisville, who was a guest at his home, were out
hunting, and it was when they returned to the house that
he missed his purse. A thorough search was made of the
premises, hut the lost money was not located. Recently
J. E. Chittenden was his guest again and they were out
hunting, as is usual witli them when the Louisville man
vi~its him . In climbing a fence one of them stepped on
a soft substance whieh at first they thought ,ms a toad
or an old rub ber heel, but which on closer examination
proYed to be the long lo~t purse with all the money in it
just as when he lost it. The paper bills were almost in a
state o.f collapse from decay anc1 will require careful
handling to be delivered to the United Stat~s . 'l'reasurer
for redemption.

.A new blightproof and frost resisting potato has been
discovered by ,John Harris of Raethi, New Zealand, recently. Tbe discovery is said to be the most important
one in agriculture for many years, anrl t.he Agricultural
Department of the 1~ew Zealand Government has investigated the prenomenon and admitte<.l that the prnperti es
claimed for the new potato are beyond question. Mr.
Harris has been experimenting with potatoes for years,
and some time ago he noticed a healthy stalk growing
among a crop of 'Northern Stars and El Dorad9s, all of
which were affected by blight. He took up the root of
the healthy plant, and finding it in a perfect state began
to experiment. The result is that ? potato now called the
New Era has been grown. Tbc plant \\'US carefully nourir:hcd and tended, and for seYerrrl seasons a nm, crop was
propagated from the seeds of the prcYions crop. The vaTiety has been placed u11der t.hc clm= cst ~b5crY::ti ion, Lut
011 no occasion has there been tho slightP,t hwe o~ blight
or clisca~e caused by i'roPt, Hrn11glt the crop planted next
to it has been blackened by severe cold.
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THE BADTOWN BOYS
-OR-

UP AGAINST THE WORLD
By DICK ELLISON
( A SERIAL STORY)
Ike stepped into the stable, then, and began moving
CHAPTER XXII (continued)
exam ining tile horses.
about,
ao
to
· " Not on )Our life," replied Ike. "I've nothing
"We've got to look out for oursehes, Hob," whispered
with him-ne,·er had except to use him, and my brother
and I have paid h im well for all he ever did for us. He's Buck. "That fellow never means to let us handle one
as crazy as a bug, but I never tl1ought him dangerou ounce of that gold."
"M.,· opinion e.·adl:v," said Hob. "We are up again t
until I heard you tell about his jabbing at you with that
knife. He may be getting ·worse in his old age, and I more trouble than eYcr, in m:v way of thinking."
But the boyr-; still hafl the ir riflrs to fall back on, and
think I shall have to look out for him a bit."
As he made these remarks Ike stepped out into what Buck kept his in rcadine s for an:v sign of treachery on the
the boys saw was one of tho e great caves so common in part of Ike, who, after looking the horses over by the light
of the lantern, stepped out of the stall.
the limestone formation of this part of Wyoming. /
"\\ ell, it's all plain sail ing now, a. far as a start is conIt seemed to be of vast extent, and cxtenaed in every
cerncd," he remarked, "and I think I can head off. those
dircction.
All around them great heaps of fossil bones lay scat- fellows when they retnrn with their horses, for that is
what they hare g-onc dom1. to the mill after. They mean
tered, some of which were of gigantic size.
They coulcl see nolhing of the mad professoT now, and to lake the gold back_to Big Horn, I suppose, but why in
Ike made no a_ttempt to find him, but walked on for a I the "'.orld . they ch~1! t le~ ve any' guard over the wagon,
little distance toward the left, closely followed by the boys. I cant qnite nndeis.and .
"Nor I, and T <'an't sec why they didn't use a pair of
They soon came to the wall of the cave on th~t side and
there ;ta'nding in a niche which had been converted' into their own horses,'' i::airl Rob.
·'. 'an·t, eh?" rcplircl lke. "That's plain enough. '.Vhy,
a stable were two splendid horses looking as comfortable
t~1en own ~orses a re nothing but mustangs; it would take
as if they had been stabled above ground.
"There. What do you say to that?" exclaimed Ike. six of them lo pnll that load, and where were they to get
the harness? :N" o, no! That's all plain enough. They
"Anything to hinder us from getting away now?"
"it's just what we want," answered Buck. "Whose knew that thrre were a couple ot splendid teams of draught
horses at the mill, and they mean to get one of them, that's
horses are thev; yours?" •
all."
"l\'ry brother's. ,, e have kept a spare team here for
"8teal it? '' askerl Rob .
the past year waiting for our chance to get away with that
"Of conr~e. They ncYcr hari anything to do with the
gold."
"And did the men at the mine never suspect you?" asked mill people. My brother always dealt with Abe Conklin,
Buck. "Did they let you two go on accumulating that gold, the superintendent. Of cour ·e Abe knew that when he
did up a load of ore for us he was doing crooked work,
expecting to get their share?"
but he was well paid for it and he kept his mouth shut,
tough.
"That's what they did," replied the treacherous
"You see, boys, Bill .ruled them with a rod of iron, but at and many is the load he has worked up for us . Come, we
the same time he paid them .double wages, and every three mu. t get the horses and be reaqy to make a start."
"Tell us about this place ·bcfbre we go," said Buck.
months he gave each man who worked in the mine a couple
of hundred dolll}rS and let him have a grand spree. Oh, «who built that 'elevator, and what for?"
"Who? Why, the professor, when he first took up his
I tell you there used to be high old · times in Big Horn
those nights! The way t~e money changed hands in res idence here. He used to work here in the ca Ye then .
the gambling houses was a caution. Sometimes it ran for He's a splendid 111echanic, and he built the elevator all
three or four days before we could get the boys down to with his own hands so that nobody could disturb him in his
work again, and there were three or four shot before work. Later on he got tired of working ddwn here, and
we got through with it. All this time me and Bill were built a fence up aboYe. It's all his work except tlie ranch
letting this gok accumulate-, waiting for our chance to itself; that was here before he came."
" Wh ere <lo yon suppose he is now r'' ,,skcd Rob. «A rc
light out with it-. v\ ell, well, well, the time has come at
last, and poot B.ill has gone. Hang it all, what's the odds? you going to try to look him up?"
"No, indeed,. I'm not going to bother my head about
There'll be so much the more for me."
I
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with Long Ike lying upon it bleeding from · his death
wound.
There was just time enon_gh to tell the ho_vs what hail
happened, ancl then the 13ig Horn tough laid back and expired with the last words of his broken explanation upon
·
his lips.
"Horrible! Horrible!" gasped Rob, faint and sick wifo
the awful sight. ·
"Tl1at's what it is," breathed Buck. "But we have 1•0
time to talk about it. We have got the horses, and we
must make the most of them. We must light right out."
They had left the horses standing by the gold wagon
when in their excitement they ran into the hut.
Fortunately they had not stirred, and the boys lost no
time in harnessing them.
This was no sooner than accomplished when 011 lookingtoward the mill Buck saw a number of mounted men come
into sight near it.
They did not start to ride across the plains, but, ris~ng
in their saddles, rode in the direction of the ranch.
"1'hey are getting ready to come here, Rob," said B.uck,
pointing. /"l'here they are."
"T see," replied Rob. "There's no help for us as far
as I can . ec."
"No use to make a start anyhow while they are looking
at us."
"Not a bit; but sec, they arc gone now. Isn't this our
chance?"
"I guess it is," cried Buck, springing np on tlrc seat.
"We will strike away from the mill toward the other side
of the valley. It's a forlorn hope, Roh, :rnrl T don't deny
it, hut perhaps fortune will favor us more lhan wr think."
From that moment no words passed betwrrn the bo~·s
for some time, Buck's·wholr attention being taken up with
the peril of their situation, and thoughts of the tragedy
CHAPTER XXIII.
they had just witnessed.
Although the death of Long Ike had greatly unnerved
THE CAPTURE OF THE GOLD.
the boys, it is possible that ·neither of them felt very sorry
to be relieved of the company of so dangerous a man.
While the boys were making for the hut we must explain
Buck drove straight acrosf: the rnlley, urging the strong
a little further about the operation of that ingeniously horses ahead all he knew how.
contrived elevator.
It was impossible to get much speecl out of them, howUnder ordinary circumstances it worked easily by means ever, for the load was a Yery heavy one.
of weights and a ratchet controlled by a secret spring.
For a while Buck dicl manage io keep them in a sort of
The windlass was for use only when heavy weights were jog ti'ot, bnt at last they snbsir~crl inlp a \\'alk.
to be lifter1, and was attached or detached hy means of
It was just about that time that Buck. who ha (l looked
a throw-off.
back at least fifty times, caught sight oi'. tlie mounted men
When the windlass connection was thrown off, the again, they having disappeared in the meamrhilc.
weights operated again, and we may as well adcl right here
A great number of them were seen to ride away from
that as soon as the boys stepped off· of the elevator with
mill at once, t:urning their horses toward the ranch .
the
the horses, Ike immediately worked the throw-off and the
the rear a. pair of black draught horses were being
In
floor dropped down by means of the weights.
sho,red that Long Ike had been entirely right
which
led,
Ike picked up the lantern and was about to step on the
of tbc object of the gang in visiting the
surmise
his
in
elevator when suddenly with a horrible yell the mad promill.
fessor sprang upon him out of the shadows, an.cl drove
"1'here you are, Rob," said Buck, waving his hand bethe knife into his back.
him. "They are coming. We are up against it now."
hind
Ike had just time to tnrn, pull out his revolver and
and it's a sure go," replied Rob . "There is only
"Yes,
fire a i.,hot at the madman, who. velling like a demon, went
for ns to do, and that's to abandon the team
thing
one
dashing ofl' iuto the depths of the cave.
Then the floor shot up to the level and the self-acting and. do the best ,re c:.. n for omscl ves."
(To be continued)
spriug locked it,;elf ancl there it was a .6.rru floor again

him at all. Look here at his work before we start. He
has been at it for a much as five years."
Ike walked along further into the cave, and, waving
the lantern, showed the boys a great number of big packing
cases lying strewn about.
"Every one has the bones of one of them big animals
inside," he said. "They have been all fitted together
and are ready for mounting in some museum. They tell
me there is a fortune in these yerc things, but I don't
know whether it is true or not."
"I guess it is," said Buck. "I've heard that the skeletons of these prehistoric animals are very valuable; but
where do you suppose he has gone now?"
"Oh, I'm sure I don't know'; away off into the cave
somewhere. Let him rest; as long as he don't bother us,
iwhat's the odds? Now lend a hand here and we will get
the horses out."
It was easy enough.
All they hacl to do was to lead the horses upon the floor
ancl hoist them up.
The floor was controlled by a windlass and weights, ancl
while Buck and Rob took charge of the horses, Ike undertook to wind up the windlass, which soon brought them
up into the hut.
The boys now led the horses out through the door, and
while Rob held them Buck went for the harness.
He had scarcely reached the stable when a wild shout
from Rob called him back.
"Buck! hurry up, quick!" he shouted, "there is something going on down there!"
Seizing the harnc s Buck ran back to the wagon.
"I heard a shot!" he cried, "and then there was a yell.
Blame it all, I believe either Long Ike or that old madman
has been killed!"
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'11BIEPIEC' I~ 1,0S'11 IN STREAM 'FWO YEARS AGO
FOUND RUNNING.
'11 hal a swift current in a mountain trout stream kept
his gold watc-l: wound up and running for two years is the
assertion of Albert Miller, of Chalk Hill, Pa., who lost his
timekeeper in the strcaI]'.l bro years ago. When the watch
wa,,, picked out of the sand by Mrs. Miller near the spot
where her husband lost it, the dial showed nearly the cornet time.
),[rs. :Miller, whiJe gathering wild flowers, noticed a glittering object in the clear water of the stream. She investigated and found it to be her husband's lost watch. She
was gr~atly surprised to find the watch running and keeping good time.
Mrs. "Miller said. that 1 the timepiece was lying .in such
a posii~on that the fast running water had evidently acted
a· winder and kept the moveme!lts going.

CAPTAIN CLARK CELEBRATED BIRTHDAY.
Captain John C. Clark, of Long Branch, N. J., who was
a clown with Dan Rice's show in 1849, celebrated his
eighty-first birthday racently by attending the meeting
of Arioch Lodge No. 77, Independent Order of Odd Fellows, and making a speech. He afterward gave a dinner
to George W. Shinn, of Burlington, the grand master, and
others at his quarnt home in Rockwell avenue.
Captain Clark knew both General U. S. Grant and
President Garfield when they spent their summers here.
Scores of postcards were received by the aged clown, who
is now a local exhorter of the Methodist Episcopal, Chnrc
Captain Clark traveled with :pan Rice abroad. He was it
champion high jumper, and once defeated Tom King, the
champion of the world.
The old clowu said that if it were not for his lame back
he could turn a handspring as well as when he was with
Rice in '49.
O:i:E OF UNCLE SAM'S VALUABLE BOOKS FOR
"I'm never going to get old," he said. "That's the seONE DOLLAR.
cret of my youthful appearance. I have' r.ead several reUJlC·le Sam is now ready to let in the public on one of ports of my death, but I am still a live one."
his Dead Letter Office $ecrets-.for a dollar . you can be as
wise as some of his clerks in finding streets and
NOTED DOG FANCIER DEAD.
a l'enues ascribed by carel('SS writers to the wrong cities
Tlie d~ath is reported of Robert Chapman of Glenborg,
and !owns. 'L'he "Secret Directory of ,the Principal Cities
of the United States,'' latest e-11ition, is now on sale by the Scotland, one of the greatest dog owners that ever lived.
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office He sent innumerable sporting and non-sporting dogs to
in Washington. lt is a sturdy book, bound in green cloth, this country, and his prefix "Heather" is well known
·isrnccl and revised by the -Dead Letter Office of the Post throughout the world. From twenty-five to thirty years
Offic-e Departrneut. It is the publication used by postal ago he exported several beautiful black and tan or Gordon
expert:; in forwarding mi~directed letters and mail matter setters and these ,:found their new home at Lexington, Ky.
The dogs were in charge of "Scotch" Baillie, a well known
with aLlrlress omissions.
kennel
manager in those days. Baillie now resides in Scot'l'be l,ook shows streets, avenues, courts, lanes, places,
·
roMls, wharves, piers and other similar locations in more land and still e:xhibits dogs.
Robert Chapman used to own, perhaps,, a couple of hunthan J ,200 cities and towns in the established postal. serdred pointers and setters. All of these were trained bevice of the Uu.ited States.
sides being show specimens. During the shooting season
the gun dogs were hired out to lessees of gro11se moors in
WRECK DilIFTS FIVE MONTHS.
A bottorn-u p derelict which the revenue cutter Seneca Scotland and elsewhere. They were always prominent
found J 50 miles east of Halifax, N. S., and towed into that when Chapman exhibited at the best show~ in Britain and
port proved to be the American schooner Lottie R. Russell, on the Continent.
which was abanc1oned seven miles east 'of Cape Henry
After the death of Capt. Mackey, a great exhibitor of
on April J 3. In five months the wTeck had drifted one Scottish terriers, Chapman went in more heavily than ever
thousand miles, and her final capture in the path of com- for that breed, and at a sale which he held ten or twelve
merce by Captam Johnson of the Seneca was regarded as years since them was very brisk bidding forthe numerous
one of the most unusual incidents in the history of the gems in the catalogue. Heather Nellie, one of the most
revenue cu ttcr sen.ice.
charming Scottish bitches ever known, reached $1,000. A
like
amount was refused for ·Tasker, afterward owned by
'i'he schooner, lum beT laden, left Charleston, S. C., for
Kew YoTk on April 11, and a few days later met disaster. Mr. Chapman's son. This was in 1902. Tosker was a
Her crew was taken off by the Brifoh steamer Georgian black dog, very short in the back and good in his head.
Prince. For several days the revenue cutter Onondaga
Mr. Chapman also possessed deerhounds, collies, greysea:T:hed the shoals of Hatteras for the disabled craft, but hounds and spaniels by the scow, and his Highland cattle,
she Imel been c1ri,en to sea aud lost. Early in September Shetland ponies, black-faced sheep, hackneys and all the
a derelict wae reported in the path of commerce off Hali- other live stock on his farms near Glenborg pointed to his
fax. The Seneca, on September 5, started on the 700- faculty for breeding and owning the best of animals.
mile chase which finalli solved the mystery of the Lottie
The basis of the Gordon setter breed in America was
R. Russell.
0bta1ned from Scotland's foremost breeder of these dogs.
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A BOY OF NERVE
OR,

RANCtIING .IN TI-IE W ILD WEST
'

... ,

By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHA;F11'E R XVIII (continued )
" No ; she hasn't engaged any counsel yet, but some
frieJ?.dS of hers have raised a sum of money, which they
are willing to put up in settlement of the matter."
"You should go and see my lawyer, sir," said Carl.
" He lives in Denver."
" No ; her friends want to keep lawyers out of it.
Lawyers go in for what they can make out of a thing.
Her friends lmow that she is in a bad fix. They had
no defense to make of ber conJuct. They know exactly
what she clid, and that it was a plain attempt at murder;
but women, you know, don't stop to think like men do.
They wish to get her out of jail, and out of the country,
and she'll take no more part in that sort of business. Now,
name your figures, an I am ready to pay your demands."
"I have no demands," said Carl. "She maJe a deliberate attempt to blow out my brains, and she's now' lodged
in jail charged with that crime."
"Yes; we are aware of that, and are willing to pay to
settle the matter. You've broken up the business ent1rely,
and several men who belonged to the party have been
wiped out, and we thought that in view of that £act you
might be willing to let the woman go for a consideration."
" I don't think I ought to do so," saiJ Ca.rl. · "I have
great consideration .for the sex, but for some time I've held
to the view that a good woman is a good deal better than
a good man, and that the average woman is far better than
the axrerage IUan; but a bad woman is always worse than
a bad man; l1ence. I am not disposed to let up on any of
her stripe. We did nothing to offend her at all; in fa ct, we
spoke and behaved very politely out of deference for her
sex. I had turned to go away when she fired at me from
behind my back. M01rny is no consideration with me in
the matter at all. ~r hei-c's been a good deal of H1at sort
of business going OJ). in the ,Yest, and I believe it is my
duty to let the law take its course agai,nst every ouc caught
in it."
"Well, I'll be plain with you, Mr. Camernn. We are
willing to pay you a couple of thousand dollars if you will
withdraw the charge and let the woman go."
"I can't be bribed, sir," said Carl.
" Very well, then . You will let her go for nothing?"
")fo, I won't."
"Then your sister will be captured and held for ransom
fo r her. T be matter has all been arranged, and it is just
with you as to whether it shall be carried out or not ."

CHAPTER XIX.
OARL' S CO OL NERVE E QUAL TO TH E E MERGEN CY.

Carl was staggered at the cool assurance of the strangb,
aud f~r nearly five minutes he was silent.
· ·
I n fact, he didn't know what to say. Susie was very
dear to him-all he had in the world, except a few distant
relatives on his fathe r's side, whom he had never seen.
He thought of many situations of the kind which he had
read were of f,requent occurrence in the West, and knew
that it was possible for a baud of kidnappers to seize a
young girl, take her to some secret hiding place and hold
her as a prisoner until their demands were complied with.
Suddenly the thought flashed. through his mind to draw
his revolver and have it out with the sti·anger then and
there.
Just at that moment the man spoke, and said:
You are thinking about either shooting me or having
me arrested, but that would only make matters worse, for
ii tlte others do not hear from me by a specified time they
will proceed to business. Whereas, if you consent to settle
the matter I can call them off by telegraph from Claremont. Thern's been enough bloodshed in t he matter; a.nu
it rest s with you whether there shall be any more or not.
Th ey are desperate men engaged in the matter, for the
woman in jail i.s in possession of information that would
send a dozen men to prison for life, if not to the gallows, '
hen ce they are resorting to these measures t o bring about
her release."
,
The inan was so cool and confident in his statement of
the situat ion that Carl was impressed, but his splendid
nerve stood by him v.·ell.
"You ,seem to have tl; e advantage of me, sir," he remarked.
""1- es ; no doubt about that, but the matter can be quietly
settled without any one knowing anything about it . Withdraw tlie charge against her ancl the kidnappers will be
called oif."
" Can you satisfy me that what you say is true?"
"I don't know whether I can or not, but really I don't
have t o. If you doubt it, and refuse to comply with the
~emancl you can soon find out all about it, and will regret
it the longest day you live."
Just then Tom Whaley came to the house to see Carl
about some ranch matters.
He stopped on the steps on seeing a stranger talking
wfilC~
·
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"'l'om," Carl called to him, "coYer this man wilh your
gun."'
Quick as a flash Tom whipped out his rernlver and the
stranger reached for his; but he was taken so suddenly
unawares that Tom got the drop ou him. He never uttered
a word. He sat tbere looking first at Carl and then at
Tom.
"What's the trouble, boss?" Tom asked.
"A very serious trouble, Tom;" and drawing his own
weapon Carl covered the stranger a.nd ordered Tom to
search him for weapons.
'l'om did so, and took from him a revol Yer and a clirk
knife.
"l'\ow, get a lariat and tie hitn up," Carl ordered.
There were plenty of lariats about the house, and soon
the man was a helplessly bound prisoner.
"Now, 'l'om," said Carl, "keep your eye on him till I
can ricle down to Claremont and back."
"I know your object," said the stranger, "but it won't
do any good . Things will happen just as I told'you, an<l
the fault will be yours."
I'll take the char1ces on that," Carl replied, and five
minutes later he was mounted on a fleet horse, going at
full speed in the dircl·tion of Claremont.
When he reached there he went to the telegraph office,
and wired to Lawyer Walton as follows:
•
"Kidnappers are after Susie. Have her strongly
guarded at my expense. Will write by mail. Please ac(Signed) C.rnL C,DIERON."
knowledge despatcJ1.
Carl then sat down and wrote a letter in which he
briefly explained the situation.
By the time he had :finished it a reply came back by
wue:
"Message received. Susie all right. 'l'liree men on guard.
Write particulars.
(Signed) WALTON."

vYEEKLY.
"I'm nothing but a go-between. I simply came here at
the request of other parties."
"That's all right," was the reply; "but you are in the
hands of one who has the nerve to deal with those other
parties just as they ought to be dealt with, and we are the
boys to carry out his orders."
"'l'he law will protect me."
The guards burst into a laugh, a.nd one of ~hem as~d:
"How is it going to protect you?"
"Well, if it can't protect it can avenge."
"Not much it will. Who of us is going to turn traitor
a:1d bear witness in your favor?"
"Oh, you think matters haven't been arranged about
this thing."
"Oh, no. We know you've arra.nged matters, but we have
a way of spoiling other people's arrangements sometimes.
We'll swing you up if the young lady is kidnapped, an
then take a hand in the woman who is in jail; get the
truth out of her and swing lier up. Or it may be we'll
let her off on her turning State's evidence. You are in
the hands of one 1vho has the nerve to carry the thing
through to a finish, and don't you forget it."
About two hours after Carl returned to the ranch a man
arrived with a telegraphic despatch sent to him by the
operator, which Carl had instructed him to do no matter
what the co t was.
The dispatch was from Lawyer Walton as follows:
"Susie in8ists on going to you. What shall I do about
it."
Carl called in olu Hennessey, showed him the dispatch,
and said :
"I'm going to Denver after my sister. She'll be safer
here on the ranch, for, with twenty-five brave J'.ellows she'll
be safer than she will in the city."
"I reckon you are right," said the old man. "For it
would take a lot of them to abduct her from this ranch."
"That's what I think, ioo. I'll take Tom a.nd Mack
with me, and come back on the ten o'clock train to-morrow
morning. Have the wagon aud four or five of the boys to
meet me at Claremont."
"All right, sir." And Carl and the two cowboys inside
of ten minutes were on their way to Claremont, where
they took the train for Demer, after leaving their horses
at a livery stable.
On reaching the city they went at once to ihe Walton
i·esidence.
Of course, the girls were greatly surprised. The entire
family were in a tremor of excitement, for fear that they
would be taken unawares and Susie abducted.
Mr. Walton was sent for, a.nd he returned home in great
haste.
Carl then told him the story, an<l the lawyer approYed
his action.

Carl then mailed the letter, after wl1ich he went out,
mounted his horse and rode back to the ranch .
·w hen he reached there there ,yas considerable excitement
among tbe cowboys, for the news had reached them from
ihc house.
'l'om \\'lrnly was sitting ucar the prisoner smoking his
pipe.
" kTow, 'l'om,'' said Carl, "I want the prisoner well
treated, but kept well guarded until I tell you to let him
go."
"That's all right, boss. We'll keep him, and if anything
happens to Miss Susie we'll string him up and dance
around him as he swings."
"1'hat's all right. You have my permission to lynch
him, for I belieYc be belongs to the gang."
The prisoner smiled, but said nothing. His feet were
unbound, and he was conducteli to one of the cowboy's
houses, where four of them were to take turns, two at a I
CHAPTER XX.
i.ime, guarding him day and night.
HOvV CARL HEADED OFF TIIE KIDNAPPERS.
"Cameron is makillg the worst mistake of his life,'' he
"I think she would be safer here in the city," said
remarked to one of the cowboys.
La,'vyer Walton, as they were talking the matter over; "but
":Maybe so," was the reply. "We are all liable to make Susie seems to think that on the ranch the cowboys would
mistakes, but if anything happens to the young lady, you be a much better guard than all the police of the entire
are just as sure to swing at the end of a lariat a& the sun city."
rises and sets."
( To be continued)
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TIMELY TOPICS
'l'hat a convict in the Tennessee State Prison has been
engaged in counterfeiting operations was indicated when
prison authorities found remains of plaster of paris molds
for small coins in the cell of Sam Howerton, serving a sent ence for murder. The authorities began their search upon
information furnished by another convict. Howerton, it
is said, melted the metal l)y means of a wire attached to
t he electric light lamp socket in his cell.
Two centre.hi.ts made with Whitehead torpedoes at 3,000
yards while mnning twelve feet under the surface of the
sea was the record of the United States submarine E-1
during the target practice in Gardiner's Bay, according to
official information received rec~ntly. During practice the
E-1, under command of L\eut. Louis D. Causey, while
running submerged at full speed, discharged both of her
8-inch torpedoes at a 10-foot moving target. Both of the
hits were bull's-eyes, the report states.
Mary Roma, sixteen years old, of Jamesport, Long
Jsland, is in St. Peter's Hospital, Brooklyn, where, it is
hoped, the surgeons will be able to get at a 50-ce_n t piece
t he girl swallowed. Mary Teccived the half dollar as pa.y
for open ing escallops, and she and a young man were
skylarking over the money, which he waR endeavoring to
take from her. 'l'o fru strate him, she put the silver piece
in her mouth, and it slid clown her throat. Efforts to
cough it up proved unavailing, and it was decided that
t reatment in a hospital was the only safe course.

Special effort is made to exclu de the East I ndians fro m
Canada because the Hindus locating there learn to be independent and to despise caste, ·so that on their return
home they become a disturbing element and threaten the
stability of BTitish rule in I ndia. The Canadian law prohibits the admission of immigrants who come otherwise
than by continuous journey from the country of which
they are natives or citizens, and there is no direct steamship line between I ndia and Canada. . T hey are fruga l
and tempr,rate, declare writers quoted in the Literary
Digest. 'l'he Sikhs an d other Hindu settlers have amassed
money and invested $7,000,00 0 in real estate and buildings in Vancouver and Victoria. Yet they are not only
refused the franchise, but forbidden to bring their wives
with them and found family relations.

Born a slave, Mrs. Amanda J ohnson, of Albany, Ore.,
not only has enjoyed freedom for si1.'iy years but on_her
eightieth birthday became a duly qualified voter with all of
the rights of citizenship. The adoption of women's suffrage in Oregon last fall paved the way for this resu lt
and she registered as a Republican voter. . An Oregon
pioneer of 1853, Mrs. J ohnson has lived in and near Albany continuously ~or sixty years. Her frien<l s are many.
She was born in Liberty, Clay county, Missouri, August
30, 1833. Her life has been eventful. The old Southern
custom of a family giving to a daughter upon her marriage a little colored girl as a personal attendant and the
feeling in the South against liberated negroes before the
war were the potent factors in Mrs. Johnson's long trip
across the plains to Oregon _in pioneer days. A daughter
of the famil y ou w110se place she was born was married
when Mrs. J olnrnon was 7 years old an d she was given to
this daughter as. a wedd ing present.

A bar of what the au thorities heli ~Ye to be pme gold of
a value of $50,000 was found in the woods near Fountain
City, \Vis., by H erman Putzier the other day. 'l'he bar,
which has been sent to :Madison, to be assayed at the State
University, is presumed to be part of th ~ plunder of a
· trai11 robbery. Almost twenty-five years ago a Burlington
train was held up near the vi.lhlge of Yictoria and the express car ,1 as looted. It was rumored that th e plunder hacl
.The Agawam Post-Office, three miles south of Springbeen secreted in the woods near here, but nothing t o sub- field, Mass., was entered early the other morning by
stantiate thi theory was e;-er discovered until the bar of burglars, ..-ho loaded the "burglar-proof" safe on an auto
metal was revealed.
truck and departed. The safe weighed half a ton, and its
contents were ~alued at $3,000 . At 7 o'clock in the mornIf naval officers find it necessary to tip more than 30 ing two· clerks found the front door of the post-office uncents a day they must bear the expense themselves, even locked. An investigation disclosed that everything was
thol1gh theJ are traveling on government business. This in iLs accustomed place, except the safe. / Postmaster
TUle was emphasized by George F. Downey, the Controller Hastings notified the Spritlgfield and State police and the
1
of the Treasury, who ruled that William ·w. Miller, second postal authorities of the burglary. '1 he police found tracks
chrns electrical expert for the navy at Newport News, must which indicat ed that an auto truck was included in the
stand the loss of 35 cents paid to the steward on a boat burglars' outfit. Entrance to the post-office had been
nmu ing from Newport News to Lewes, Del. Tips at the . gained by cutting out a pane of glass and unfasteni,ug
rate of 30 cents a day to waiters were allowed, but Con- the window. None of the residents near the post-office
trollcr Downey could uot see any justification for tipping was ;;iwakenerl uy the visit of the burglars. Late in the
the steward. The auditor of the Navy Department dis- afteri10on tracks were discovered ~eading from the main
allrms all tips attached to Miller's expense account, but highway about two mi les from the post-office. The safe
Con(!·ollrr Do"·ney held 1tlrnt a preced ent harl been estab- Wfl.S found in a cornfielrl. No attempt had be~m made to
l iHlicd in a pre\'iou ~ ca se. fo that the 30 cents a day-10 open it. 'l'he police belieYe that u11forcsee11 circumstances
.ue~essitated dumping the safe in the cornfield in, a hurry.
• ceu ls a meal-would be aUo,rcd.
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Mrs. Woodrow Wilson, wife o-f the President, was an
entrant for a part of Uncle Sam's date lands in the Salton
Sea basin of the Imperial Valley, until she was notified by
the local Land Office that her entry had been cancelled,
through a contest filed at the Land Office at Los Angeles
recently. It appears that Mrs. Wilson and Philip D. Her- ·
bert laid claim to 102 acres, 82 of which were in Mrs.
Wils0n's name. The land was. originally entered by John
L. King, who subsequently sold it to other persons, excepting 20 acres in Herbert's name and 82 in Mrs. Wilson's name. An error in publication of the first entry was
discovered, and a correction ordered by the Land Office,
but again instructions were not followed, and Herbert and
Mrs. Wilson were notified that their homestead had been
cancelled. In her petition the "First Lady of the Land"
seeks to gain possession of: her date acreage through the
medium of proper publication. No time has been set by
the loca'l Land Office for the hearing.

Michael Fogarty, aged eighty-eight, appeared at the local hospital, Springdale, Wash., to hare what he thought
GRINS A~ H CHUCKL ES
to be a piece of eggshell removed from his throat. Upon
"\Yhen clo you intend to start for the South?" "We
examination Dr. Lewis found a needle about two inches
shall probably leave 'l'uesday." "Expect to take the rest
long corroded with rust imbedded in the side of the throat.
of the week with you?"
A moving picture company of London is now offering
$250 a day to a man who looks exactly as King Edward
looked at fifty years of age. The company is :floodecl with
personal applications and letters from men who are sure
they are the "spit and image" of the .dead monarch. The
most curious looking men are absolutely convinced they
are the ones wanted, but none has yet been selected as
capable of filling the bill for a film to be entitled "Queen
Victoria, Sixty Years a Queen."

Judge (sternly)-Your face is very familiar. Have
you been in this court before? Prisoner-No, sir; but
I'm a bartender a.t the Farandon Hotel.
Landowner (to trespasser)-Don't you see that sign,
·'No Fishing in these grounds?" 'l'respasser-I hain't
fishi11g in ihe ground. I'm fishing in the water.

M:r. Johnson-Deacon Simpson's prodigal son returned
last week. Mr. Jackson-I s'pose de ole man killed cle
fa ti.eel calf? Ur. J ohnsoh-N o; r1e prodigal stole de calf
Dimensions :for Battleship No . 39, which will probably and skipped out ag'in 'fore de deacon even had time to
be named the North Carolina in honor of Secretary of the lock up de barn.
Navy Josephus Daniels, were given out recently. The
vessel, which will· be built at the Brooklyn Navy Yard,
A young woman recently received ihe following note,
will be 600 feet long, 9~' feet ½ inck beam, 28 feet 10 and is heartbroken: "You needen't expect me up to yure
inches draught, 31,400 tons displacement and · 21 knots house no more suntla nights. A gurl that leaves taffee
spee<l. She will carry twelve 14-inch rifles, four sub- a-stickin.' on the parlor chairs for a fellar to sit on ain't
merged torpedo tubes and twenty-two 5-inch rapid fire no gurl for me-Jim."
guns. She will have a crew of 1,002. The old style turbine engine, found to be more efficient than the reciprocatLittle Thomas (who has been nearly drowned)-It was
ing engine iu a Government test, will be installed on the simply marvelous! · As I sank for the third time all the
11ew veRsel.
incidents of my past life came vividly before me. Dobb~
(bmtally)-I say, old chap, dic1 you remember that fiver
A proposition for the converting of the new Springfield I lent you last year?
rifle into a carbine for the mouIPted service is again before
"Dear me," said I\fr. Meekins, "it seems so absurcl for
the \.Va.r Department. It is proposed to shorten the barrel
four inches, which will reduce the weight of the gun two men to be constantly talking about their wives having the
pounds and make it very much eu,sieu for handling by last word. I never object to my wife having the last
mounted troops. The sights are to be adjusted. to meet wo'rd." "You c1on·t ?" "Not a bit. I always feel thankthe shortening of the barrel. The decrease in the muzzle fol when she gets it."
velocity· will not be so great as to interfere with its efEmployer-Now·, where have you been all thi& time?
fectiYeness up to a range of 1,500 yards. The Ordnance
Department has been asked to make a report on the prop- At the matinee, I suppose. Come, confes~. Office Boy
osition, an.cl the ·cavalry Board will take it 11p and inchic1e (in foar and trembling)-Yes, sir, I wns. Employer-·
it in its report on the reorganization of the Cavalry and I'm glad to hear it. Perhaps you've picked up a new
tune. I was getting tired o-J' the old one you whistle.
on the new equipment.
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By John Sherman.

The story I am about to relate is really the one romance
of my life-a detective's love story, in fact. I was a young
man just twenty-five years of age when I was detailed by
Allan Pinkerton, my old preceptor and first employer, to
accompany Sam Matthews-poor Sam! he's dead and gone
now-to Wisconsin to hunt out the notorious band of
horse-thieves called '"rhe Medill Gang," stories of whose
bold deeds are still related by the people of Central and
Northern Wisconsin.
Sam and I struck into the case with the determination
to succeed in breaking up and arresting the members of
the horse-thieves' band.
We arrived in Janesville, Wisconsin, one stormy night
in June, and the following morning we struck out into
the wild country to the northwest, which was then but
sparsely settled.
·
The operations of the Medill gang extended clear to the
lead country, but we had reasons to think that their headquarters were somewh ere within thirty or forty miles of
Janesville, because Dave Reynolds, a detective who preceded us, and who was a good man in his way, had located
them to the extent mentioned.
Dave was a hail fellow, well met, when off duty, and he
got killed .at a dance which he attended at Mineral Point,
wl1ile working up the case of the Medill gang.
It was supposed that some member of the gang Dave
was piping "la.id him out," for a drunken vagabond of
Dodgeville told, while intoxicated, that Jack Medill's men
had "downed" a detective at Mineral Point, so they must
h~Ye dropped to Dave's game.
The fellow who garn this information was found dead
on the railway track a few days afterward, horribly
mangled.
It was said that he had been killed by the cars, but it
was the private opinion of the detectives that the Medill
gang knew something of the affair.
Sam and I had a pretty good description of Jack Medill,
which Dave Reynolds had sent in to the Chicago office of
the Pinkerton Detective Agency, and we shoul<.l know our
man if we saw him, unless 'he was very cleverly disguised.
Sam and r' were pretty well made up to r epresent
jewelry peddlers, and we each carried a peddler's-box of
cheap jewelry.
.
It was our idea to work through the sll!pected country
as peddlers.
e intended to call at every fannhouse, crossroad 'inn,
grocery and toll-gate, and by keeping our eyes and ears
open, we thought it would be strange if we did not find
some clew to the men we were after, although we knew
them to be cunning and desperate men, who would not
· hl'sitale to murder us i E the opportunity aJiorded them.
O11e evening, just after the lamps were lighted in a
farmhouse toward which we were making our way along a
' lonely country roacl, .four men, splendidly mounted, dashed
by us at foll speed.
They were heading toward the farm at which we hoped
• to find lodging for the night.
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As we approached the farmhouse, we came to a bridge
that spanned a dark, deep stream, which ran along at the
bottom of the gully the bridge crossed.
The hou se was situated right on the brink of the steep
bank, a little to the left of the bridge, and in plain sight
and so near, that as we reached the cepter of the bridge
Sam and I involuntarily came to a halt to gaze in a<.lmiration and surpri se at the picture we saw in the window of
the farmhouse neareat the bridge.
'l'he ruddy light of a 1-amp illuminated the window with
a red glow, and disclosed two female forms.
One was a silvery-haired, matronly lady, with a sweet,
motherly face, w110 was tastefully attired in black, with
a neat little cap o:o, her head.
The other was a young girl, who stood with her arm
around the elderly lad y's neck, while their cheeks met,
ancl they were both reading a letter which was held by
one band of each.
'l'he girl was the most radiantly beautiful girl I e-er
saw. You have seen my wife; but never mind, I haxen't
come to that yet.
Upon the face of the lovely girl was an expression of
1
trouble and fear.
'l' he matronly lady, who resembled the yonng one so
nearly that Sam and I jumped at the conclusion that she
must be her mother, grew pale as she read the letter, and
as she finished its perusal she turned ·towa.Td her daughter,
as we presumed.
They seemed to converse for a moment,' when sudLlenly
the door of the room was burst open an<.l four men-three
of whom were fierce, rough-looking · fellow,s, with pants in
their top-boots and slouched hats on their heads-bmst
into the room.
The foU'l:th one of the party was difierent from tbe
others in appearance. ·
He was attired in black, and he h,:d a sanctimonious,
hangdog air about him that was redolent of cant and
hypocrisy.
His bloated red face would have suggested, however, that
he was more familiar with the . whisky-bottle than the
Scriptures, although his garments were oI ministerial cut.
At sight of the four men who had burst thus rudely into
the room the two ladies retreated, and a cry .of fear broke
from their lips.
·
"Beauty in distrllss, Sam. We must know what all this
means," said I.
'' Of course we must; and between you and I, Dave, I'll
stake my life that big fellow, who was the first to burst
into the room, is Jack Medill!" replied Sam.
"The deuce !" I exclaimed; and as I for the moment
removed my fascinated gaze from the face of the lovely
girl, and turned my eyes with an intent look at the man
indicated by Sam, I saw in an iustant that he was right.
"By heaven, Sam, we have spotted our man! That big
fellow, as you term him, is Jack Medill, the leader of the
horse-thieYes' gang of whom we are in pursuit," I said.
"We mu st aid those wom en. Come, old partner, put down
your 'kit,' and let's creep forward under the window, and
find out what this strange scene can mean," I added.
"All right," replied Sam. "I think we can hear as well
as see from beside the window."
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We crossed the bridge, and crept along the edge of the
"It cannot be; I took an oath this night in the presence
gully close np to the window.
of my band, and at their desire, that I would this night
The girl was speaking.
make your daughter my wife, or kill her!" said Medill.
Her tlrst words assured ns that we were right in our
"Then give me death. I'll never be the wife of such an
suspicions.
ungrateful monster !" said Clara.
'·Jack Modil]," said the gi1\ "is this the return you
"Y•le must'down those rascals, Sam. I'll risk my life for
make my wi<lowecl mother and myself for our kindness to that girl.
Are you with me?" I whispered to Sam.
yon? Yon knew that our one man servant was absent
"Heart and band to the death, old partner. When I
this night, and that we were alone and unprotected, and count
throe we'll go through that window like we were fired
so yc,n have come to fulfill your threat.
out of a catapult, and we'll down Medill's gang or go down
"Somo weeks ago you were thrown from your horse in ourselves," whispered
Sam. ,
front of our house, and seriously injured. We knew not
"\Ve braced ourselves for a terriffic leap.
your character then, and our hired man brought you into
We saw the horse-thieves level their revolvers at Clara
onr house, assisted by one of your band who was with you
when the accident occurre<lr Yon feared to call a phy! Meadows and her mother, while Medill thundered :
"Do you consent?"
sie:ian, and your wounds were not properly cared for; and
"One, two, three!" counted Sam, and at the word three
although we did all we could for you, a fever came upon
you, and your mind wandered. It wati my task to aid my we leaped feet foremost at the window.
Crash ! Bang! Smash!
mother in Laking care of you, aud in your delirium you
Shivering sash and glass, we went through the window
betrayed to us the fact that :vou were the notorious Jack
into
the .room.
},[edill, chief of the band who have terrorized this section
Our
1'evolvers cracked simultaneously, and two of the
of Wisconsin.
"At last the man who aided in bringing you beneath horse-thieves fell.
o~r, roof risked discovery, and brought a physician to your · Meclil and the preacher had not been hit.
Medill aimed his pistol at me.
bedside.
As
he fired Clara Meadows leaped against him, and the
"'l'hen you recovered, and your friend told you that in
delirium you had betrayed your secret to myself and my bullet from his weapon passed over my head.
Tbo next moment I dropped the rascal with a crack on
motlier.
''During vonr co1walescence 50n professed to l1ave fallen the sh1ll from my clubbed revolver.
"Yerily, the Philistines are come upon me!" whined the
in Jor e with me, am1 while :rnu must harn known that I
could neYer be anything to you, you asked me to be your preache'r, making for the door; but before he reached it
wjfe.
Sam caught him, whirled him around, and kicked him
through
the window.
"J Tefuse<l, anc1 when you left our house you threatened
Vve handcuffed the three horse-thieves, and drove them
that YOU would , ct compel me to become your wife.
_, Bnt a few hour:-J ago I received a note from y~u, stating into J anes,ille that night.
Mrs. Meadows furnished the team and a farm-wagon for
ihaL ii' you did noL receive a11 answer Ly sunset, accepting
the
conveyance of our captives, arid she and her daughter
your offer of marriage, which you again renewed, I might
foar the worst. I was reading the letter to my mother accompanied lLS, for they feared to remain alone at the
when you burst into the room ·with your ruffian followers." farm after what had occun;ed.
ln the end Medill confessed his crimes a11d the other
"I will be frank with you, Clara Meadows. You must
members
of his hand were secured, and sent with him to
co11srnt to become mine this night, or you die.
"This is the decitiion of my baud, for we have been in- prison.
But Clara Meadows.
form ed that tho detectives are upon our trail again, and
You can guess what became of her.
we fear that the large reward offered for our apprehension
I determined to win her for my wife.
will tempt you or your motlier to betray. us.
"C'omc, nrnke your ehoico; ·,rhich do you prefor-Jife or
I was a little bashful in those days, though, and so I
(lpatli ?" Mcdil1 went on.
confessed my Joye in a note, and asked her to be my wife
T folt Sam grasp my hand, and I saw that he had his that way.
rc,·01101· dra1rn in one hand and his bowie-knife in the
Clara and her mother were stopping at the residence of
other.
a friend of theirs, in Janesville, and the day after I sent
J retm·11cd his signi.6.c:mt hand-grasp and drew my my note to Clara I set out to call upon her and learn my
fate.
revolver.
I raised my revolver, and I felt like sending a bullet
As I approached the house unseen by her, I saw Clara
through the rascal's hen cl.
seated at i:he window of an elegantly furnished room.
Ola.ra Ivieadows sprang to her mother's side.
One shapely arm rested upon a table and supported her
"W1iat shall I do~ What shall I do?" she cried.
dimpled chin, while the other hung beside her chair and
"You can nerer be that villain's wife!" Mrs. Meadows grasped a letter-my note asking for her hand.
sai.c1; and then to .Yieclil I :
Her attitude was pensive, and she seemed to be re. '·Clo I For the lrwe of li ea,·<~n leave my house, and spare flecting.
the brn Jone wornen who mlisetl _you n::: lnithfully as though
:l'r y ltcnrL beat fast, but I braYely approached, and-well,
yon 11·eni Lhci r own son a.nd hrother when you lay at to make H.n end of the story, for I ~ee you suspect the
dc.tth's door."
· denouement, Clara i;aid yes, and that is how I won her.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
•
'l'he Mi11ister of the Interior, St. Petersburg, has finally
consented to allow picture theatres to exhibit films depicti11g members 0£ the imperial faru.i1y under restrictions
bUitable to their dignity. Such films are not to be shown
to the accompaniment of music. They are to be marked
m the programme as special items, and, furthe:Gmore, to
emphasize their superior character the curtain is to be
lowered before and after the film is displayed.

'l'he miners of Alabama are considering the acquisition
of a large uumber of canary birds to assist them in safet y
work. As a danger signal the canary bird is the best that
has been fou11d. The miners to detect the slightest trace of
carbon monoxide in the mines will make it a r~le to carry
the canary birds with them. 'l'he J3 ureau of 1\IIines has
ascc1 tained that canary birds have shown signs of dis tress
after three minute" in a. gaseous mine or room . This has
happened .i.n air that contained only one-sixth of 1 per
George Stumpf moved his house, a 10 by 30 foot frame ceut. of the gas. In eight minutes, according to the Bureau
affair of three rooms, from North Hartland, Conn ., to of nlines, the birds have absolutely tumbled fro m their
Hall Meadow, a distance of twenty-three miles, without perches, giving ample warning of the deadly fumes.
breaking anything in the dwelling. While the habitation
was in transit Stumpf and his men, who did the moving
To the liti.le town of Kensington, Conn., belongs the
with the aid of horses, had their meals in the house and houor of having erected the first monument t o comm emont night they gathered about the kitchen stove, popped rate the cleuth of soldiers who perished during the Civil
corn, smoked, read newspapers antl swapped stories before \Var. The semi -centennial of the dedication of this m onugoing to bed. Five years ago Stumpf and his men moved ment was rel:e11tly celebrated by the people of Kensing ton
the same house from Huntingtoo, :.Vlass., io Xoi:th Hart- am1 lhe Con nee Li cut G. A. H. 'l'he simple brownst o11e
land, where he was in the lumber business.
shaft was cleJic:atecl July ;l8, 1SG3, while the North was
still rejoicillg at the great victory of Uettysburg. But t he
Residents living near :B'i£th and Church ~tTeeb, Hunt- fate of the nation 1rns still hanging i11 the ualance when
ington, Pa., have been astonished the last few ni.ghts by the tlie patriotic people of Kensington, moved by the deaths
spectacle of twenty or tweuty-fhe l'ats walking on electric of six of their J"ello1r-townsmen, and inspired by the leadwires. 'l'he rndents make their lw1ne in a ·cit,tble of the ership of their pastol", He,'. E. C. )lilliard, su!JscribeJ t he
Adams :Express Company, anrl every evening, ,n,s soon as $3~U which made the erection of the monument possible.
the sl1a<les lengthen, tbey begin their raid un a home a
city block from Lhc staLle. Reaching 1.he lop of an elechic
George Bernier, thirteen years old, who was holding a
light pole, they cTeep out on 1.l1e wires a11c1 begin ll1c pro- guy i-ope to a balloon while it was being in flated before
l:essiou, which is watched by a crowd. The rehcon the an ascemiou at the fair at '\Yooclstoe:k, Conn., recently,
rats do the slack wire stunt, it i, ,a1ppo.0 e11, is because they was suduenl)· caniecl fire hnndred feet in the air and then
wish to evade Lhe cais in the neigl1Lorlwocl.
droppNl i.o rnstant clcatJ; in front of the grandsta11c1,
where ti, e thousnw1 per~uns were assembled . In or der to
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Turner lwve arri1·etl in 8pokallc, secure a ];ettei· holL1 on the guy rope in t he inflation of
Wash., after a motorcycle trip of l,rno miles, frorn ~an tl1e unlloon, the boy wonnu the rope about his wrist sevJo~e, Cal., to their borne in this ("ity . They rode tamlcm eral time~. '\Yhen the ballooni.:ii.. Harold Gates, of Xe,rstyle, 111 rs. Turner occupying the re11r seat. The trip bmyport, :Maes ., st:Hted l1is ase:ension the boy did not have
was made in twenty-five running clays. , The couple bore iin1e to unwinJ the rope, and he was carried swiftly upa letter' from Mayor Thomas :1[o:inhan of San ,J03e lo wa;·d. rla11gl ing by one l,ancl. Gntes 'l'as not aware of the
:i\fayor William J. Hindley of Hpokaue . 'i'heir bagp;n.~c boy',; pL'e,lica:nent until the rope unwound itself and t he
COJ1siste<l of two blankets, a frying pnn, coffee pot and a !Joy 1ras dashed to death .
small supply of food. 111r. 'l'urner sustained a broken
shoulder blade and arm in a collision in Oregon. but the
A remarkable feat of, involuntary fasting ' was performed
remainder of the trip was made wit\Jout mishap .
twel rn :wars ago by a corporal i!_ a regiment of French
colo1tinl infantry. On his way rn work one mo rning a
Surround eel by a herd of frightencL1 cattle, five girls were man heard cries p1occPr1ing from a c1isusec1 mine near
held prisoners in an auto in au 18,000-acrc pasture neaT Bm--t. At the bottom of an excarntion nem·h 100 feet
?11-uskogee, Okln., all night. and rnachecl l\luskogee in the deep C01pornl Arn1re Desrat,; was found in so \1·eak a conmorn i11g almost in a ~tate nf nerYons collapse as the rc:;1i\t clii.ion th:1t he could hardlv speak a wor<l. \fhen h e r eof the experience. The girls ,verc Misses May )frShat1- covered. his rescuers learnerl that after accidentaUy.fall ing
clen, Viola Milam and Lizzie Sharp of Chelsea, am1 :;\'fisses tnto the mme Desrats had been imprisoned fo r t wentySmith and Rucker of Claremore. 'l'he five started from eight days without anyth ing io eat or cbfok But a pig
Claremrn:e iu the Rucker nulo to visit Muskogee friends. can lieat a man. Dr. W.R . C'nrpenter, in his ' ' Manual of
_ T hey became lost when they started to cut across the Phyeiolog:v," records that a pig- ll'eighing 100 pounds was
pasture and their machine stalled. The cattle surrouncled entombed b:v the fall of a portion of the chalk cliffs ,a t
the car. Several times the auto was in danger of being Dover. It w:is dug ont HiO days later and found to be
, r ushed by the auima,ls, who left when daylight came.
still uli\'e, but reduced in weight to 40 pounds.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES

SHE SEEKS LOST MINE.
Friends of .M.iss Frances Leighton, daughter of Mr . and
Mrs. U. l'. Leighton, have learned that she has abandoned
a stu<ly of music to work with pick and shovel in male att ire in a remote canyon in the Southern Sierras. She is
searching :for a lost gold miue, and the talisman of her
quest is a rude diagram scrawled by the hand of a dying
man, her grandfather, John Easton.
Baston came to California in 1849, and was fatally
inju red while prospecting in Southern California. He told
of the discovery of a rieh vein and drew the diagram of
its location while dying, according to the story that has
come down to the present-day Leightons. His daughter,
t hen seven years old, later married C. P. Leighton in
Sacramento an•cl the family came to Oakland to live.
It was when :Mrs. Leighton's daughter, Miss Frances,
f ound the ancient drawing and learned the story of her
grandfather's death that she obtained consent from her
parents to make a search for the lost mine. She has built
a cabin and is making the search alone.
A NEW WAY TO PRESERVE EGGS.
A new agent ·for the presenation of eggs has be,en found
in Switzerland, which has many advantages over refrigel'at ion and pickling, a.cc:ording to United States Consul-General' R E. :Mansfield, stationed at Zurich, Stvitzerland.
"The preservative," Mr. :lYians.field explains, "consists
of a prepai·ed substance of adhesive character, the ingl'edien ts of which may be easily and cheaply obtained in any
country . . ':Phe process ol preservation is very simple: A
flat vessel of about 100 quarts is filled to half its capacity
with the preserving agent, into which the eggs are dipped
for two minutes and then allowed to dry . For the dipping
process the eggfJ are plac(;)d in flat wire baskets, each with
a capacity of 300 to 500 eggs. One basket is dipped after
another, and by employing a larger vessel several baskets
ma.y· be dipped simultaneously. In this manner two or
t hree persons can dip 200,000 eggs per day."
Eggs arc overhauled before shipment, so that very little
time is lost in dipping them in the solution during this
operation, as they dry very quickly and are almost immediately ready for repacking. No special machinery is required, .and the new agent is guaranteed to presel'Ve the
eggs fo r nine months, causing them to retain their freshness, weight, transparency, appearance, smell and taste.

FIND NEW OIL FIELD.
lt is curious that although the existence of oil .in Sicily,
especially in the district of Nicosia, in Central Sicily, has
been known for cent11ries, very little has been done to develop the industry. .
Wit h the exception of a short and inconclusive experiment made by a French company twelve months ago, no
boring for p;troleum has taken place in the island until
the inception a few months ago of regular boring by an
E nglish company which has t aken up a large arna near
Nicosia. ·
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This boring is still in the preliminary stages, but the
indications are most _promising, and surface investigation,s
have produced most remarkable results. A large extent
of oil rock and some oil bearing shales have been discovered, and in one place a spring of surface petroleum of
good quality has been foun<l by means of a tunnel driven
30 feet into sandstone rock. Similar discoveries have
been made in other parts of Sicily and a German syndicate will begin boring very shortly in the southeast. At
Nicosia petroleum indications al'e on a large scale, the ·
physical confol'matiou of the country being favorable t o
the presence . of enormous quantities.
'l'he importance of large deposits of petroleum on an
island in tl1e middle of the Mediterranean cannot be easily
overestirna red for war purposes, now that war vessels of all
types and nationalities are to be adapted to consume oii
Iuel.
REDUCTION OF CANAL J?ORCE.

In the reduction of force consequent upon the approaching completion of canal wol'k 145 American locomotive engineers and an equal number of conductors will lose their
jobs. Out of 180 engineers only 35 will be retained in the
pennrment organization, both on the canal work and the
Panama Railroad.
'lhese men are reaJly no worse off than most of the
Americans who came to Panama to work because wages
were high and living expenses apparently low. The situation in ,vhich ,ome of them find themselves, however, is
more concrete. They came here as qualified engineers unJer 40 years of r,ge, worked as long as there was work to
do, and now return to the United States past the age of 40.
'l'hey cannot obtain employment on an American railroad
because they have passed the age limit. Only one opening
is left to them at their vocation as locomotive engineel'S :
they must try to get work on Latin-American railroads.
Another element of the canal force that finds itself unfortunately placed upon the conclusion of the work is composed of men who were injured in the service. So long
as Goethals . had good jobs to give these men-he saw to it
that they were taken care of, but the number of cripples
has increased steadily and the number of jobs is now on
the decrease. The~e men are largely laborers, either West
Indian negroes or Spaniards, and the law makes no provision for even temporary relief. In the hope of alleviating their condition, Qol. Goethals has begun to de;-elop
a poor house near Coroza.l, about three miles outside of
Panama city. Laborers who wish to do so can work there
at the rate of 10 cents an hour, clearing the gTOund and
belpir:g to put up buildings. The ultimate purpose is to
develop a "county home," which will include also the
Canal Zone hospital for the insane.
There are probably not over 300 of these cripples in the
Canal Zone, but these present n problem more difficult
thllll the other 30,000, fol' the balance aJ·e able bodied and,
t o some extent, can be r elied upon .t o take care of t hem·
selves.

GIA.NT !'JAV,
l'UZZLE.
This puzzle conta.lna
twenty-one pieces ot
wood nicely 1'\nlshed;
ta.ke them a.pa.rt a.nd
them together
p u t
s am e as Uluetrated.
Everybody would Ilk•
to try It, as It 11 very
Price, by
taaclna.tlng.
mall, postpaid, 2Go,

Solid-breech
Hammerless

eaoh.
H. F, LANO, 18llS Centre St., B'kl:,n, N. Y.

DELUSION TRICK.
A magic lltt,e box In three
parts tha.t Is very mystifyIng to th ose not In the trick,
A coin placed on a piece ot
pa.per disappear• by dropping
a nickel ring a.round it from
the magic box. Made of hard
Price, 12c.
IVood two Inches In diameter.
ll1. V. OA.LLIOAN, 4111 W. Htll l!lt., N, Y,
POWDER.
Gee wntzl .-;'ha, tu,11
Y•u can have 9'1th
tltl1 atutt. JdQleten the
U:it ot your flncer, ta.J,
It •n the cent«nt• •t
tlile bex_

~It

will

a IJttle

and

Thoa

•tick.

1ha.lttt handa witb. yttur
a
drop
or
rrtund.

~~~~~:22 REPEATER

Th• _ , Jolt" ot all.
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Reminwton-UM C-the perfect shooting combination
299 Broldw,1, New Yorl C111

JUMPING CARD.-A.
pretty little trick, easy to
perform. Effect: A selected card returned to the
deck jumps high Into the
air at the performer's comma.nd. Pack Is held In one
hand. Price ot apparatus,
with enoui:;h cards to por!orm the trick, lOe.

cento ,.

<?r\: i~~

~~

JUMPING· TELESOOPE,
This ls an oblong
tube ln exact imitation ct a telescope. By looking
through it. rAveaJ&:
one highly 1nagni-

fled picture CJf. 1:1,
dancer or o t h e r
It consubject.
tains on the side a.
button, wh!ch the
victim ls told to
Instead ot
press for a change of picture.
another picture appe&ring, the entire h1slde
part shoots out, as shown in lllustra.t1on. It
Js entirely harmless, but gives the victim a
for 21Sc. by mail, p~stpaid.
£'Ji~f~:, i~~~-e~ach; 2 CO.,
29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

WOLJ!'l!' NOVELTY

BUBBLE BLOWER.
With th is d~v!c~. a
continuous e et 1 es ot
bubbloa can be blown.
It la a wooden, cigar•
shaped blower,

enca.lJ-

lng a. omall vial, In
which there Is a piece
The vial Is
of ooa.p.
ftlied with water, and a peculiarly perforated
cork ts inserted. When you blow in to the
. ,_ mouthpiece, it sets~ up a. hydraulic pres.sure
throutl:l the cork perforations and cau1es
bubble after- bubble to come out. No need of
dip1:i lug into water once the little bottle ta
Aile<!. Price, JOc. each t,y mail, postpaid.
, C. BEilR, luO W. 6~d St., New York Oib'.

Simple Rifle to C.re For

REMINGTON ARMS-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO,

~•"- ay mail. put.11.14.
WOLFE 2'10\'ELTY CO~ Z9 W. !Ith St,, N. Y.

COMICAL RUBBER STAMPS.
A complete set of five
people
little
grotesque
Indestructible
of
made
1
1
~~~~t ~ficitt:d
_
::
u res consist ot Policeman.
oth~r
a,nd
Ch lnaman,
a.s
figures
·, augha.ble
1t
.
As
shown fn pictures.
&
each ftgure ts mounted
.
on a separo..te block, anJC
boy can set up a regular
parade or circus by printIng the figures In different positions. With each set of figures we
eend a bottle or colored Ink, a.n ink pad and
Children ca.n stamp these
full lnotructlons.
pictures on their toys, picture books, -.,rlt!ng
paper and envelopes, and they are without
doubt the most amusing and entertaining
novelty gott1'1n up in years. Price ot the complete set ot Rubber Stamps, with ink and
ink pad, only 10c., 8 sets for 25c., one dozen
90c., by niall postpaid,
H. F. LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

III

The Remington-U MC .22 Repeater is rifled, sighted and_ tested _for
accuracy by expert gunsmiths. It shoots JlS you hold. The simple, 1m•
proved safety device on every Remington- UMC .22 repeater never fails
to work. Accidental discharge is impossible.
The Remington- UMC .22 Repeater is easily cared for. In taking
down your fingers are your only tools. The breech block, firing pin
and e~tractor, come 011t in one pieoo;:::permit tiog the barrel to be cleaned
,
·
from the breech.
The action handles .22 short, .~ fong or .22 lonlt rifle cartridgca-u ,
or all at the same time without adjustment.

11peck d•wn nis ~ack.
In a minute he ,vlJl
feel u IC he ha.GI lh•
It
aeven y~ars' Jtca.
will 111a.Jc.• Alm. •uatcll. r•ar, •quirm a.ad
M&ke fac•~- .lhat tt 11 l'•rfectly harrnl•u, H
It Je nrn.de trGII.\ th• 1eeds ~( wtl d rG!:ea. TS.a
llorrl'-1• itch atep2 111 a few minute1, or can
It• clteckod im.1»odt&t•lY b)' rub~1ng th.e •Jlot
Wloll• It I• workln.a:, J'&U
wltk a wet clotlt.
wtll be &pt to Jaush yeuT au1pender bu.tt•••

.«.

SIDE-EJECHNG

HAMMERLESS
Sure Safe Shooting for Man or Boy-And

JU. V. GALLIGAN, 419 W. 56th l:!t., N. Y.

OACHOO OR SNEEZING POWDER,
The r;Te1.te1t fun-malNr ell
,hem all. .A. Mnan am•un~
et thia JHWGler, wllon lllew.n
ca.uni,
wt(l
rtutm,
'1
in
every•ne t·o snooze witlt.•ut
a,nyqne knowl,Jlg whore It
eomH from, It la very ltght, wlll ll.M.t In tile
1

:!~.:::n:t ~e.;.~~d lter,et;::;..o~~~:?l\~;!~
:~d
le••. Ce.~h•• 11 ]tut up i·n botf'Je1, a.nd •no

betbl-e contain• enou.ch te be UBed from 11 t,e
H tmiee.. Price, by mll.ll, 16c. each; 3 !or £Ge.
WOLFF NOV.1£LTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. V.

SURPRISE KINEl\IATOO.! tAl'H.
The ,greatest hit of tho
It consists ot a
season!
small metal, nickeled tube,
eye view,
lens
w ith a
which ahows a. pretty balHand
let girl In tights.
It to a friend, who will be
\iel!ghted with the flnt picture; tell him to turn the
screw in center of instrument to change th e views, when a stream of
water squirts into his tace, much to his disgust. Anyone who has not seen this kinemo..tograph· in operation is sure to b,e caught
The ii:1strument can be refill ed
every time.
wJth water in an h-1stant, ready for the next
Price 25c. by mall, postpaid.
customer.
WOLll'F NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St .• N. Y,

TRIC:tr FAN":'
A lady's !an made
ot colored silk cloth.
The fan may be used
.
and then shut, and
when it opens again,
It falls In pieces; shut
'
and open again and It
ls perfect, without a.
•lgn ot a. break. A great surprise !or thoaa
not In the trick. Price, 35c. by mall, postpaid.
IL F. LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'klyu, .-.. l.

·.

.

SURPRI.SE LETTER DRUM.
Stung! That was one on
you! The joke? You send a.
friend a letter. He opens It,
and that releases the drum.
Instantly the shet:;t of note
·
paper begins to bang and
thump furiously, with a tipGuarpJn:-, tearing sound.
anteed to make a man with iron nerves almost jump out of his skin. You can catch
the shB.rps.st wisenheimer with this one. Don't
Price, Ge. each by mall.
miss i;ettlng a few.
WOLl!'F NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 26th St., N. Y.

(®

ffll-OI,D ()0J"N8 W .A.NTED-9

87 .75 PH.Id for JURE date 186J Qu1.rtort
aod *¼ wit.bout arrows. t.:ASH µrom•
iums paid on bondrects ot old oolus.
Keep a.ll money G.tt.ted before 1896 ~ml
send r1• EN CtJnts at onou for ~ow

Jll"Dstra.ted Coin Value Hook. sizo !:rT.

Get Posted

nnd make money easy. c. ~·. eLA.RKE • OU,, l),>lll
Dei.lera, lsoz 21, Le ttoy, N. f.

A DIME
LOTS OF FUN FOR
Dr.uble Throat.
Ventriloquist

Fits roof o( mouth; always invisible; .Q'reate111

:~~j:::tu~rl:i~!~7~~,~
iS!f:?~~CAUS~onr~~
ca.nary, and imitate birds and be:usts of

like.a
the field and forest. Loads ol tun. Wonderful inv~ntion. Thousands 1old. Price: on.Iv
10 cents; 4 for 25 cents, or 12 for 50 cent5<

Double Thro.it Co.Opt. K Frenchtown,N.l

isTHMA
.G

litEIIIEDY,ent to you on;J"Kli!ITRUL.
U It cureo, und 11,00: 1f not, don'i,
Give ~:r.pre11offiee. Wrlk tod:-.;. W,L
lUorllao,837 Ob.11 A.n.,SlWl•J•Ollla.

b k
.,, ' reen ac Ss.

Gcnntne ma.cerated
Mone'J' from tho U.
Tr.. eury Wosh·F?z:&EF-@m.a aiington, D . O, L Send
,, '10 cent.I for pack of &bout $500. ; show th•
• boys you ca.rry a big wad. 8T4B CO. Chi.ea.so.

_

.

llUSHSESS 01'' YOUl!. owa;
$2 000 YEARLY
1
c~;1:!i; ~~f~8~a.f~~lh~g~es~~tt~

legltl~ate; smrr:..!f
L CU:MENT MOORE

New Eimrt, N. J.

Speciafist

ft RCA RDS--IOCi;:1~;'oi,r.~a~"tt~ct 'i!1!:
A
I U Ugmm, Lovers, Western Scenery, Fun.Hnliday, Grot1\0

ing, &c, ,ome 6 colors gold emboued. ''1oney back
If not delighted. lOOtor 10c. ti, S,.OilJ> 00.-CR'IOAGO. ILL.

Your Name Printed

Jn onr Malling Directory and sent to l!rm,i '111

ovor th$ world io they can (umd you FREE
91L1llple!1 1 Catalogt1, Jl1111k1, Papen, ~tagulnee,
eto. Send 25<: to cover 0011t ofprJ11tlng your
name and yon 1 ll receive 11, blgmailfre•. PrGOf:
Geutlemt1u : l hav• already rec~hed 2U00
JJA.r<'elll of man, Aud stltl ~hey c9me, .1Gore11 01

:e:~:td ~~~;.':::~be.tc.it.l?;, ;.1:!:
r:~~~a~:'
s,nHu Ma,ie M•il r.... 01 F. ~hi !tt. . r.hlra'!ll, Ill.
1

·!~fit~i;:~]

ANOTHER TOUSEY' SUCCESS!! l

to a friend, as It is about •o -be taken, it w!ll
lnotantly disappear.
Price, 10c. each by mall, postpaid,
C. Bl<~HR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

"MOVING PICTURE STORIES"
A WEEKLY MAGAZINE
of illustrated stories from the notable Photoplays of the
day, written by prominent writers for the fiction-loving
-·
public.
0

I

THE ELK HEAD PUZZLE.
Ju st out, and one of the
most fascinating puzzles on
the market. Tile stunt Is to
separa.te the antlers and rejoin them. It looks easy, but
try it and you will admit that
It Is without exception the best
puzzle you have ever seen. You can't leave
it alone. Made of sllvered metal.
Price, 12c.; 3 for SOo., sent by mall, postpaid.
JI. Jf. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. l'.

MOVING PICTURE STORIES" is in no sense a trade or
technical publication. It is designed to supply the public with the best fiction, and illustrates each story with
life-like pictures of REAL CHARACTER S and
RE.J..L SCENERY.

16

THE JUMPING FROO.
This llltle novelty creates
Its
a world of laughter.
chief attractiveness Is that
it takes a few seco.nds be·
fore leaping hi gh in the air,
so that when set, very inno cently along side of an unsuspecting person.
he is suddenly startled by the wonderful
activity of this frog. Price, 16c. each by mall
postpaid.
H. i,•. LANG, 1816 C<>ntre St., B'klyn, N. Y,
I,

1

MOVING PICTURE STORIES" publishes weekly, in advance of the release of the films, the stories or plots
around which the pictures are built; thus, he .who reads
may see, and he who sees· may read, and better understand the pictures.

'£HE PEG JUMPER,
I
v e r y ettectlva
A
pocket trick, easily
to be performed by
any one. A miniature
paddle I• 0hown. Central holes are dr!lled throu&'h It. A woo<lec
pell' la lnsld<> ot the upper hole. Showing now
both oldes of the paddle, the performer causes,
by almply breathin g upon it, the peg to leave
the upper hole, and appear In the middle one.

~~ga1~t ~~~p':.i~ \~~tl~w~~ ht<J;!· ~~~~r toh~l~~
"MOVING PICTURE STORIES" offers interesting infor- .i Both
sidea of the p addle are repeatedly shown.
· Price by mall, 15c.
·
mation under the following Departn1ent Heads:
C. B EHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

Personal Paragraphs of the PhotoplayC:'TS,
Scenario Hints,
Lives of the Players,
• !ES,
Studio Jottlil
.._,
And other Special Articles by recognized authorities in
the Moving Picture Profession.

"MOVING PICTURE STORIES" may be purchased
newsstands and theatres at

.

GOOD L._UCK BANKS,
Orno.m ental ,,.. 'l'l'Gtl ae uoeful.
Made cf illQ'hly nlolceled hrass.

j~~n~ ?ts;W "'r·Re!~\~~
I1\,.,t'",iunti'i
refilled. Can bo used
11

J'ocke<l
a a d. wat.chcharm.

In.
at I

b~ 1;.:J.t

Monoy x:Gtund-

Prlco, ioc.

F . LA.i.',G, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

~

"

·v·. ·

"FIVE CENTS PER COPY

10

""" t1od.

1

~~~o~~?r\rKJ;; ..!~~he greatest small tool In the world. In this
little instrument you have in combina~
Uon se ven useful tools e1nb1 acing Key

c~1i~:~

!:Jag·cre-..i:.c,;:. sia~-rc'iineip~::.i~.
Cl!pper, Letter Opener and Screw
Driver. It ls not a toy, but a usefu l
article, made o! cutlery steel, tern1

~~~?\:,nrt ~;h~xg~ cii,e~e~;,m!h:~e~;;
or you can make sure of getting
piece of cutlery. As a useful tool, nothing
p~itpubuc to equal it.
"MOVING PICTURE ,STORIES" regularly by ~~fc!.v'i.~t~e~a~f~'lf.e~o~~
WOL.Fl-' NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St.,~- Y.
.
filling out th e coupon be1ow and mailmg it with subscrip- '
DEAD SHOT SQUIBT PISTOL.
·
If you shoot a man
tion price. Postage stamps accepted.
.. he wi ll

$2.50
1.25
.65

One year
Six months
,T hree months

................. : .............. .................................. .
1 Year

$2.50

6 Months 1.25
a Moatb• ,65

"MOVING PICTURE STORIES"

(BJ

FRANK TOUSEY, :Publisher, 168 West 23d Street, New York City

Gentlemen:Enclosed please find $•••••••••••••••••, for which send me
'
STORIES" beginning with No..••• , •••.
uMOVINO PICTURE

.

Name ................... ................... . · " ..........• • • ...•••.
Street .. •• _••...............•• •.... City ..•••••••••. State .•••••••••

• .1

with t h is '·gun
be to o mad to accept
11
the ancient excuse- 1
know ~t was
didn't
loaded." It loads eas11y
with a full charge of
w ater, and taking a im , pres8 the rubber bulb
at the butt of the Pistol, when a small stream
of water is squirted into his face, The best
thing to cl0 then is to pocket yo·ur gun ar.:::.
run. There are "loads of fun" !n th.is wkked
little joker, wh1Cl1j looks llko. a real revolver,
trigger, coclc, chambe rs, barrel a:id all. Price
only 7c.; 4 for 2.3c.; one dozen 60c. iJy mail
t
pmitpnJcl .
H. F. LANG, 1816 Centl'e St., B'klyn, N. Y,

THE FIGHTING ROOSTERS.
A full blooded pair o!
cocl,s.
game
fighting
These lillputlan fight ers
have real feathers, yellow
' legs and fiery red combs,
their movements when
fighting a,·e perfer,tiy n"-t·
ura l and l lfellke. and the
secret of their movements
is known only to the operator, who can cause
them to battle with each other as often
and as lon g as desired. Independent or their
fighting proclivities they make ve,·y pretty
mantel Ornaments. Price for t he. pair 1n a.
strong ' box, 10c.: 3 pairs for 2Gc. by mall,
postpaid.
WOLF]," NO\ll!:1,'.1:}'. CO., 211 \V. ~6th St., :t,;. L

LATEST ISSUES

560 Young Wild West and the Cave Gang; or, Arletta' • Desperate
Shot.

ri45 Young Wild West and the Doomed Mine; or, Arletta's Ll!e at
::, take.
ri46 Young Wild West Racing tor a Ranch., or, Spitfire 00 Hts Mettle.
547 Y,>Una Wild w
Senor. •
est Marked by Mexicans; or, Arletta and the

561 Young Wild West Lost In the Rockies; or, The Luct a Grtut7 J

or The Dandy ot the
'
'
Bull; or, Arletta'& Daring
•
West Surrounded by Death; or, The Seven Dynamite
West Staking a Claim; or, Arletta 00 Guard.
West's Greaser Chase; or, '.l.' he Outlaws of the BorWest
Swinging a Lariat; or, Arletta and the WIid

a64 Young W ild West and the Tricky Trapper; or, Arletta A!ter
Big Game.
665 Young Wild West Giving It Straight; or, The Worst Camp of All.
566 Young Wild West Gunning tor Gunmen; or, Arletta and th•
Greaser Ruffians.'
567 YoMl~lo':.lld West Surrounded by Gold; or, A Treasure Worth a
568 Young Wild West Baffling Death; or, Arletta and the Chasm.
569 Young Wild West and the R eckless Regulars; or, Saving a Company or Cavalry,
570 Young Wild West "Busting a Show; or, Arletta and the Actreaa.
571 Youllg Wild West and the Broncho Boss; or, Catohtag a Craft7
Cattleman.
572 Young WIid West at Six- Spot Flat; or, The Joke That Made a
Fortune.
573 Young WIid West Trapped by Greasers; or, Arletta and the Secret
Passage.
574 Young Wild West Locating a Lode; or, The Orphans of Bow1• 1
Bar.
575 Young Wild West's Government Contract; or, Arletta and the Pony ,
Express.
576 Young Wild W est's Big Roun.,_ Up; or, The Champion Reper of tla•
B. B. Ranch.

648 Young Wild
Gulch.
ri49 Young Wild
Escape.
MO Young Wild
~~ 1 y 0 ~~~k~lld
uu 2 Young Wild
ri53 y 0~e;g· Wild

West and the "Silver Kid"
West and

the

Yellow

Horses.
1154 Young Wild West Booming a Camp; or, The Shot That Opened
a Gold Mine.
655 Young Wild West and the "Busted" Mining Camp; or, Arletta
ns an Auctioneer.
55 6 Young Wild West Ousting the Outlaws; or, The Clean-Up at
Fancy Flat.
657 Young Wild West and the Treasure of the Lake; or, Hop Wah'e
Magic 'frlck.
558 Young Wild West Bossing a Cattle Range; or, Arletta Cornered
by Rustlers.
1159 YoCrung Wild West Trapping the R edskins; or, The Last Raid or
azy Horse.

. Brougt t .
5.62 Young Wild West Elected a Chle!; or, Arletta and the Papooae.
568 Young
Wild West and "Stinger Jack"; or, The Bluff That
Wouldn't Work.

I

For sale by all newsdealers, or wlll be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, 1n money or postage stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Pubhster,

16G West 23d St., ~ew Yor.it.

IF YOU WANT ./INY 'BACK NUM'BERS
or our weeklies and cannot procure them rrom newsdealers. they can Ile obtained from this office direct. Write eut and
fill In your Order and send It to us with the price of the week lies you wanl and we will send them to you by return mall.
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., New York.

:S<><>~S
No. -11. HOW TO JIIA.KE AND USE ELEC1'RICl'l'Y.-.A description of the wonderful
us~a o.t ei-ectriclty and electro magnetlem ; tocether wtth full lnetructlons fo r making Elecc
trlc Toya, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel.
.A.M.. M:.ll>.
Containing over H!ty llluatra•
tl ons.
.
No,
HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND
DRIVE A HORSE.-.A complete treatise on
the horse. Deacrlbtng the most useful horse•
t or buataeaa, the beat horses tor the road;
a lso valualtle recipes tor diseases -.,ecullar to
the horoe.
No. 43. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL
CANeES.-A handy book for boys, containing
full dlrectl•ns tor constructing canoes and the
most pe-pular manner or sailing them. Fully
lllustrat6'.
.Nu. U. HOW TO DEBATE.-Glvlng rulea
tor coJ1a..ctlnc debates, outlines tor debatea,
questlo.n9 fer discussion, and the best sources
tor :r,reou.rine- information on the question•
elven.
No. M. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANJMALS.-.A valuable book. giving Instru ction•
In cc,lleed•g, preparing, mounting and preaervtng ~trds, animals and Insect~.
No. Ill. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
CAR-B S.-Ce>ntaintng explanations of the general principles of sleight-of-hand applicable
t o card tricks, of card tricks with ordinary
card1, aa« not requiring elelght-o!-hand, ot
'trtcks tavelvln,r alelght-ot-hand, or the uae ot
apeclally •repared cards. Illustrated.
No. H. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-Glvlnir
th e rulH and full directions tor playing
Eu chre, Crlltbage, Ca s ino, Forty-Five, Rounce,
Pedre Sa.11<,ho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
Fours. aa• many 0th er popular eamea of
caN4:,· 58. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A
wondert.. 1 little book, telling you how to write
t o your sweetheart, your fa.ther. mother. etat er. br•tller, employer; and, In fact. everybodv aa4 anybody you wish to write to.
1-·o. H. HOW TO KEEP AND !IIANAGE
Pl~'l'S.-Gtvtng complete Information a.s to the
m3.n ner a•• method ot raising, keeping, tamtng hreeal ng, and managing all kinds or pete;
a lsv glv!Ac full Instructions tor making cages,
e tc.
Fully explained by twenty-eight llluatr~t~n•GIS. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND
COJXS.-Contalnlng valuable Information regardlnir the collecting and arranging o!
atampa and cotna. Handsomely illustrated.
~o. 56. HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER.-<::ontalnlng run lnatructlons how to
become a lecomotlve ena-lneer; alao dlrectlon 1
tor bul141nc a model locomotive; tocetber
with a full deacrlptlon of everytblnir an en&I ne-er atteuld know.
No. 99. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPffER.--Contalntng u1eful intormattC'n "•·
Fv , • i<le b7 all newsd~alera. or will De aent to

.7.

lAANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

gardlng the Camera and how to work It; aleo
how to make Photographic Magic Lantern
Slides and other Transparencies. Handsomely
Illustrated.
No. 62. HOW TO ,BECOJIIE A WEST
POINT MILITARY CADET.-Explaln1 how

to gain admittance, course

or

Study, Examl~

nations. Duties. Starr of Offlcere, POl!t Guard,
Poli ce Regulations, Fire Department, and all
a b oy should know to be a cadet,
By Lu
Sena rens.
No, 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL
CADET.-Complete Instructions of how to gain
admission to the Annapolis Naval Academy.
Also containing the course or Instruction. de scrlptlon ot grounds and buildings, hlatorlcal
sketch, and everything a boy should know to
become an officer In the United State1 Navy.
By Lu Senarens.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL
MACHINES.-Contalnlng fu ll directions ror
making electrical machines, tndu ctlon coll•,
dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked
by electricity. By R, .A. R. Bennett. Fully
Illustrated.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES. - The moat
original joke book ever published. and lt ta
brlmtul or wit and humor.
It c.o ntalns a
large collection or eongs, jokes, conundrums,
etc., or Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorlst and practical Joker ot the day.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-<::ontatnlng ove r three hundred lnterestln& puzzle•
and conundrums, with key to same. A complete book. Fully Illustrated.
No. 67. HOW
TO
DO
ELECTRICAL
1'RICKS.-Contalnlng a large collection or
Instru ctive and highly amusing electrical
t ricks, together with lllustratlons. By A. Anders o n.
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TRICKS.
-Containing over one hundred highly amuaIng and Instructive tri cks with chemicals. By
A. Anderson. Handsomely Illustrated.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HA.,.~D.
-Containing over fifty of the latest and beat
tricks used by maglclana. Also con talnlne the
secret of second alght. Fully llluatrated.
No, 70 _ HOW TO MAKE MAGIC TOYS.Containing
full direction• !or making Magic
Toys and devices ot many kinda. Fully Uluatri:,.~e ~· 7l. HOW TO
DO
MECHANICAL
.- 0
TRJCKS.-Contalntng complete
Instruction,
!or performing over 1lxty Mechanical Trlcka.
Fully lllustrated.
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS
WITH CARDS.-Embraclnc all of the lateat
and moat deceptive card trlcka, with llluatratt ona.
No. 73. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
NrMBF.RR - - !==h nw1nJC m111.ny curloua trlcka
~ a4'1re.u ou ,·ec~lpl ot price, 10 eta. per cop7,

with Ha-urea and the maclc or aumbera. By
A • .Andoraon . Fully llluatrated.
No. 7•. HOW
'1'0
WRITE
LETTERI
CORRECTLY,-Contalntnc full
lnatructlona
for writing letters on almoat &D7 auliject:
aleo rulee for punctuation a.nd. compoaltion.
with specimen letters.
No. 76. HOW TO BECOME A CON.JUREK.
-Containing trick• with Domlnoea, Dice,
Cups and Balla, Hata. etc. Embraclnc tblrtyaJx II luatrattone. By A. Anderaon.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES B'I
THE JIAND.-Contalnlng rulea tor telllna- fortunes by the aid of llnea ot the hand, or th•
secret or pa.lmtstry. Alao the aecret ot tellIng tutm·e eventa by aid of melea. mark.a.
scars, etc. Illustrated.
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRIC:Ka
WITH CARDS.-<::ontalnlnc «eceptlve Card
Trlcka aa performed by lead.ins ceajurer• and
magtctans.
Arranged for b.eme amuattment..
Fully lllustratod.
No, 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACJI. &.RT
-Containing a complete deacrlptlon of tho
mysteries of Magic and 8h1lcl1t-of-Hand. together with many wondertul •x»ertmenta.. B:,
A. Anderson.
Illuetrated.
No. 79. HOW TO BEOOlll.E AN ACTOR.
-<::ontalnlng comp lete lnatructlona how to
make up for vartoua character, en the 1tage;
together with the dutlea o! the liltace Manager,
Prompter. Scenic Art11t and Property Man.
No, Sil GUS WILLIAMS' .JOKE BOOK.Containing the lateat Jokee, anecdotea and
funny atorlea of thl1 world-renewned German
comedian.
Sixty-four pacN; }iandaome coJ ...
ored cover contalnin& a balt-toD.e photo ot
the author.
No. 81, HOW TO MESMERIZE.--Oontalnlng the moat approved method• et meamerlam; animal magnettam. or. masnetic healins.
By Prof. Le, Hugo Koch, .A.C.lil-, author ot
.. How to Hypnotize . ., etc.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Contalnlng the mo•t approved method• ot readIng the line• O'l the band, toa-etber wkh a rull
explanation or their meantns. Alao explainIng phrenolo,ry, and the key tor telling character by the bump1 on the bead.
By Lee
Hugo Koch, .A.C.S. Fully llluatrated.
No. 8S. 110\V fO HYPNOTIZE.-<::ontalnln.
valuable and lnatructtve tnformatlon regard ing the aclence o! hypnotism.. Alau explain~.
Ing the moat approved method.a whtch are
~X::fM'.yeiy bLe~\1u~e0a~~~h,br°8.~lata of the
No. M. HOW TO BECOKE AN AUTHOR.
--Containing tntt>rmatton resardtns choice of
aubjecta the u1e of word.a aad the manner ot
containing valuable tnformatlon u
to tb•
neatnen. legibility and ir•••ral oompoaltlon of
preparing and aubmlttlair au,11uecript.
41N
:nanuacrli,t.
or 8 for 26 eta., In mone7 or polltqe 1tampa. DJ

168 West 23:i St., New York.
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